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RAZISKAVE ULTRAHITRIH PROCESOV V 
KORELIRANIH MATERIALIH S TUNELSKIM 
VRSTIČNIM MIKROSKOPOM 
IZVLEČEK 
Doktorsko delo je posvečeno povezavi med atomsko ločljivimi mikrokopskimi slikami in ultrahitrimi pod 
pikosekundnimi meritvami lasersko vzbujenih faznih prehodov v 1T-TaS2. Kombinacija vrstične tunelske 
mikroskopije (STM) in vzbuditveno testne tehnike nam da vpogled ne le v mikroskopsko sliko urejanja in 
topološko naravo različnih lasersko vzbujenih stanj, temveč tudi v pogoje pod katerimi se ta stanja pojavijo 
in v časovno skalo na kateri se oblikujejo. 
1T-TaS2 je plastoviti dihalkogenid prehodnih kovin, ki je vzbudil veliko zanimanje z odkritjem stabilnega 
skritega stanja, ki ga lahko vzbudimo z ultrahitrim laserskim ali električnim sunkom. Ker je prehod hiter, 
je 1T-TaS2 postal zelo dober kandidat za ultrahitre nizkotemperaturne spominske elemente prihodnosti. 
Izvedel sem več meritev, kjer sem spreminjal moč in fluenco laserskega snopa pri različnih temperaturah 
z namenom sestaviti fazni diagram fotoinduciranih stanj v 1T-TaS2. Izkaže se, da je optični preklop v skrito 
stanje zelo robusten in da je mejna fluenca za preklop enaka pri vseh temperaturah. Po drugi strani pa je 
preklop med ostalimi stanji težko ponovljiv pri uporabi laserja z valovno dolžino 800 nm. Tako se amorfno 
stanje in stanja z domenami različnih kiralnosti pri preklapljanju pojavljajo naključno. Pri uporabi visokih 
moči laserja sem opazil novo vrsto laserske transformacije v kristalu, in sicer gre za politipno 
transformacijo vrhnje plasti materiala iz 1T v 1H politip, kjer ključno vlogo igra lokalno segrevanje in hitro 
ohlajanje. Na transformirani površini lahko opazujemo fazni prehod med fazama s črtami in trikotno 
mrežo, ki kažeta zanimive topološke lastnosti. Podrobneje sem preučil tudi domenske stene med 
domenami različne kiralnosti, ki nimajo trivialne strukture.  
Z namenom združiti ultrahitre meritve z atomsko ločljivimi STM slikami sem sestavil teraherčno (THz) 
prožen STM. Sestavil in karakteriziral sem nekaj virov ultrahitrih teraherčnih sunkov in jih uporabil za 
vzbujanje konice tunelskega mikroskopa. Opazil sem do 20 pA usmerjenega THz toka, kar je dovolj za 
opazovanje sprememb v časovno ločljivih meritvah. Naprava v času mojega dela ni bila popolnoma 
dokončana. Izsledki so kljub temu predstavljeni kot pomoč pri nadaljnji izgradnji in optimizaciji naprave. 
 
Ključne besede: vrstična tunelska mikroskopija, fotovzbujeni fazni prehodi, skrito stanje, politipna 
transformacija, 1T-TaS2 
PACS: 71.30.+h, 71.45.Lr, 73.20.Mf, 73.22.-f, 74.55.+v, 78.47.J- 
  
   
STUDIES OF ULTRAFAST PROCESSES IN 
CORRELATED MATERIALS USING 
SCANNING TUNNELING MICROSCOPE 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis is focused on combining the atomically resolved microscopic picture with the ultrafast sub 
picosecond picture of laser induced phase transitions in 1T-TaS2. The combination of scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM) and pump-probe measurements, gives insight not only into the microscopic ordering 
and topological nature of different laser induced states in 1T-TaS2, but also into the conditions at which 
they are formed and the timescales at which they appear. 
The layered transition metal dichalcogenide 1T-TaS2 has undergone a recent resurgence of interest with 
the discovery of a stable hidden state, which can be induced by an ultrashort laser or electrical pulse. 
Since the transition is fast, the material became a very promising candidate for future cryogenic memory 
elements. I performed multiple excitation intensity dependent switching experiments at different 
temperatures in order to construct a phase diagram of photoinduced states in 1T-TaS2. It turns out that 
optical switching to the hidden state is very robust, while on the other hand switching to the other 
observed states cannot be controllably reproduced using an 800 nm laser. The threshold fluence for 
switching to the hidden state appears to be temperature independent, suggesting that only the density 
of the photoinduced carriers is important for the transition. Other photoinduced states such as the 
amorphous state and states with different chiralities seem to appear more randomly. At high laser 
powers, I discovered a novel kind of laser induced transformation that is a single layer polytype 
transformation from 1T to 1H polytype, where local heating and fast quench play a crucial role in 
formation of the new state. The polytype transformed layer shows a phase transition between the stripe 
phase and a network of hexagonal vertices, as seen with STM, which show interesting topological nature. 
I also examined the domain walls between the domains of different chiralities in 1T-TaS2, which appear to 
have a non-trivial structure. 
In order to combine the ultrafast measurements with atomically resolved STM scans, I built a prototype 
THz gated STM. I built and characterized several THz single cycle pulse sources and used them to excite 
the STM tip. I observed up to 20 pA of rectified THz current, which is expected enough to observe changes 
in time resolved measurements. The device was not finalized during my research work, but I am 
nevertheless showing the interesting and helpful experimental observations in order to make the future 
optimization of the THz resolved STM easier. 
 
Keywords: scanning tunneling microscopy, photoinduced phase transition, hidden state, polytype 
transformation, 1T-TaS2 
PACS: 71.30.+h, 71.45.Lr, 73.20.Mf, 73.22.-f, 74.55.+v, 78.47.J-  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The ultimate “microscopic movie camera” for studying matter would have a femtosecond time resolution 
that is sufficient to resolve the dynamics of the quasiparticle excitations (electronic transitions, spin or 
lattice vibrations) and simultaneously sub-atomic spatial resolution. Such a microscope would open up 
the possibility of investigating non equilibrium real-time dynamics on the atomic scale. In the present 
time, sub picosecond time resolution is generally considered to be easily achievable through different 
pump-probe experiments, which probe large areas on the samples (in comparison to atomic unit cell), 
and are giving spatially-averaged results [1]. On the other hand, STM microscopes easily achieve atomic 
resolution, but their speed is limited by capacitances and thus they only give us slow time resolution (in 
comparison to the timescale of elementary excitations in condensed matter) [2]. Considering this, the 
STM only gives us the possibility to measure stable states or slow phase transitions. Merging this kind of 
techniques and the development of an ultimate surface microscope has become technologically possible 
with the recent advent of suitable THz sources and low temperature STM instruments with SEM view 
cameras and optical access. Time-resolved (TR) microscopy is currently being pursued in two main 
directions: TR-reciprocal space microscopy and TR scanning tunneling microscopy (TR-STM). The former 
is developing rapidly, and commercial add-ons for standard transmission electron microscopes already 
achieve time-resolution in the few-picosecond range. Ultrafast electron or x-ray diffraction can even 
achieve femtosecond temporal resolution using free electron lasers [3], but only give data on regular 
structures, and are not suitable for investigation of surfaces or irregular features, such as individual atomic 
defects of current interest in manipulable quantum systems with single atoms. On the other hand, TR-
STM gives high-spatial-resolution information on surface states, where single particles can be detected 
[4,5], which is of particular interest in topological materials, and electronically ordered correlated electron 
systems. 
The general problem, which I want to address, is the atomically resolved measurement of temporal 
dynamics of elementary single particle excitations (photoexcited electron and hole relaxation) and 
collective mode dynamics (phonons, order parameter oscillations, etc.) in solids, particularly in correlated 
electron systems. The problem is particularly pertinent for systems with competing interactions leading 
to different orders on the nanoscale, such as 1T-TaS2, which was the material of choice for my experiments 
and a system of current topical interest in the community [6–30]. I want to achieve this goal by combining 
STM measurements with ultrafast optical measurements, in order to get experimental data from both 
perspectives (atomic resolution and ultrafast time resolution respectively). A step further is the 
construction of a low-temperature femtosecond time-resolved STM microscope, which would give us 
both kinds of information simultaneously. 
Such kind of double perspective approach is of special interest for characterizing novel quantum states, 
as a basis of designing novel optical and electronic switching devices [4,5,31]. The measurements of such 
kind can address real world problems, such as the search for an ultimate new ultrafast computer memory 
element [10,11,28]. As the sizes of the elements in the modern computer technology are rapidly getting 
smaller, it is also approaching the limit of performance. Giant leaps in information technology place 
demands for devices that can no longer be met by current semiconductor technologies, while the power 
consumption of the IT sector is an urgent global environmental concern. Quantum technologies and 
exascale computation are prioritized on governmental level in most of developed countries across the 
globe. Almost all world top IT companies are actively working on quantum devices or quantum algorithms 
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(including Google, Microsoft, IBM, Intel etc.) bringing to life more and more powerful prototypes of 
quantum computers. However, cryo-cooled supercomputers and quantum computers both face the same 
barrier: No high-performance storage memory is available for low-temperature operation. Research 
groups all around the world are working towards creating fundamentally new storage-class memory 
devices, which would overcome major challenges in speed and switching energy. A novel approach to the 
problem is based on ultrafast switching to a bistable quantum charge density wave state in 1T-TaS2 [6]. 
The switching is accompanied by large change in resistivity of the material and thus opens prospects for 
applications in different areas of electronics. This state can be induced by an ultrashort optical laser pulse 
[6,7,9], by electrical current pulses [10,11] or by a voltage pulse from the STM tip [13,14]. While the first 
case provides unparalleled switching speed (it was estimated to be reached during a single cycle of 
collective mode oscillation, which is ~0.5 ps [7]), it is less interesting for commercial application as it 
requires a femtosecond laser source, which cannot be easily integrated in random-access memory 
architectures. Industry requires all-electronic switching by current, aiming for extremely high switching 
speed and stability. Importantly, it was recently shown that the system can be driven into a hidden (H) 
quantum state by transient charge injection through contacts, utilizing 35 ps current pulses in a strip line 
geometry with metal–semiconductor–metal (MSM) excitation [11]. Moreover, electrical switching is 
achieved with only 70 fJ switching energy and a speed that is at least one order of magnitude faster than 
the fastest reported phase change memory device [32]. It should be noted that in this demonstration the 
speed was limited by the experimental setup and not by the device itself. The transition is accompanied 
by charge reordering, the formation of domains and domain walls, leading to topological protection of 
the H state [6,9,13–15,18,27], which opens prospects for applications in different areas of electronics 
[10,11,28].  
The research objective of my work is to combine ultrafast measurements with atomic resolution and find 
out more precisely, how the material behaves under different kinds of excitations. In this work, I 
systematically approached the measurements of switching the 1T-TaS2 to the hidden state. I performed 
three-pulse transient reflectivity measurements to understand the timescales on which the switching 
process is happening and to determine the threshold switching fluence at different temperatures. Then I 
combined the measurements with precise real space STM images of the optically switched spot. 
Combining the two approaches, I constructed a phase diagram of switching to the hidden state at different 
fluences and temperatures, which gives us an important insight into the behavior of the hidden state in 
1T-TaS2. To show the general behavior across different materials, I have performed STM measurements 
on a number of transition metal dichalcogenides subject to photo doping, isovalent transition metal or 
chalcogen substitution, non-isovalent substitution (i.e. chemical doping) and interstitial doping. The 
measurements show that the hidden state in 1T-TaS2 is not an isolated case and also confirm the 
predictions of the theoretical model done by Jaka Vodeb et al. [15]. 
Moreover, I have discovered that by exposing the sample to a focused laser beam for longer time, the 
laser induced heating transforms the top layer of the sample to 1H polytype. In contrast with the 
photoinduced transition to the hidden state, where the electrons are strongly excited, and the lattice is 
only weakly heated [6], periodic laser excitation results in much more pronounced lattice heating which 
effectively shifts the top layer of sulfur atoms and results in a surface polytype transformation. The 
polytype transformation of the top layer introduces new topological properties arising from interlayer 
strains.   
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
In this section, I will describe the basic physics principles that we need to understand in order to tackle 
the interesting phase transitions in TaS2 that I will show in the later chapters. First, I will talk about strongly 
correlated materials in general, and after that I will explain the nature of different phenomena more in 
detail. I will explain the Mott insulators, show the origin of the charge density wave (CDW) and polarons. 
In the end of the chapter, I will describe photoinduced phase transitions (PIPT) and describe what are 
hidden states of matter and how we can reach them. 
2.1 STRONGLY CORRELATED MATERIALS 
Conventional band theory classifies materials in three basic groups: metals, semiconductors and 
insulators. The theory is based on the principle of filling the discrete orbitals from the bottom up in the 
energetically most favorable way. The orbitals form energy bands, which are separated by gaps. In this 
simple theory it is the combination of the band filling and size of the gaps, most importantly the outermost 
band, which gives the material its distinctive properties. Even though the theory works well when 
describing simple materials, it completely fails at some more interesting ones, such as the strongly 
correlated materials. The reason is that in this theory each electron is treated as independent, as it does 
not take into account any electron – electron interactions. Thus it describes materials with weak (or 
negligible) electron – electron interactions very well, and matches the experimental observations for a 
large group of simple materials. On the other hand, when the electron – electron interactions are 
comparable or larger than their kinetic energy, this basic theory fails. Due to strong electronic correlations, 
these unusual materials are called strongly correlated materials [33]. Generally, it is not only the electron 
– electron interaction, but there is also electron – phonon coupling, spatial anisotropy and many other 
factors which contribute to the formation of various exotic states. The interplay of interactions leads to 
many interesting properties, such as high-temperature superconductivity, spin density waves, charge 
density waves, Mott insulators, transport property anomalies, and others. Such properties are most 
commonly found in various compounds made of transition elements, where the partly filled 3d-, 4f- or 5f-
electronic bands have a small bandwidth, which puts various interactions in such materials on a similar 
energy scale, leading to various unconventional states. The interplay between the interactions in these 
materials leads to them being easily manipulable, with changes of temperature or pressure [30,34], photo 
excitations [6,8,9,35], electrical excitations [11], doping [22,36,37], and other external stimuli resulting in 
various additional short lived or stable phases [38]. In search of new interesting phases, there was a lot of 
experimental and theoretical effort invested in order to find the fastest switching elements [11], or the 
holy grail of modern physics – the room temperature superconductor. 
To describe such materials, we use a Hamiltonian, which describes electrons and ions and interaction 
between both [39]. We write the Hamiltonian as:  
 
𝐻 = − ∑
ℏ2∇𝑖
2
2𝑚𝑒
𝑖
− ∑
ℏ2∇𝑗
2
2𝑀
𝑗
+
𝑒2
8𝜋𝜖0
∑
1
|𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑖′|
𝑖≠𝑖′
−
𝑍𝑒2
4𝜋𝜖0
∑
1
|𝑟𝑖 − 𝑅𝑗|𝑖𝑗
+
𝑍2𝑒2
8𝜋𝜖0
∑
1
|𝑅𝑗 − 𝑅𝑗′|𝑗≠𝑗′
, 
(1) 
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where 𝑖 and 𝑗 denote the sum over the electrons and the ions. 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑚𝑒 (𝑅𝑗 and 𝑀) are the coordinates 
and masses of electrons (ions). 𝑍 is the number of protons in the ions (and is equal to the number of 
electrons per ion). The first two terms represent the kinetic energy of electrons and ions, while the other 
three terms represent electron-electron, electron-ion and ion-ion coulomb interaction respectively. We 
cannot analytically solve a Schrödinger equation with such Hamiltonian, but we can make an 
approximation by taking into account the small adiabatic ratio 
𝑚𝑒
𝑀
< 10−3. It follows that the movement 
of ions is much slower than the movement of electrons and also much smaller than the lattice constant 
of the crystal [39], where the ions oscillate with a frequency of 𝜔𝑞, which is of the order of the ionic plasma 
frequency √𝑁𝑍2𝑒2/𝑀𝜖0 . To solve the Hamiltonian for specific problems we must resort to other 
approximations, which give us various different solutions describing real physics problems. 
2.2 MOTT INSULATORS 
Let us take a closer look at the classical description of the band structure. We make further simplifications 
of equation (1) by taking a simple crystal, which consists of static ions and free electrons. The electrons in 
such a crystal feel the locally dependent potential of the ions, which is periodic and is generally written as 
 𝑈(𝑟) = 𝑈(𝑟 + ?⃑?), (2) 
where ?⃑?  denotes a vector of the crystal lattice. In general, this is a multi-electron problem and the 
treatment is demanding. A good approximation is obtained if we take a potential that is strong only in the 
vicinity of the ions, but drops rapidly with the distance, and we also neglect the interaction between the 
electrons. Thus, we write a Hamiltonian of a single electron in such potential as 
 
𝐻 =
ℏ2∇2
2𝑚
+ 𝑈(𝑟), (3) 
where the first term is the kinetic energy of electron and the second term is the potential energy. For a 
single electron, the dispersion relation is a parabolic function (Figure 1a) and by adding additional 
electrons to the system, we get a set of parabolic functions (Figure 1b). These parabolas intersect at the 
edges and in the middle of the Brillouin zone. Due to Bragg reflections of standing electron waves, the 
wavelike solutions of Schrödinger equation do not exist at the points where the parabolas intersect [40]. 
This leads to the formation of energy gaps in the crystal. With this in mind, the dispersion relation for 
many free electrons, (Figure 1b) can be translated into the band structure of the crystal, shown in Figure 
1c. If we look at the energy dependence, we quickly find that electrons can occupy states with certain 
energies, but some states cannot be occupied at any vector ?⃑⃑?. This way, we identify electronic bands and 
energy gaps in the material. The electronic band is the area where we find the electrons and the gap is 
the prohibited region. 
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Figure 1: a) Dispersion relation of a free electron. b) dispersion relation of many free electrons which do not interact with each 
other. c) Band structure of the crystal with non-interacting electrons in a periodic potential. 
With this approximation, we sort the materials into three basic groups: metals, semiconductors and 
insulators. However, due to simplicity, the model has certain deficiencies. The interaction between 
electrons, which is neglected in this model, turns out to be very important for certain groups of materials. 
Among them are the Mott insulators that should be according to the described conventional band theory 
metallic, but are in fact insulators. 
 
Figure 2: A schematic diagram of metals, semiconductors and insulators. Grey and white rectangles depict filled bands and 
empty bands respectively. 
Mott insulators are mostly transition metal compounds with small bandwidth electronic bands and 
antiferromagnetic ordering. Such systems are best described in second quantization using Hubbard 
model, which takes into account the Coulomb electron repulsion. The Hubbard model is described with a 
simple Hamiltonian, which consists of two parts. The first "hopping" part 𝐻ℎ𝑜𝑝 describes the hopping of 
electrons between different positions in the system, and the interaction part 𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑡  describes the 
interactions between electrons 
 𝐻 = 𝐻ℎ𝑜𝑝 + 𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑡 = ∑ ∑ 𝑡𝑥,𝑦𝑐𝑥,𝜎
+ 𝑐𝑦,𝜎
𝜎=↑,↓𝑥,𝑦
+ ∑ 𝑈𝑥𝑛𝑥,↑𝑛𝑥,↓
𝑥
, (4) 
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where 𝜎 is the spin of electron, 𝑡𝑥,𝑦 is the probability to jump from point 𝑦 to point 𝑥, 𝑐𝑥,𝜎
+  and 𝑐𝑦,𝜎 are 
creation and anihilation operators for the electrons, 𝑛𝑥,𝜎 = 𝑐𝑥,𝜎
+ 𝑐𝑥,𝜎  is the count operator, and 𝑈𝑥  
describes the energy of two electrons in the same orbital. If 𝑈𝑥  is negligible, we follow the basic theory of 
electronic bands. By increasing 𝑈𝑥with respect to 𝑡𝑥,𝑦, interactions between electrons become more and 
more important. If the repulsion between the electrons is large enough, the bands with low bandwidth 
can split into two new bands called the upper and lower Hubbard band (Figure 3). If the initial band is half 
filled, then the consequent lower Hubbard band is completely filled, while the upper Hubbard band is 
empty. There is an energy gap between them, which makes the substance an insulator [38,40,41]. 
 
Figure 3: Transition from a metallic state to a Mott insulating state. We observe the transition, when the interaction U is large 
enough [38]. 
2.3 COUPLED ELECTRONIC-PHONONIC SYSTEM 
To describe the materials from a different perspective, we use a Hartree-Fock approximation in one-
electron picture [39]. The result is written in second quantization as 
 𝐻 = 𝐻0 + 𝐻𝑒−𝑝ℎ + 𝐻𝑒−𝑒 , (5) 
where the first term in this Hamiltonian describes independent electrons and phonons.  
 
𝐻0 = ∑ 𝜀𝑘𝑐𝑘,𝜎
+ 𝑐𝑘,𝜎
𝑘,𝜎
+ ∑ ℏ𝜔𝑞(𝑏𝑞
+𝑏𝑞 +
1
2
)
𝑞,𝜎
, (6) 
where 𝑐𝑘,𝜎
+  ( 𝑐𝑘,𝜎 ), and 𝑏𝑞
+  ( 𝑏𝑞 ) are electron and phonon creation (anihilaton) operators with their 
respective wave vectors of 𝑘 and 𝑞, 𝜎 is the spin, 𝜀𝑘 = ℏ
2𝑘2/2𝑚𝑒 is the energy of electrons and 𝜔𝑞 is the 
phonon frequency. The second term in the Hamiltonian is called the Fröhlich term and describes the 
electron-phonon coupling with the coupling constant 𝑔(𝑘). 
 𝐻𝑒−𝑝ℎ = ∑ 𝑔(𝑘)𝑐𝑘+𝑞,𝜎
+ 𝑐𝑘,𝜎
𝑘,𝑞,𝜎
(𝑏𝑞 + 𝑏−𝑞
+ ), (7) 
and the third term describes the electron-electron interaction 
 
𝐻𝑒−𝑒 =
1
2
∑ 𝑉𝑐(𝑞)𝑛𝑞
+𝑛𝑞
𝑞
, (8) 
where 𝑉𝑐(𝑞) is a Coulomb interaction matrix and 𝑛𝑞
+ is the electron density fluctuation operator [39]. 
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2.4 CHARGE DENSITY WAVES IN SOLIDS 
In general, we take the electron density in metal as uniform, since all of the electrons want to occupy the 
lowest possible states and the variations in electron density are not energetically favorable. Nevertheless, 
in some low-dimensional materials, periodic modulation of electronic charge density with a period larger 
than the lattice parameters are observed. This phenomenon is called the charge density wave (CDW) and 
arises as a result of interactions between electrons and phonons. The CDW of electrons is accompanied 
also by modulation of the lattice, called periodic lattice distortion. The phenomenon was first announced 
by Rudolf Peierls [42] and Herbert Fröhlich [43] when they showed that it occurs in a one-dimensional 
electron gas that is coupled with a phononic chain. In such system we observe a phase transition from 
metallic to an insulating state at zero temperature. The charge density wave state has a broken symmetry 
with respect to the ground state, since the electron density is no longer uniform [44]. They showed that 
the state with broken symmetry has lower energy due to splitting of the bands, and the electrons 
consequently occupying lower energy states. In such case, the charge density is not uniform, but it is 
similar to a standing wave that can be written as the sum of the electronic wave states moving in the 
opposite directions. The period of the wave is determined by the Fermi surface and can be completely 
unrelated to the period of the lattice. The theory stood unconfirmed for about 20 years until charge 
density waves were observed in organic compounds [45,46]. Now we know many CDW compounds and 
it turns out that CDW is indeed most commonly found in low-dimensional systems, such as 1D chains and 
quasi-2D layered materials, among which the most common compounds are transition metal 
chalcogenides. These are, for example, TaSe2, TiS2, TiSe2, NbSe2, TaS2, [47] and many more. In this case we 
understand the CDW as a composition of three one-dimensional waves, which are rotated in a plane by 
120°. 
 
Figure 4: a) and b) dispersion relation, electron density and position of atoms in the lattice of half-filled electronic band in a 
1D crystal. a) metallic state above the CDW transition temperature and b) a CDW state. c) Dependence of the Linhard response 
function with respect to the wave vector q. It is obvious that the function is qualitatively much different in one, two and three 
dimensional systems. In 3D it is smooth, in 2D we see a kink at q = 2kf and in 1D a divergence at the same value of q. As a 
consequence, we observe a charge density wave in low dimensional systems. 
2.4.1 Charge density wave transition in a one dimensional system 
The simplest system, where we observe a charge density wave transition is a one-dimensional ion chain 
that is coupled to electronic gas. The Fermi surface of 1D electronic gas consists of only two points, namely 
𝑘𝐹 and −𝑘𝐹. The Fermi wave vector for the one-dimensional chain is written as 
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𝑘𝐹 =
𝑁0𝜋
2𝑙
, (9) 
where 𝑁0 is the number of electrons, 𝑙 is the chain length, and factor 2 is due to two possible directions 
of spin. When we act on the system with some external potential 𝜙, the system will change. And because 
the Fermi surface in one dimension is completely different from that in higher dimensions, it leads to a 
significant difference in the response to external forces. The induced change in charge density can be 
written as 
 𝜌𝑖𝑛𝑑(?⃑⃑?) = 𝜒(?⃑⃑?)𝜙(?⃑⃑?), (10) 
where 𝜙(?⃑⃑?) is an external potential (in this case the potential of the lattice), and 𝜒(?⃑⃑?) is Linhard response 
function, given in d dimensions as 
 
𝜒(?⃑?) = ∫
𝑑𝑘
(2𝜋)𝑑
𝑓𝑘 − 𝑓𝑘+𝑞
𝜀𝑘 − 𝜀𝑘+𝑞
, (11) 
where 𝑓𝑘 = 𝑓(𝜀𝑘) is the Fermi function[48]. The Linhard response function is qualitatively very different 
for different dimensions. While it diverges at the point 𝑞 = 2𝑘𝐹 in one dimension, it only has a kink in two 
dimensions (with a discontinuity in the first derivative) and it is continuous in three dimensions. 
Divergence occurs due to the phenomenon, which we call perfect nesting. This means that when 
translating the Fermi surface for 2𝑘𝐹 it maps back to itself. Because of different geometrical properties of 
different dimensions, perfect nesting is easily achievable in 1D, where the Fermi surface consists of just 
two points. There are no multi-dimensional systems where we observe perfect nesting, but we notice 
better or worse approximations, where translating the Fermi surface for an observed CDW vector results 
in some overlap of the Fermi surface. Since the number of electronic states which satisfy the nesting 
condition is much smaller in higher dimensions, the singularity 𝑞 = 2𝑘𝐹  becomes a kink in 2D and 
continuous in 3D. It was shown that the singularity in the Linhard response function leads to the formation 
of a CDW at zero temperature, since the one-dimensional fermion gas is unstable [48]. 
Later it was experimentally shown that Fermi surface nesting does not have any predictive power and is 
not a prerequisite for the formation of a charge density wave, since there are some systems, where we 
observe a CDW, but the nesting cannot be observed, or its existence is still subject of a debate [49]. One 
of such systems is for example 1T-TaS2.  
The period of the charge density wave 𝜆 is defined by the Fermi wave vector 𝜆 = 𝜋/𝑘𝐹. If the external 
electronic band is only partially filled, the wave period is incommensurate with the period of the lattice, 
which means that the length of the wave is not a rational multiple of the size of the unit cell. On the other 
hand, when the wavelength is a rational multiple of the size of the unit cell, this is called a commensurate 
charge density wave. In most cases, the density wave is incommensurate. Due to the periodic lattice 
distortion, the gap is opened in electronic bands precisely at the Fermi level 𝑘 = 𝑘𝐹, which makes the 
material an insulator (Figure 4). 
The characteristics of the ground state and the phase transition in such systems can be described with 
Fröhlich Hamiltonian for a one-dimensional coupled electronic phononic system [44], taking the first two 
terms of the equation (5). Mathematically, this theory is similar to the BCS (Bardeen, Cooper, Schrieffer) 
theory of superconductors. The ground state is composed of electron-hole pairs with a total wave vector 
of 𝑞 = 2𝑘𝑓, and the energy spectrum has a gap for charge excitations, which is also found in the theory 
of a superconductor [44].  
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2.5 POLARONS 
The idea of a polaron comes from L. D. Landau [50], to describe an electron that is put into a polarizable 
medium [39]. This electron acts upon the medium, creating a cloud of atoms that are moved from their 
equilibrium positions and are thus screening the electron. We write the change in the electrostatic 
potential energy between electrons due to the screening as 
 
Δ𝐸(𝑟) = −
𝑒2(ϵ−1 − 𝜖0
−1)
𝑟
, (12) 
where 𝜖0 and 𝜖 are the static and high-frequency dielectric constants respectively [39] and 𝑟 is the radius. 
In this case, the electron is trapped by a self-induced deformation, which follows the electron as it is 
moving through the system, thus lowering its mobility and increasing its effective mass to 
 
𝑚∗~ exp (
𝐸𝑝
ℏ𝜔
) , (13) 
where 𝜔 is a characteristic phonon frequency of the cloud. For ionic crystals, we write 𝐸𝑝 as 
 
Ep =
𝑒2(ϵ−1 − 𝜖0
−1)
𝑟𝑝
, (14) 
where 𝑟𝑝 is the radius of the polaron, which can be larger or comparable to the lattice constant [39]. 
A polaron can also be described in the second quantization framework using a Fröhlich Hamiltonian in a 
very similar sense as a charge density wave. With this in mind we draw parallels between these two 
phenomena. In the case when polarons are covering the whole crystal and are forming a commensurate 
superlattice, one can understand them as an alternative explanation to a charge density wave (CDW), 
where each polaron describes a unit cell of CDW [27]. In this case, a polaron is not created by putting an 
additional electron to the system, but by taking an existing electron from the system. However, this 
notation is quite controversial and not broadly accepted. In chapter 8, I consider a system of interacting 
polarons on a discrete rigid lattice. In that case, only the last term in the equation (5) is taken into account, 
which describes interaction between charged particles. 
2.6 PHOTOINDUCED PHASE TRANSITIONS 
An observed material is most likely found in its energetically most favorable thermodynamic state at given 
temperature. When subjected to changing environmental conditions, the materials exhibit various 
different phases and the transitions between these phases are called phase transitions. Such are for 
example melting of ice, boiling of water, demagnetizing a chunk of iron or more exotic insulator to metal 
transitions in strongly correlated materials. Some materials allow us to control their phases with 
stimulation by light. Transitions induced this way are called photoinduced phase transitions and usually 
lead from a stable thermodynamic phase to a metastable photoinduced phase. We consider a potential 
energy surface with a global minimum, which we call the ground state, where the system persists for an 
indefinitely long time if left undisturbed. In complex systems there is usually not only one minimum, but 
there are many local minima on the potential energy surface, which are separated from other minima by 
some potential barriers. These minima correspond to metastable states in the material. If the barriers 
between them are very large compared to thermal energy, the lifetime of the state will be long and thus 
on an appropriate timescale effectively the same as an equilibrium state [51]. Photoinduced phase 
transitions give us an opportunity to explore a much larger area of potential energy surface, by driving the 
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system far from the equilibrium. For example, the energy of photons in the visible range is 1.6– 3 eV, 
which is much higher than the room-temperature thermal energy (26 meV at 300 K). 
In simple materials, photoexcitation only causes heating. In this case, the photons excite the electrons, 
which thermalize by interacting with the lattice and eventually the material cools down and returns to the 
same state as before. However, in certain materials we can reach many states other than the ground state 
with photo excitations. It is very important at this point to be able to distinguish between the 
photoinduced phase transitions and the thermal phase transitions caused by the light pulse. In case of a 
thermal phase transition the electrons are excited to higher levels and then locally thermalize with the 
material in relatively short time forming the high temperature thermodynamic state, which then cools 
down to the initial temperature. The phase transition in such case is very much like rapid quenching from 
high temperature state, resulting in some supercooled states instead of genuine photoinduced states. 
Looking at a photoinduced transition, the mechanism is a lot more complex. In an insulating crystal, when 
an electron is excited by a photon, it induces a local lattice distortion. The electron-lattice system thus 
reaches a new equilibrium position through a process called lattice relaxation. However this is a 
microscopic effect, while phase transitions are macroscopic and happen only in the case where the 
internal mechanisms allow the proliferation of microscopic excitations into local but macroscopic 
photoinduced domains [51]. 
2.6.1 Hidden states of matter 
In materials with very rich phase diagrams, we find different equilibrium states depending on the 
temperature, pressure, or other external conditions. A hidden state is on the other hand a state of matter, 
which can only be reached under highly nonequilibrium conditions. A hidden state is therefore distinct 
from any other known thermodynamic phases of the material and is not the same as a supercooled 
thermally reached state. A persistent hidden state was discovered in a crystal of 1T-TaS2, where the state 
is stable for days at low temperatures [6]. 
Hidden states are typically created through ultrafast photo excitation or electrical excitation. With 
ultrashort laser pulses the solid matter system may be knocked out of equilibrium in the way that the 
individual subsystems, such as electrons and lattice are out of equilibrium with each other and each 
subsystem is also out of equilibrium internally. Under such conditions, the surface of free energy may 
change and new states of matter may be created. Most of such states are unstable and decay very rapidly, 
typically in nanoseconds or less [51], but there are examples of long lived hidden states, with lifetimes 
ranging from picoseconds up to times comparable to the age of universe [6,52–55]. 
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram for the transition to a hidden state. The system is first photoexcited from a ground state (G) to an 
excited state (E). Then it follows some ordering processes through a series of intermediate states states (I) before reaching the 
hidden state (H). 
A simplified schematic diagram for the transition to a H state by photoexcitation is shown in Figure 5 [51]. 
The system is photoexcited from the ground state G to an excited state E (red arrow). In this state, the 
system is highly out of equilibrium and it rapidly relaxes to an intermediate state I, where local order is 
established. By interaction of various such locally reordered states, a macroscopically ordered metastable 
state H is formed at a new value of the order parameter. This order parameter is not necessarily the same 
as the one along which the thermodynamic changes occur. The new state has lower energy than the 
intermediate states, but higher energy than the G state. The barrier 𝐸𝐵  prevents the H state from 
reverting back to the ground state G. If the barrier is sufficiently large compared to thermal energy 𝑘𝐵𝑇, 
the H state is stable on a long timescale. The main difference between the H state and a simple 
thermodynamic state is in the mechanism of its formation. While thermodynamic states can be formed 
through slow adiabatic processes, we need to go through highly nonequilibrium conditions to reach the 
hidden state. 
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3 TANTALUM DISULFIDE 
Tantalum disulfide is an inorganic compound, which belongs to a group of transition metal 
dichalcogenides (TMD’s). It is a quasi-two dimensional layered material, where the tantalum (Ta) atoms 
form a planar hexagonal lattice, which is sandwiched between two close packed sulfur (S) planes, as 
shown in Figure 6. The described structure is stacked in z-axis, forming a 3D crystal. The S atoms can 
arrange in different structures around Ta atoms and thus the crystal is found in five different polytypes, 
namely octahedral 1T, trigonal prismatic 2H (1H in case of monolayers) and 3R, and mixed 6R and 4Hb 
[56,57]. The bonds between atoms within a layer are strong covalent bonds [58], while between the layers 
there are only weak Van der Waals forces, making the crystal highly anisotropic with a 2D nature. Because 
of that, the crystal is easily cleavable with a scotch tape or razor blade and very thin layers can be 
produced. It is thus suitable for investigating with optical techniques both in reflective mode (bulk) and 
transmission mode (thin layers). And since it is cleavable, very large flat surfaces are easily made, making 
it appropriate for measurements with STM. The compound is very interesting, because it supports a 
plethora of different equilibrium states that arise in various polytypes. These include different metallic 
and insulating charge density wave states [59–61], superconductivity [34,62] and an unusual quantum 
spin liquid [24,25] amongst others. Above all that, the compound is very sensitive to any kind of changes, 
such as external pressure [34], doping [22,36], substitution with isovalent atoms [23], or photo excitations 
[6,8,9,11,13]. Especially the 1T polytype has recently attracted a lot of attention, by discovery of a number 
of highly nonequilibrium long lived photoinduced states, which are not on the equilibrium phase diagram 
[6,8,9,11,13].  
 
Figure 6: a) Layered crystal structure of 1T-TaS2 with tetragonal unit cell, where ach layer is identical. b) 2H-TaS2 with trigonal 
prismatic unit cells. Here each second layer is rotated by 180 degrees with respect to the neighboring layers. The figures are 
drawn in VESTA [63]. 
3.1 1T-TAS2 
In the 1T polytype, the sulfur atoms form an octahedron around a single tantalum atom, and each layer 
is identical and has the same orientation. The 1T polytype is not the most stable polytype at room 
temperature. It can be created by a transport reaction at high temperatures followed by a rapid quench 
in cold water resulting in a metastable structure. Perhaps the most interesting feature of the 1T polytype 
is the existence of many different equilibrium phases at ambient pressure, which arise at different 
temperatures. The crystal heated above the temperature 𝑇 = 550 𝐾  is in metallic state, where we 
describe the electrons as free and the material is gapless and thus conductive. When cooled below this 
temperature, the crystal goes through a phase transition of the second order into incommensurate 
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charged charge density wave state (IC state). When further cooling the crystal, a first-order phase 
transition at 𝑇 = 350 𝐾 is observed. The crystal goes from the IC state to a nearly commensurate charge 
density wave state (NC state). This state is stable down to temperature 𝑇 = 180 𝐾, where the crystal goes 
through another phase transition of the first order to a commensurate charge density wave state (C state). 
At the last phase transition, the resistivity of the crystal increases by an order of magnitude, making the 
crystal insulating at low temperatures. When the crystal is heated, another state is observed which does 
not appear on cooling, namely the triclinic state (T). This state is observed when heating the C state above 
the temperature 𝑇 = 220 𝐾. The triclinic state is very similar to the NC state, but has an orientational 
preference. At temperatures slightly below room temperature, the triclinic state transforms back into the 
NC state. There has been an ongoing debate regarding the reason for the insulating nature of the C state, 
as the 1T-TaS2 is the only TMD which shows an insulating CDW state [34]. 
 
Figure 7: Phase diagram of 1T-TaS2 on cooling (above) and heating (below). 
The simplest of the CDW states is the C state, in which we observe twelve tantalum atoms surrounding 
the thirteenth atom to move towards the central atom (Figure 8). This way, they form clusters in the form 
of a David's star. The clusters form a new triangular √13 × √13 superlattice, with 13 atoms in the unit 
cell. Localized electrons in the clusters in principle come from two bands. The twelve outside electrons 
form a gapped insulating state, where the 13th atom in the middle should be above the gap, suggesting 
metallic behavior. However, in addition to the C state transition, the crystal undergoes also a Mott 
transition at 180 K, where the highest band is split into two Hubbard bands and the electron stays in the 
lower Hubbard band, below the Fermi level, while the upper Hubbard band remains unoccupied. This 
explains the insulating behavior in the C state, which makes the material unique among other TMDs (and 
even the 2H polytype of the same material), which show metallic CDW phases. On the other hand, the NC 
state is not in the gapped Mott insulator state, and the resistivity of the crystal is more than an order of 
magnitude lower than in the C state. 
 
Figure 8: Twelve tantalum atoms move together towards the thirteenth tantalum atom to form a David star shaped cluster.  
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By increasing pressure at low temperatures, we observe collapse of the Mott state and furthermore at 
high enough pressures the crystal goes into superconducting state [34]. Superconductivity appears with 
the CDW still present, and is insensitive to the disappearance of the CDW state at higher pressures, 
suggesting an interesting interplay of these two competing orders. 
 
Figure 9: The stars form a √𝟏𝟑 × √𝟏𝟑 superlattice and can tile the surface with two different chiralities. 
One important thing to notice is the way the lattice symmetry is broken due to the CDW. In case of a 
√13 × √13 superlattice structure on an underlying triangular lattice not only translational symmetry is 
broken, but also rotational. It was measured [64] and calculated [15] that the angle between lattice 
direction and CDW direction is approximately 13.9 degrees (Figure 8). It follows that there are two equally 
favorable directions for the formation of the CDW. Transitions between two possible CDW orientations 
have been observed in diffraction experiments when exciting the sample with ultrashort laser pulses at 
room temperature [26] (starting from NC state). By photo exciting the material the chirality of the domains 
in the sample can change, with the probability of switching increasing with the laser fluence. However, no 
microscopic pictures of such domains were shown. In the later part of this work, I will present my STM 
measurements of the domains with different chiralities at low temperatures (starting from C state) and 
examine the ordering of the domain walls. 
Another important CDW property is the stacking of CDW in different layers. It was shown that different 
stacking leads to a few possibilities of orbital overlap and consequently distinct material properties [65]. 
In a later section, we examine the stacking in situ, by looking through the top layer, observing that 
different stackings are indeed possible. 
3.1.1 1T-TaS2 – Polarons, CDW, Wigner Crystal or Mott insulator? 
The origin of the low temperature insulating C state in is still a matter of controversy. A well-established 
understanding is that a CDW state is formed [66,67], however 1T-TaS2 is the only one among similar 
materials, which exhibits insulating behavior in the commensurate state [67] and thus the underlying 
mechanisms should be to some degree different. Various approaches have been suggested in order to 
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explain the high resistivity in the crystal at low temperatures. Apart from Mott description, which I already 
described in the chapter above, one can also argue that the origin of the insulating state is in the Anderson 
localization [68], which is due to disorder in the crystal. However, if that was the sole reason for high 
resistivity, the resistivity should increase by adding impurities, but the resistivity was found to decrease 
[67,69]. Another explanation suggests that the star shaped clusters form quasimolecules [67], where 
electronic density minima are associated with the atomic density maxima, exactly the opposite as in the 
CDW explanation [70]. This approach allows us to understand the high resistivity through Mott-Hubbard 
localization. However, the Mott-Hubbard approach only takes into account the band structure and does 
not talk about interactions with the lattice, which is necessary in order to explain phonon oscillations seen 
in pump-probe measurements. 
No matter which theory we follow, it is unambiguous that a √13 × √13 superlattice is formed in the 
crystal at low temperatures, as seen both with surface measurements and diffraction experiments [47,61]. 
The periodic modulation can be explained in several different ways, including formation of a Wigner 
crystal [27], a superlattice of polarons [15,18] or the most broadly accepted CDW [66,67,71]. The Wigner 
crystal does not take into account the interactions with the lattice and it cannot solely describe all of the 
observed phenomena. With this in mind, a Wigner crystal of polarons was discussed in combination with 
CDW, to describe the transition to the hidden state [27]. A major advantage of using the polaron 
description as opposed to the CDW description is that each polaron can be treated as an individual 
charged particle, which can be added to or removed from the system [15,18] or manipulated [6,27]. This 
description gives us the possibility to describe various other domain and amorphous states [6,15,18]. With 
the polaronic description of the superlattice, we also do not lose the coupling to the phonons. In this 
sense, the most prominent oscillation in the C state can be attributed to the amplitude mode (AM) of the 
CDW [6,7], sometimes described as “breathing” of star clusters [7,26] or in the other sense as “breathing” 
of polarons.  
3.1.2 Nonequilibrium states in 1T-TaS2 
The phase diagram of 1T-TaS2 becomes even more interesting, when we observe it out of equilibrium. The 
material attracted a lot of attention when a completely new, stable hidden state was found, which could 
be reached by photoexcitation from the C state at low temperatures with a single ultrashort laser pulse 
[6]. The new state is very interesting, because it exhibits metallic behavior as opposed to the 
thermodynamically stable C state, which is insulating. Later it has been shown, that the state could be 
reached also by current pulses [11] or voltage pulses from an STM tip [13,14]. The state was predicted to 
have domain structure [6], which was later proven by STM measurements [9,13,14]. In some cases, the 
domain structure shows also domains of different chiralities. By exciting the crystal at different conditions, 
the domains disappear and we observe another state with amorphous distribution of polarons [8]. 
Furthermore, I will show as a part of this work that we were able to optically switch the top layer to the 
1H polytype, which was previously only done by an STM tip [13,72]. The transformed state appears in the 
form of triangles across the surface. In the case of the full surface transformation, a topological network 
of vertices is observed with the STM. The nonequilibrium states are of great interest in the broader 
community, and have led to a number of demonstrated devices [11,28,73] with the goal of creating a 
novel kind of ultrafast switching memory device. 
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3.1.2.1 Hidden (H) state 
The photoinduced hidden (H) state in 1T-TaS2 was first observed in our labs as a change in the transient 
reflectivity, which followed the excitation of the material with a strong optical pulse [6]. It was found that 
the hidden state can be induced when the sample is in the low temperature C state, where we quench it 
with a single ultrashort laser pulse from Ti-sapphire laser. After the quench, resistivity of the sample drops 
for about 3 orders of magnitude compared to the C state and most interestingly, the crystal stays in the 
photoinduced state for an unmeasurably long period of time at the liquid helium temperature. Thus at 
low temperatures this state is considered stable, even though it is not the lowest free energy state. When 
heating, the resistivity stays low up to about 𝑇 = 60 K, where it starts increasing. At about 𝑇 = 100 K, it 
reaches the high resistivity of the C state, and by further heating it follows the resistivity curve of the C 
state. This way, the H state is erased and the sample returns back to the C state. Alternatively, the state 
can be erased by a train of 104 50 fs pulses, or by joule heating with electric current passing through the 
crystal. Further resistivity measurements also showed that the H state does not have the same resistivity 
as the supercooled NC state. The transition is entirely reversible and the cycle can be repeated many times 
on all samples [6]. The hidden state was further examined with the pump-probe technique. The most 
obvious observable difference between the C and H states is the change in the frequency of the AM 
oscillations. While at 4 K the FFT of the oscillations measured with pump-probe shows an apparent peak 
at 2.42 THz in C state, when switching the crystal to the H state this mode almost disappears and another 
one appears at 2.39 THz. With increasing temperature, both peaks move slightly to the lower frequencies. 
The spectrum of the oscillations in C and H state at 20 K is shown in Figure 10. 
 
Figure 10: The spectrum of the oscillations in the C and state and in the switched H state at 𝑻 = 𝟒 K. It is clearly seen that the 
peak shifts to the lower frequencies, when the excited volume is switched to the H state. 
The hidden state is stable at low temperatures. Experimentally the stability was tested for a period of up 
to 1 week, and the extrapolation curves gave the results that its lifetime at 𝑇 = 1.5 K exceeds the age of 
the universe. It turns out that the lifetime of the hidden state can be tuned by applying strain or varying 
the temperature [74]. At temperatures higher than 160 K the lifetime is less than a millisecond, which was 
used as an advantage to perform stroboscopic measurements of the transition time from the C to the H 
state [7], which was the main topic of my master’s thesis, and was finished during my PhD work. By 
performing three pulse write-pump-probe measurements (W-P-Pr) , we found that the frequency of the 
AM oscillations changes already within the first picosecond (Figure 12). Later, another kind of 
measurement was done, where we hit the sample with the W pulse after the pump pulse at variable 
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delays within the pump-probe sequence (Figure 13). The measurement reveals a change of the collective 
mode frequency from 2.39 to 2.36 THz in a single oscillation period, that is ~450 ps. The oscillatory 
response from the coherent mode is accompanied by a ∼ 5 % increase of the reflectivity of the sample at 
800 nm. We observe a fast (∼ 100  fs) transient increase of the reflectivity which decays with two 
characteristic lifetimes (𝜏1 ≃ 300 ± 20  fs and 𝜏2 ≃ 4.7 ± 0.5  ps). The rise time is attributed to the 
melting of the C state [75], while the relaxation dynamics reflects the electronic structure changes that 
are occurring during the transition. The fast transition times make the crystal a plausible material for 
future switching devices used as ultrafast memory elements in cryogenic computing. 
 
Figure 11: a) Temperature dependence of resistivity of the sample before and after switching. The purple and orange curves 
are the resistances upon cooling the C state and heating of the H state respectively. The drop of resistivity at T=1.5 K after the 
write pulse is shown with purple arrow. Light and dark green curves show resistivity upon supercooling and reheating the 
sample. b) relaxation rate of resistivity at different temperatures. The relaxation time is strongly dependent on temperature. 
The data was taken with permission from [74]. 
 
Figure 12: Change of the amplitude mode frequency after the sample is hit by a strong write (W) pulse at T = 160 K. We see 
that the frequency of the oscillations shifts to a lower value associated with the transition to the H state already within the 
first picosecond after the W pulse. 
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Figure 13: Transient reflectivity measured in the three-pulse experiment, where the W pulse hits the sample within the pump-
probe sequence. We filter the data to only keep the oscillations and fit sine curves to the oscillatory part. We see that the 
frequency of the oscillations changes in about 450 fs [7]. 
 
Figure 14: By observing the reflectivity of the sample after it is switched, we see three characteristic lifetimes. The fast increase 
is attributed to melting of the C state, while the relaxation rates are connected to the time needed for charge reordering in 
formation of the H state [7]. 
When the hidden state was discovered, a phenomenological model was developed based on the 
experimental observations [6]. Since the state was measured with 800 nm laser pulses (1.5 eV photons), 
the model is taking into account the electronic states of 1T-TaS2 in the C state that are within reach of the 
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1.5 eV laser photons. The band structure in reach of those photons consists mostly of the Ta d-band, which 
is further split in subbands. Six of these subbands are filled with 12 electrons from a √13 × √13 
superlattice unit cell. These 12 electrons come from the ions on the outer side of David star cluster. For 
the explanation of this experiment, we simplify the band structure to one wide d band, which is shown in 
purple in Figure 15. There is one more electron, localized on the central Ta atom, which sits in another 
(half filled) narrow metallic band at the Fermi level. This band is split by Coulomb interaction into upper 
(UHB) and lower (LHB) Hubbard bands, which are shown in green in Figure 15. The upper Hubbard band 
merges with the unoccupied bands above the Fermi level, while the lower one is ~0.2 eV below it. The 
lower Hubbard band is still well above the top of the valence band at −0.4 eV, which makes the C state 
an insulator. 
 
Figure 15: Schematics of the band structure of C and H state. Occupied bands from 12 Ta atoms within each David star are 
shown in purple. The upper and lower Hubbard bands are shown in green. Photoexcitation and energy relaxation processes 
are shown with red and blue arrows respectively. ked, keh, and khd are the rates for transitions of electrons to defect states, 
electrons to hole states, and holes to defect states, respectively [6]. 
When the material is photoexcited, equal numbers of electrons and holes are created, followed by 
thermalization by scattering. Due to highly asymmetric nature of the band structure, the electrons and 
holes scatter and lose energy at different rates. This leads to an imbalance of their populations 𝑛e and 𝑛h 
respectively. During the process of particle recombination, a photodoped hole can annihilate with one of 
the localized electrons in the center of the star, leaving it with an excess charge, while at the same time 
the other 12 electrons are still star-shaped around the central and they are screening the excess charge. 
This new formation (a star without an electron in the middle) is called a void. When the concentration of 
voids 𝑛v is high enough, these voids diffuse into domain walls. The David stars then form a new ordered 
domain structure, where the domains are separated by domain walls, as it is shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: Schematic diagram of transition to the H state. a) The C state is excited by an ultrafast laser pulse, and free electron-
hole pairs are created. b) Holes annihilate with electrons on the central atom in a star, creating voids and c) voids diffuse into 
domain walls, forming a textured state. 
Another, similar process is possible. Photoexcited electrons could also squeeze into the structure of the 
stars, creating similar structures to voids, but instead of one missing electron, there is one electron too 
many. These structures are called interstitials and have a concentration of 𝑛i. The electron pair in the 
middle of the star is screened by the surrounding 12 electrons in a similar way as the hole is in a void. 
Together with voids with a concentration 𝑛𝑣, the total intrinsic defect concentration 𝑛d = 𝑛v − 𝑛i may 
have either positive or negative sign. Overall charge conservation 𝑛h + 𝑛v = 𝑛e + 𝑛i gives the imbalance 
of the current carriers, 𝑛d = 𝑛e − 𝑛h. Once the electron-hole symmetry in crystal is recovered (𝑛d = 0) 
the C state is restored. However, if the voids can be collectively ordered into a long range ordered state, 
the final state may be stable and different from the original one, which was indeed observed in this case. 
 
Figure 17: Constant current STM image of the hidden state. Each bright dot represents a David star. The network of dark blue 
are the domain walls. 
STM measurements were done on the H state to confirm the domain structure [13,14]. Furthermore, 
these measurements give us additional information about the stability of the H state. If we take a closer 
look at the domain structure, we clearly see that the domains are not aligned with each other. While it 
seems relatively easy for a star to jump from one domain to the other in a random way, there is a large 
energetic barrier for merging two domains, since one whole domain needs to shift, and the larger the 
domains are, the higher the barrier. Each domain can take one of the 13 different positions on the 
underlying lattice [18], which gives 13 different domain wall sizes. The domain walls could be also thicker, 
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but this would be energetically less favorable. In reality we most commonly observe 4 types of domain 
walls [13], but it gets much more complicated when including domains of different chiralities. Even though 
the phase shift between domain walls seems random on a small scale, we observe a very nice pattern 
when looking at a larger scale [9]. The domain structure was theoretically modelled assuming charged 
domain walls, where the system is filled with interacting polarons, which rest on a rigid triangular lattice. 
Each polaron takes a charge of 1, giving each lattice position an effective charge of 1/13, when it is filled 
to form a C state [18]. We then introduce extra polarons to the system or remove some of them. Due to 
the Coulomb repulsion, the polarons move through material, forming domain walls [6]. The picture that 
the model gives us is qualitatively the same as the one measured with STM [9,13,14]. This work was later 
extended by Jaka Vodeb et al., who showed that a state with domain walls is not exclusive to 1T-TaS2, but 
is a much more general phenomenon, which can be explained by investigating the polaron lattice sitting 
on an underlying atomic lattice [15]. By changing the number of polarons on a fixed number of lattice 
sites, he not only found various domain wall states, but also amorphous glassy states, which will be 
described in the next section. To support his work, we performed measurements on different materials, 
which were expected to show domain wall states. The measurements are presented in Section 8. The high 
conductance of the photoinduced state still remains an open question, but some measurements and 
calculations were already done showing the suppression of the Mott gap in the domain walls [16].  
3.1.2.2 Amorphous state 
 
Figure 18: STM image of amorphous state. It is clearly seen that the polarons are not ordered and that they are not all of the 
same size. 
Another very interesting photoinduced state in 1T-TaS2 was found in our labs, when performing the optical 
switching of the 1T-TaS2 sample at liquid helium temperature inside an STM chamber [8]. The new dense 
amorphous state shows the short-range hyperuniform order of polarons on top of long-range ordered 
underlying crystal lattice [8]. The A state can be induced in a very similar way to the H state, but with 
slightly higher laser fluences (3 mJ/cm2 compared to 1 mJ/cm2), and is observed both when switching with 
the 800 nm red light and the frequency doubled 400 nm blue light. The A state could also be induced with 
high current pulses from the STM tip, where smaller regions are switched, and clear boundaries between 
the A and H state can be observed. While switching with the tip is very well reproducible and the switching 
parameters are quite well defined [8], the state is not always formed under exactly the same conditions 
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using laser. In this work I will show some measurements where I switched the sample with 800 nm laser, 
and the A state seemed to appear randomly at higher fluences. Earlier, switching was done by my 
colleagues using 400 nm light, with which the state was more easily reproduced, but no detailed 
characterization was done at that point, as the A state seemed to appear every time the switching was 
done. The A state is also found as a coproduct of relaxation of the monolayer 1H-TaS2 back to 1T polytype, 
as described in a later section. A very similar configuration of polarons is sometimes found around large 
defects in the sample, but it is difficult to prove that it corresponds to the same amorphous state, as such 
states around the defects usually cover very small areas. The most interesting fact about the A state is 
that while it shows no long range order, it is stable on longer timescales even at elevated temperatures, 
verified up to a few days at 200 K. Moreover, when pinned around imperfections in the crystal, it does 
not relax to the C state even at room temperature. Another peculiar fact is that the density of polarons in 
A state is about 23 % higher than in C state and higher than any other known state in 1T-TaS2. The STS 
measurements of the new amorphous state show that there is no gap around the Fermi level, but only a 
small dip within ±0.1 eV from the Fermi level. Multiprobe measurements reveal two orders of magnitude 
higher conductivity compared to the C state. At the same time, the temperature dependence is found 
insulating and characteristic of the 3D variable-range hopping. Such behavior indicates that both localized 
and itinerant carriers can be present in the system. 
3.2 2H-TAS2 
The 2H polytype is the most stable polytype of TaS2 at room temperature. It has sulfur atoms arranged in 
a trigonal prismatic cell around the tantalum atom, where the orientation of this cell is the opposite in 
every second layer. This makes the number of atoms in the unit cell twice bigger than in 1T polytype [62]. 
Much like its 1T counterpart, this polytype exhibits a variety of interesting properties. It is in metallic state 
at high temperatures, with a phase transition to a metallic CDW state below the temperature of 76 K, 
forming a 3 × 3 superlattice [30,61,66], which is aligned with the lattice direction. 
 
Figure 19: STM image of 2H-TaS2. A 𝟑 × 𝟑 CDW modulation is seen on atomically resolved lattice. The inset shows the FFT of 
the image, where both CDW (red circle) and atomic lattice peaks (yellow circle) are seen. 
The most interesting property is the coexistence of superconducting phase with the charge density wave 
at ambient pressure, and temperatures just below 1 K [30], which is still the subject of an ongoing debate 
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[76]. However, it was shown that one can manipulate the critical temperatures by doping [37], thickness 
[21,77], or by external pressure [30,34,78]. In this particular polytype the superconducting temperature 
is increased to 9.15 K by applying external pressure of 8.7 GPa [30]. Even more interestingly the 
superconducting critical temperature rises by thinning the material [21,77] where the maximum 
measured value is 2.2K in layers 3.5 nanometers thick [77]. This is exactly the opposite behavior than in 
other similar materials, where the critical temperature decreases when approaching the 2D limit [79].  
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4 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
My experimental work was done as a combination of ultrafast spectroscopy and atomically resolved 
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). This section is divided into two parts. The first part describes the 
basic principles of operation of ultrafast lasers and presents the optical methods that were used to 
investigate the samples. A part of this chapter is dedicated to the methods that were used to position the 
beam on the sample, as this has proved to be quite challenging if the sample is in a vacuum chamber, far 
away from any manipulable optics elements. The second part describes the physics principles of the 
scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy. Here also some of the tip cleaning techniques are 
presented. In the end of the chapter the Scienta Omicron four-probe device with optical access that was 
used for the experiments and the optical setup that was used to combine the STM with ultrafast lasers 
are shown. 
4.1 ULTRAFAST LASERS 
Ultrafast laser spectroscopy is an extremely important field of physics, because it allows us to directly 
observe the ultrafast dynamics of materials. Since the invention of ultrafast lasers the field has grown 
tremendously and the ultrafast experiments have already yielded a few Nobel prizes, for example in 1999, 
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded to Ahmed H. Zewail for using ultrashort pulses to observe 
chemical reactions, and most recently in 2018 the Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded to Gérard Mourou 
and Donna Strickland (both got 1/4 prize share) for their method of generating high-intensity, ultra-short 
optical pulses, which is the technology that is currently used in almost every ultrafast laser laboratory. 
The ultrafast lasers are not used only in basic research in physics, but cover a variety of different fields, 
such as medicine, chemistry, automotive industry and many others. 
4.1.1 Principles of operation 
A laser is a device that emits light through a process of light amplification based on the stimulated 
emission of radiation. In its most basic form, laser consists of a gain medium inside an optical cavity, which 
is in the most simplified words a pair of mirrors, one on each side of the cavity. Typically, one of the mirrors 
is partially transparent, so a part of the beam escapes the cavity on each round trip. The main 
characteristics of a simple laser are light coherence and a very well defined wavelength. 
 
Figure 20: A simple laser: resonator cavity with a gain medium and one partially transparent mirror. 
In order to achieve ultrafast pulsed laser operation, we need resort to phase locked lasers, where we use 
gain medium with broad spectral function and take into account different eigenfrequencies of the optical 
resonator. We write the electric field at the output mirror in such laser as 
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 ?⃑?(𝑡) = ∑ ?⃑?0𝑒
−𝑖𝜔𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑖𝜙𝑙𝑁𝑙=1 , (15) 
Where the sum takes into account all of the eigenfrequencies of the resonator, which are affected by the 
gain medium, and 𝜙𝑙 is the 𝑙-th order phase, for which the frequency is written as 𝜔𝑙 = 𝜔0 + 𝑙
𝑐𝜋
𝐿
 . 
If phases 𝜙𝑙 are random, we get a random oscillatory function with low amplitude at the output, but if 
phases in all of the orders are equal to 𝜙𝑙 = 𝜙0, we get a constructive interference at some time, and 
destructive interference at all other times. This mode of operation is called mode-locking and is achieved 
actively with a help of a modulator or passively using a saturable absorber. The time between the pulses 
equals to one round trip and is defined by the length of the oscillator: 
 
𝑡0 =
2𝑙
𝑐
, (16) 
The repetition frequency is typically of the order of 100 MHz, which corresponds to a cavity with the 
length of the order of a meter. The length of the pulse is also dependent on the number of the locked 
frequencies and is equal to 
 
𝑡0 =
2𝑙
𝑁𝑐
. (17) 
Since the time resolution of our measurements is defined by the pulse length, we want pulses that are 
short enough to resolve the observed effect. To generate short pulses, we have to mode-lock as many 
frequencies as possible. The number of locked frequencies is defined by the spectral function of the gain 
medium. Currently typical ultrashort laser pulses have lengths of about a few tens of femtoseconds or 
more. While such lasers give us good time resolution, the ultrashort duration of the laser prevents it from 
being spectrally well defined. It follows that the ultrafast lasers have a much broader spectrum compared 
to the conventional continuous wave lasers. 
4.1.2 Pump-probe spectroscopy 
Studying the behavior of a solid is a very challenging task because the processes occur on a very fast 
timescale and are often difficult to repeat. Processes in crystals, such as lattice vibrations or single particle 
relaxations for example, take place on a picosecond timescale, and were completely unexplored due to 
experimental limitations before the discovery of ultrafast lasers. In most experiments, we use the so-
called pump-probe method in which the substance is initially excited by a pump pulse. This is followed by 
a probe pulse that is controllably delayed in time after the pump pulse. With an experimental setup of 
this kind, we can obtain information about the relaxation of the excited state by measuring the reflectivity 
or transmission of the probe pulse with respect to the time delay after the pump pulse [1]. This said, for 
each point that we measure, we need to change the length of the probe beam path and send another set 
of pulses to the sample. The method is thus not measuring the relaxation processes directly but 
stroboscopically. Because of this limitation, a similar single shot method was developed [80], which gives 
us an outcome of a single experiment, and is particularly useful, when we use pulses with such high 
fluences, which would destroy the sample after a single hit. To detect the reflected laser light, we usually 
use photodiodes, which are a few orders of magnitude slower than the pulses (typically the relaxation 
time is of the order of nanoseconds), so we need advanced techniques to differentiate between 
consecutive pulses. First, we need to differentiate the pump pulse from the probe pulse. We do this by 
using perpendicular polarization of the probe pulse with respect to the pump pulse and rejecting the 
pump pulse with a polarizer in front of the detector. Alternatively, we can use pump and probe pulses at 
different wavelengths and reject the pump pulse with a color filter. The other problem with the detection 
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is that the changes in the sample reflectivity after photoexcitation are usually of the order of 10-5 or less, 
which is less than the amplitude of the noise in the system caused by fluctuations of the laser, various 
vibrations, electronic noise, and such. To reject this noise, we use the method of phase sensitive detection. 
This is achieved by modulating the pump beam with a certain frequency, which is done with a mechanical 
chopper or an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) that allows some pulses through and blocks the others. 
The probe beam signal on the diode is then detected by lock-in amplifier, which is phase locked to the 
pump beam modulator. The measured quantity is thus the transient reflectivity Δ𝑅(𝑡𝑃 , 𝑡𝑃𝑟), which is 
equal to the difference between the reflectivity when the pump pulse is present (𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑟(𝑡𝑃 , 𝑡𝑃𝑟)) and the 
reflectivity when the pump pulse is not present (𝑅):  
 Δ𝑅(𝑡𝑃 , 𝑡𝑃𝑟) = 𝑅𝑃(𝑡𝑃 , 𝑡𝑃𝑟) − 𝑅. (18) 
The transient reflectivity is usually normalized by 𝑅, to eliminate the dependence on total laser power. 
For a good signal-to-noise ratio, this measurement must be averaged over a large number of pump-probe 
events. The averaging time typically ranges from a few tens of seconds to a few seconds, depending on 
the repetition frequency of the laser (kHz to several MHz), the power of the reflected beam and the 
amount of noise in the system.  
 
Figure 21: Chopped pump beam is shown in green, and the delayed probe beam is shown in red. The reflection of the probe 
beam is caught on the detector and measured with a lock-in amplifier, which is locked to the frequency of the chopper. We 
can add another laser beam (blue) to additionally excite the sample. 
The pump-probe method is very useful, because it is relatively simple and can give us a lot of information. 
We can upgrade the method with the third beam, to add an additional controllable excitation of the 
sample. In this case the measured quantity is Δ𝑅3(𝑡𝑊, 𝑡𝑃 , 𝑡𝑃𝑟), which is equal to the difference between 
the reflectivity when the W and P pulses are present (𝑅𝑊𝑃(𝑡𝑊, 𝑡𝑃 , 𝑡𝑃𝑟)) and the reflectivity when only the 
W pulse is present (𝑅𝑊𝑟(𝑡𝑊, 𝑡𝑃𝑟)): 
 Δ𝑅3(𝑡𝑊, 𝑡𝑃 , 𝑡𝑃𝑟) = 𝑅𝑊𝑃(𝑡𝑊, 𝑡𝑃 , 𝑡𝑃𝑟) − 𝑅𝑊(𝑡𝑊, 𝑡𝑃𝑟). (19) 
We normalize the three pulse transient reflectivity by 𝑅, to eliminate the dependence on total laser 
power. We get different kind of information also by changing the wavelength of either of the beams, 
polarization of the beams, fluence of the pump pulse etc. Another thing we need to notice is that the 
probing area is limited by the size of the beam spot. Theoretically this is limited by the diffraction limit, 
but in practice, spots are usually of a size from a few micrometers to few tens or even hundreds of 
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micrometers. This is a relatively large area compared to the atomic scale, and thus we are averaging over 
a large excited part of the sample. 
4.1.3 Generating terahertz (THz) pulses  
The terahertz range (also called far-infrared range) covers the frequencies from 0.1 to 10 THz, which is 
corresponding to the wavelengths of 30 microns to 3 millimeters. The THz radiation is situated between 
microwave radiation and mid-IR radiation. This frequency range is very interesting in materials science, 
because it directly corresponds to the frequencies or timescales of multiple physical phenomena, such as 
lattice vibrations [6] or superconducting gap [81]. Until recently, the THz range was not very well explored 
due to a lack of strong sources and efficient detectors [82]. Today, we have a large variety of tunable 
continuous THz sources, such as Schottky diode mixers [83], quantum cascade lasers [84,85], backward 
wave oscillators [86], p-germanium lasers [87] as well as other interesting techniques [88]. I will focus on 
methods of generating a single or few cycle terahertz pulses, which are useful for time resolved 
measurements. They provide an advantage over visible range optical methods, because they give full 
phase and amplitude information. On the other hand, the duration of a single-cycle THz pulse is much 
more limited in comparison to the optical pulses of shorter wavelengths. The most common methods 
used to generate single cycle THz pulses are by means of photoconductive switches [89] and optical 
rectification [90,91]. 
4.1.3.1 Photoconductive switches 
Photoconductive, or Auston switches are perhaps the most commonly used method for generating THz 
pulses. The name comes from the inventor David H. Auston, who introduced the idea in 1983 [89]. A 
photoconductive switch consists of a semiconducting substrate with two or more electrodes on top. The 
substrate is made of a material with short carrier lifetimes and high mobility. Usually, we use GaAs with a 
bandgap of 1.42 eV. The metal electrodes are separated by about 10 μm and biased with a DC voltage of 
up to 50 V. In order to emit a terahertz wave out of such device, we need to shine an ultrafast laser pulse 
on the gap between the electrodes. This creates free carriers, which are attracted towards the electrodes 
by the electric field of few kV/cm. The acceleration of the carriers induces a change in polarization 𝑃, 
which generates a single cycle coherent THz pulse with the electric field given by 
 
𝐸𝑇𝐻𝑧 ∝
𝑑2𝑃
𝑑𝑡2
. (20) 
Part of the pulse is emitted into free space, and other part travels along the electrodes [82]. The pulse is 
polarized parallel to the bias field. As an electronic component the photoconductive switch could be 
thought of as a capacitor in parallel with a time dependent resistor. When the laser is blocked, charge is 
stored in the electrodes, which act as a capacitor, with an estimated capacitance of 10-100 fF [82]. The 
material between the electrodes in this case has very high resistance, of the order of MΩ. When the laser 
pulse excites the switch, the resistance drops to a few tens of ohms, which together with low capacitance 
results in the response time of the circuit of 𝑅𝐶~10−10 F ∗ 10 Ω = 1 ps (picosecond timescale), which 
corresponds to the terahertz frequency range.  
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Figure 22: The simplest photoconductive switch with two metal strips (yellow) deposited on a semiconducting material (black). 
When the laser pulse (red) excites the sample, free carriers are induced that accelerate towards the biased electrodes and a 
THz pulse is emitted (blue). 
In larger configurations, a number of electrodes with alternating polarity are stacked in parallel, thus 
increasing the effective area of the switch. This way the laser pulse does not need to be focused to a small 
area and much larger optical pulse energies can be used, creating a larger number of the excited carriers 
and thus a stronger terahertz pulse. 
 
Figure 23: a) THz pulse obtained with Auston switch, at different powers of the exciting IR pulse train ati 100 kHz. The switch 
becomes saturated at higher powers. b) the FFT spectrum of the field at the highest power. 
I used a photoconductive Tera-SED switch from Giga Optics, which can emit single cycle pulses with the 
peak amplitude of 60 V/cm in the frequency range between 0.5 and 2.5 THz. The switch has an area of 
about 1 cm2, which makes it useful for very large beams. I used a 5 mm beam from RegA, with which the 
switch was saturated at laser power of 𝑃 = 320 mW. At this power the maximum intensity of the focused 
THz field was about 14 V/cm, as shown in Figure 23. Another advantage of exciting the switch with a large 
collimated beam is creating a quasi-collimated emitted THz beam, while in case of focused beam we 
generate a diverging THz beam. The Voltage used to drive the switch was set to 10 V. When using voltages 
higher than 10 V, we should not continuously bias the sample, but we need to use a lower duty cycle in 
order not to damage the device by heating as specified in the manual. For this reason, we ordered a higher 
voltage (up to 100 V) fast power supply in order to achieve higher THz fields. In this case the THz beam is 
modulated already by the voltage source and the need for the optical chopper in two pulse experiments 
is eliminated. 
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4.1.3.2 THz beam detection 
For detection of the THz beam, I used electro optical sampling method. This is done by monitoring the 
polarization change of an optical detection beam that passes through an electro optic crystal. When the 
crystal is exposed to the THz pulse field we observe a change in polarization of the IR beam after it passes 
the crystal. We used 1 mm thick ZnTe crystal for electro optical sampling. The sampling beam then passes 
through a lambda/4 wave plate to become circularly polarized and is split with a Wollaston prism into two 
parts of equal intensity, which are guided to two diodes for balanced detection. When a change of the 
polarization is induced, the beam becomes elliptically polarized after the lambda/4 and the signal is not 
balanced anymore, resulting in nonzero signal on a lock-in amplifier. The electric field of THz beam is 
calculated as [92]  
 
𝐸𝑇𝐻𝑧 =
𝐴 − 𝐵
𝐴 + 𝐵
𝜆
2𝜋𝑛3𝑟41𝐿
, (21) 
where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are the signals from both photodiodes, 𝜆 = 800 nm is the wavelength of the sampling 
beam, 𝑛 = 2.853 is the refraction index of the crystal for 𝜆, 𝐿 = 1 mm is the thickness of the crystal, and 
𝑟41 = 4 × 10
−12 m/V is the electro optic coefficient of ZnTe [92]. From the electric field, we estimate the 
energy of the THz pulse [93,94] as 
 
𝜀 =
𝜏𝑆
4𝜂0
|𝐸𝑇𝐻𝑧
𝑚𝑎𝑥|2, (22) 
where 𝜏 is the width of the pulse envelope, determined by a Hilbert transform, 𝑆 is the spot area of the 
THz beam and 𝜂0 = 377 Ω is the impedance of free space. 
 
Figure 24: THz detection setup. We focus the THz beam as well as the optical probe beam on an electro optical (EO) crystal. A 
λ/4 wave plate makes the beam circularly polarized, so that the power is split equally to the detectors A and B. Due to the 
electro optical effect, the polarization of the optical beam is modulated with the THz pulse and the beam after λ/4 becomes 
elliptic. The change is detected by means of a lock-in amplifier connected to the detectors. 
4.1.4 Positioning the beam and achieving overlap 
Positioning the beam on the sample can be done in many different ways, depending on technical 
limitations. The reason the methods are explained in such a detail is that it is experimentally quite 
challenging to achieve overlap of the beams in certain situations. While It is pretty straightforward to 
achieve an overlap of the pump and the probe beam on the sample, which is near the optical elements 
and can be moved away together with the whole cryostat, it is much more challenging to find the excited 
spot on the sample with an STM tip. The problem of positioning the laser spot inside STM arises especially 
because the tip is more than 30 cm away from the nearest window and thus the nearest manipulable lens 
or mirror. Perhaps one of the most important issues is the height of the sample in the STM chamber. Since 
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the sample is on a movable stage, its resting position is not very reproducible between different attempts 
and the beam needs to be repositioned each time the sample is manipulated or changed. The other reason 
why beam positioning is so important is that the lasers are on a separate floating table and they are 
constantly moving with respect to the STM table. This was in principle adjusted by an automatic laser 
beam adjustment system “µ-Aligna”. In any case, the position of the beam on the sample was checked 
every time before performing measurements. The simplest and perhaps the most obvious option for 
beam positioning is observing the scattered beam with an external camera. While this method is 
extremely simple to implement, it is not very precise (especially when the sample acts like a mirror and 
the light is only scattered from dirt particles, which could be very far away from the center of the beam) 
and was used only as rough aid to other methods, described in the following few paragraphs. 
4.1.4.1 Using two cameras 
The idea of this method is to first put a lens into the beam path to focus the beam and then put a CCD 
camera into the (strongly attenuated) beam waist. By varying the distance between the lens and the 
camera, while observing the beam spot size on the screen, one can determine the position of the waist, 
which is where the beam spot on the sensor is the smallest. Then another camera is used in combination 
with two additional lenses, with which we image the first camera onto the second camera. Then the first 
camera is replaced by the sample, such that the sample is put in focus on the second camera. That means 
the sample is exactly in the same position where the first camera was, that is in focus of both second 
camera and the laser beam. In such geometry, the second camera acts as a fixer for the z – position of the 
sample with respect to the beam. Usually there is a small angle between the beam axis and second camera 
axis. We try to make this angle as small as possible, or even use a beam splitter and make the axes collinear 
to reduce distortions. This method has a great advantage over using only (the second) one camera and 
monitoring the scattered beam, as also the size of the beam can be detected. 
 
Figure 25: Positioning of the beam on the sample using two cameras. This method is very good to determine the position and 
size of the beam waist. It is used when the sample can easily be swapped with a camera. 
This method is used in various pump-probe setups not only for determining the waist size and position, 
but also for achieving the spatial overlap when using more than one beam. We can easily overlap the 
beams on the sensor of the first camera, before switching the camera for a sample. The disadvantage is 
that we could not use this method for positioning the beam inside STM chamber, where ultrahigh vacuum 
needs to be maintained, and so there is no possibility of inserting a standard camera, at the same time as 
performing the measurements. 
However, we measured the beam inside the STM chamber on one occasion, when we had to break the 
vacuum for maintenance reasons. We put a small analog camera inside the chamber with the sensor plane 
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parallel to the usual sample plane and we characterized the beam inside to compare it with the same kind 
of characterization outside the chamber. The ratios of the beam sizes were noted and used as a future 
reference, when only outside characterization was possible. We measured that the beam inside the 
chamber is the same size as outside in one direction, but twice the size in the other, due to incidence 
angle of 60 degrees. Both measurements were done with an estimated error of up to 15 %, mostly due to 
changes in size of the beam when falsely determining the position of the beam waist. Following this, the 
calculated fluence can have an error of up to 30 %. 
4.1.4.2 Positioning by observing changes on the sample 
At the top of the STM chamber, there is a scanning electron microscope (SEM), which is used as the 
imaging tool for positioning the sample and the STM tips. Given this, we only need one more device to 
observe the position of the beam. One very simple idea is to put organic samples on the holder next to 
TaS2. The organic samples (provided by Yaroslav Gerasimenko) are easily burnt when using high laser 
fluences and we can use laser pulses of fluence just above the threshold for making visible damage. This 
way by observing the changes on the sample, we see exactly where the beam is, referring to the image 
obtained by SEM. This way we were able to position the beam spot of about 100 × 200 μm in size with 
50 μm precision, which is enough for the rough estimation. 
 
Figure 26: Positioning of the beam by burning organic samples. This method was used inside the STM, where it was not possible 
to mount a camera. On the left there is the whole SEM image, where the red rectangle shows the enlarged areas on the right. 
Comparing the bottom and top images on the right, we see the difference after illuminating the sample. 
This method unfortunately gives only very rough information on the size of the beam inside the chamber 
if fluence of the beam and the damage thresholds are not precisely known. For that reason, it was 
combined with previously mentioned method with two cameras to determine the beam size, where a flip 
mirror was used to change the beam path between two configurations. 
4.1.4.3 Positioning by photodiodes. 
Because of their small size and small number of contacts compared to CCD, diodes can be put on a sample 
holder inside the STM and used in ultrahigh vacuum. I used two different types of photodiodes. First is 
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the simplest photodiode with two contacts. With such diode we can roughly estimate both the position 
and the size of the beam. The roughest estimate is by checking if there is any photoinduced current on 
the diode or not, suggesting we either hit or missed the diode. More precisely, the position can be 
determined by moving the beam spot with respect to the diode or vice versa, to find the edges of the 
diode and then more precisely estimate the position of the beam. This method can be used also for 
measuring the size of the beam. By moving the beam perpendicularly to the edge of the diode, the current 
changes as the integral of the beam profile. Taking the derivative of the measurement and fitting the 
Gaussian to the result, we can estimate the size of the beam. 
Another way is by using a position sensitive detector (PSD). This is a special kind of diode with four 
contacts, two of which are anodes and two cathodes. Both of the anodes (cathodes) are positioned at the 
top (bottom) part of the diode with pairs of the same electrodes on the opposite edges of the diode as 
shown in Figure 27. This way, the diode is photoexcited and free carriers (electrons and holes) are 
produced. The ratio of the carriers travelling to the two corresponding electrodes is proportional to the 
distance of the excited area from the electrodes. In such way, we can determine the beam position in x 
(y) direction by subtracting the current on anodes (cathodes). 
 
Figure 27: a) Position sensitive detector. The anodes are on the top plane and the cathodes on the bottom plane. b) Electrical 
circuit for measuring the current on the photodiode. The outputs were connected to the lock-in amplifier. 
For measuring the small current induced by ultrashort laser pulses, we need to either use lock-in amplifier 
or measure the time average of the photoinduced current. A simple schematic for measuring current via 
lock-in amplifier is shown in Figure 27. The resistors R1-R4 are used to convert the current to voltage for 
measurements with lock-in, and capacitors C1-C4 for AC coupling (because we performed the experiment 
with a pulsed laser). The diode is biased with a standard 9 V battery. The test measurement gives a 
surprisingly nice linear result as shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28: Dependence of the difference of voltage on contacts (cathodes) with respect to the position of the beam (in x 
direction). 
The biggest problem with the diode measurements is that the size of the diode is relatively large with 
respect to the sample. Because of that it is not only difficult to mount both the sample and the diode on 
the same holder, but also since the diode is thicker than the sample, the incident beam inside the STM 
chamber would hit it at a different position, due to its large angle of incidence. Nevertheless, measuring 
the beam positions with the diodes, enables a nice reference measurement without having to break the 
vacuum in the STM chamber.  
4.1.5 Measuring the fluence of the beam 
The fluence tells us the energy delivered per unit area and is usually written in J/cm2. With pulsed lasers, 
fluence per pulse is an integral of the pulse power over the pulse duration divided by the size of the beam 
and is thus independent of the pulse length. It follows that to determine the fluence of the pulse, we need 
to know two basic quantities, namely the size of the beam, measured with a CCD camera or a photodiode 
(described in more details in the previous section) and the energy per pulse, which is typically determined 
by measuring the laser power and then dividing it with the repetition frequency of the laser 𝜈. Since the 
beams we use are Gaussian, the fluence is not spatially uniform and we need to be very careful to take 
the correct estimate of the fluence, when talking about different quantities, such as the peak fluence or 
average fluence across an area. The peak fluence is defined at the point in the center of the beam (on the 
axis), while the fluence in points off axis is smaller. We write the peak fluence as 
 
𝜙𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 =
2𝑃
𝜈𝜋𝑟2
, (23) 
where 𝑟 is the average radius of the beam where the optical intensity drops to 1/e2 (≈ 13.5 %) of the peak 
value on the beam axis. Usually the beam is elliptical to some extent and we measure two radii r1 and r2 
and calculate the geometrical average as 𝑟 = √𝑟1𝑟2. 
The fluences used in our experiments vary from the smallest values that can be distinguished from the 
noise, to the maximum possible values that we can achieve with a certain laser, depending on the 
experiment. For example, when using pump-probe techniques, we want the fluences to be low, to not 
disturb the sample, and we keep the fluences far below 0.1 mJ/cm2. On the other hand, when switching 
the sample to metastable states, we use fluences larger than 1 mJ/cm2, where we are sometimes limited 
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by the maximum laser power, while in the other cases we are limited by the damage threshold of the 
sample. 
4.1.6 Heating effects 
When conducting optical laser experiments, heating of the sample is an unavoidable effect. In case of our 
experiments it has two very important consequences. First the direct consequence of the temperature 
change, since the observed material might behave differently at elevated temperatures. The temperature 
change must thus be taken into account when analyzing the data. The other important thing is related to 
the temperature expansion and is the most important in STM experiments. Heating of the tip and the 
sample plays a crucial role in the amount of measured tip current, as the tip can expand and move closer 
to the sample. Both of those reasons give us an initiative to both minimize the heating and also efficiently 
remove the accumulated heat. 
In general, we divide the heating effects of pulsed lasers in two parts, transient heating effects and steady 
state heating. When we excite the sample with a single pulse to induce new states, this is not a problem, 
as we can for the time of illumination retract the STM tips and then wait for the system to cool down. The 
ultrafast transient heating is indeed welcome in this case, as it excites electrons out of equilibrium and 
provides a neat mechanism for reaching new states, before the lattice has enough time to heat up by the 
heat transfer from the hot electron gas. On the other hand, when we are using trains of pulses to induce 
new states, we need to be much more careful, since the electrons and lattice may already reach the 
equilibrium, before the new pulse arrives, but the temperature may not completely relax back to the initial 
temperature. This leads to heat pile-up, where the whole crystal reaches higher temperature. The effect 
is even more pronounced when the measurements are done with high laser power and high repetition 
rates. In this case any metastable photoinduced states may relax before the lattice cools down to the 
original temperature. On the other hand, the new states that we observe might not be ultrafast 
photoinduced states, but simply thermally induced states. In this case the measured temperature of the 
sample stage is completely different to the local temperature of the sample, due to slow heat diffusion. 
A model of laser heating after a single pulse and pulse burst using the material parameters of 1T-TaS2 was 
developed in [6]. I will briefly summarize it, as I used it to estimate the temperatures when switching the 
sample. I will show some of the calculations of the laser pulse heating, calculated specifically for 1T-TaS2. 
For calculating the temperature increase, we must first note that the specific heat of material is 
temperature dependent [95], which is especially important when looking at a large temperature span. We 
estimate the effective temperatures of electrons and lattice (𝑇e and 𝑇l respectively) using Newton’s law 
of cooling as 
 
γe𝑇e
𝑑𝑇e
𝑑𝑡
= −γl(𝑇e − 𝑇l) + 𝑃(𝑡), (24) 
 
𝐶l(𝑇)
𝑑𝑇l
𝑑𝑡
= −γl(𝑇e − 𝑇l), (25) 
Where 𝐶𝑙 is the Debye fit of experimentally obtained temperature dependent lattice specific heat[96], 
γe = 4.2 mJ mol
-1 K-2 is the electronic specific heat coefficient [97], γl = 300 psK
-1 is the energy relaxation 
rate [98], and 𝑃(𝑡) describes excitation density. By numerically solving the equations, we obtain temporal 
evolutions of 𝑇e(𝑡) and 𝑇l(𝑡) as a function of pulse energy. 
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Figure 29: Temperature of electron and lattice subsystems in 1T-TaS2 after a single pulse of various fluences [6]. 
The result of the electron and lattice temperature in 1T-TaS2 after a single pulse of different fluences is 
shown in Figure 29. We see that the electron temperature increases much faster and much more than the 
lattice temperature. The dashed line marks the fluence, which is needed for the transition to the H state. 
We see that the temperature of the electrons rises much higher than even the temperature of the 
transition to the metallic state. On the other hand, the lattice temperature stays low. These highly 
nonequilibrium conditions in the material lead to the photoinduced phase transition to the hidden state. 
After a single pulse the heat diffusion causes the system to return to the equilibrium temperature of the 
bath (usually liquid helium or liquid nitrogen). If we are exciting the sample with a burst of pulses, which 
are relatively close together in time, the system does not have enough time to reach the equilibrium and 
we also observe accumulated heating. The temperature rise after a burst of 𝑁 pulses is calculated using a 
solution of the diffusion equation [99]. The surface temperature rise is expressed as [6]:  
 
Δ𝑇L(𝑡) =
2𝑈E(1 − 𝑅)
𝜏W𝐾
√
𝜅𝜏
𝜋
∑ 𝜃(𝑥 − 𝑡0 − 𝜏)
𝑁
𝑛=0
𝑅𝑒 [√
𝑡 − 𝑛𝑡0
𝜏
− √
𝑡 − 𝑛𝑡0
𝜏
− 1], (26) 
where 𝜃 is the heaviside theta function, 𝑡0 is the time between pulses, 𝜏 is the individual pulse duration, 
𝑅 is the reflectivity, 𝐾 is the thermal conductivity, and 𝜅 is the thermal diffusivity of 1T-TaS2 [66]. 𝑈E and 
𝜏W are the write pulse energy and width respectively. Details of the model are found in supplementary 
material to the science paper by Stojchevska et al. [6]. 
In the THz resolved STM experiment (section 10), the thermal expansion of both the tip and the sample 
generally prevents us from directly measuring the phase transitions induced by strong laser pulses, but 
instead limits us to measurements of weak laser excitations of equilibrium states, and observations of 
their dynamics. When exciting the sample with high fluences (> 10 mJ/cm2), we empirically found out 
that the current between the tip and the sample increases up to 100 times, and when using continuous 
illumination (at 100 kHz), the tip crashes to the sample if not retracted by at least few hundreds of 
nanometers. When we are performing switching experiments, the tip is generally completely removed, in 
order not to obstruct the sample (not cast shadows on the sample). But in the THz resolved 
measurements, retracting is not an option, which limits us to much lower laser fluences. 
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4.2 SCANNING TUNNELING MICROSCOPY (STM) 
A scanning tunneling microscope (STM) uses a sharp metallic tip for imaging a surface, usually with an 
atomic resolution. It was invented in the beginning of the 1980’s by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer 
[100,101], and its invention brought them the Nobel prize in physics in 1986. The basic principle of 
operation is the tunneling between a metallic tip (usually W, Pt or Pt-Ir alloy) and the sample, due to the 
overlap of the electron wave functions in the tip and the sample [2]. When the bias voltage is applied 
between the tip and the sample (usually in the range of ±1 V, sometimes even up to 10 V), a tunneling 
current is generated, which is monitored by a computer. The tip is moved in x and y directions along the 
surface and in the z direction perpendicular to the surface by using piezo scanners. The most commonly 
used method of scanning is the constant height mode, where the tip is kept at constant z position, causing 
the current to vary with movement in the x-y directions, due to different local density of states (LDOS) at 
different positions in the sample. The other option is the constant current mode, where the tip moves in 
z direction to compensate for the current changes while moving in the x-y directions using a feedback 
loop. As the tip scans along the x-y plane, we measure the current and the height at each point, in order 
to make a 2D contour plot, showing the topography of the surface. Another type of measurements are 
spectroscopy measurements, where we vary the voltage, while keeping the tip at a constant position 
above the sample. A typical resolution of a good STM is below 0.1 nm in the x-y directions and 0.01 nm in 
the z direction, which gives us a nice atomic resolution image (a typical size of an atom is 0.1 nm). For 
achieving this kind of resolution, the STM needs to be very well isolated from outside noise, which is 
usually done by putting the whole machine on floating legs and further hanging the tip-sample stage on 
springs. The measurements are usually done in vacuum to further eliminate acoustic noise and decrease 
chance of small particle deposition on both tip and the sample, but it can also be done in ambient 
conditions or various liquids. The atomic resolution is not necessarily observable, even if we take all the 
above mentioned measures. In most cases we need to go through various tip cleaning procedures, to 
really make the tip atomically sharp. In the case of the tungsten tips, it has been proposed that the atomic 
resolution is a consequence of a dangling d bond [102], which was calculated for a number of tungsten 
clusters [103]. To achieve a protruding bond, we usually again need to go through cleaning procedures. 
4.2.1 Tunneling basics 
Tunneling is one of the fundamental quantum mechanical effects, arising from wavelike characteristics of 
particles [2]. For a single electron with a mass 𝑚 in a potential 𝑈(𝑧), we write the Schrödinger equation 
as  
 
−
ℏ2
2𝑚
𝜕2𝜓(𝑧)
𝜕𝑧2
+ 𝑈(𝑧)𝜓(𝑧) = 𝐸𝜓(𝑧), (27) 
where 𝜓(𝑧) is a wavefunction of the electron. Let us consider a barrier potential as shown in Figure 30 
and put an electron with energy 𝐸 in it. In the classical approximation, the electron is stuck within the 
region where 𝑈 < 𝐸, and all other regions are considered impenetrable. In quantum mechanics, on the 
other hand, the Schrödinger equation has solutions everywhere, even in the part, which would classically 
be considered impenetrable. In the classically allowed region, the solution of the Schrödinger equation is 
a wave function written as 
 𝜓(𝑧) = 𝜓(0)𝑒±𝑖𝑘𝑧, (28) 
where the wave vector 𝑘 is defined as 
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𝑘 =
√2𝑚(𝐸 − 𝑈)
ℏ
, (29) 
The solution for the clasically forbidden region is an exponentially decaying function  
 𝜓(𝑧) = 𝜓(0)𝑒−𝜅𝑧, (30) 
with the decay constant of 
 
𝜅 =
√2𝑚(𝑈 − 𝐸)
ℏ
. (31) 
An important thing to mention is the fact that the tunneling is bidirectional, with another solution of 
Schrödinger equation being the same, but with a positive exponent. The probability of tunneling is 
proportional the square of wave function in the barrier and is thus nonzero, as opposed to the classical 
approximation.  
 
Figure 30: Tunneling through a potential barrier. The particle can pass a barrier, even if its energy is smaller than the height of 
the potential barrier. Such barrier is impenetrable for a classical particle. 
By looking back at the STM, to construct the energy barrier between the sample and the tip, we need to 
take into account the work function 𝜙 of the sample, which is the minimum energy required to extract an 
electron from the surface. The work function has values around 𝜙 ≈ 5 eV and is different for different 
surfaces. The easiest electrons to extract from the surface are the ones with the highest energy, which 
are the ones at the Fermi level. We take the vacuum as a reference point, which puts the Fermi energy 
level at 𝜀𝐹 = −𝜙. By applying a bias voltage 𝑉, we effectively lower the potential of the tip by 𝑒𝑉, giving 
a chance to electrons with energy between 𝐸𝐹 and 𝐸𝐹 − 𝑉 to tunnel through the vacuum barrier to the 
tip. The tunelling varies with the distance 𝑧  between the tip and the sample, and we define the 
transmission coefficient as the ratio between the current at the distance 𝑧 and at 𝑧 = 0 as 
 
Ξ =
𝐼(𝑧)
𝐼(0)
𝑒
−2√2𝑚𝜙
ℏ 𝑧. (32) 
According to this equation, the current decays exponentially, which was first shown by Binnig et. al in 
[100,101] with the calculated rate of about an order of magnitude per 0.1 nm. Experimentally, we define 
the equilibrium distance 𝑧𝑒 between the sample and the tip, which is the distance, where they are neither 
attracted nor repelled (the forces between them are zero). For typical materials, this distance is about 
0.22 to 0.28 nm. 
In 1957, Rolf Landauer proposed a theory, describing the conductance of a 1D system. He proposed the 
existence of conductance quantum by deriving the conductance equations [104]. By taking the electrodes 
to be a 1D electron gas and the current between them to be ballistic, the impinging current at 𝑧 = 0 
equals 
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𝐼(0) =
𝑒2
𝜋ℏ
𝑉. (33) 
Taking into account the transmission coefficient, the current at distance 𝑧 is 𝐼(𝑧) = Ξ ∗ 𝐼(0), and we write 
the tunneling conductance as 
 
𝐺 =
𝐼(𝑧)
𝑉
=
𝑒2
𝜋ℏ
𝑇 = 𝐺0Ξ. (34) 
where 𝐺0 ≈ 77.48 μS is the conductance quantum, which is inversely proportional to the value of about 
12.9 kΩ. The existence of the conductance quantum was proven experimentally [105,106]. 
 
Figure 31: I-V spectroscopy curves for different tunneling junctions. a) If both contacts are metallic, we observe linear I-V 
behavior. b) If one of the contacts is gapped, we observe an edge in the I-V curve. c) If both of the contacts are gapped, we 
observe a peak at ε1-ε2, followed by negative differential conductance [107]. 
Instead of solving one Schrödinger equation, we take into account two separate subsystems and solve 
Schrödinger equations for each of them. We then introduce a tunneling matrix 𝑀, describing the transfer 
of electrons between them, which is the surface integral of the wave functions of both systems. This is 
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called the Bardeen approach. If 𝑀 does not change considerably in our energy interval, we write the 
current as the convolution of the density of states (DOS) of both systems as  
 
𝐼 ∝ ∫ 𝜌S(𝜀𝐹 − 𝑒𝑉 + 𝜖)𝜌T(𝜀𝐹 + 𝜖)𝑑𝜖
𝑒𝑉
0
. (35) 
The tunneling current for 3 different cases is shown in Figure 31. By examining the current-voltage (𝐼 − 𝑉) 
curve, we can find out what materials the both sides of the contact are made of. The tunneling between 
two metals shows a linear 𝐼 − 𝑉 curve. If one side of the contact has a gap present, we will see that gap 
as an edge in the 𝐼 − 𝑉 curve and if both are insulating, we see two edges, with a negative differential 
conductance between them. By comparing the Bardeen theory with Landauer theory, we write the 
tunneling conductance as 
 𝐺 = 𝐺0𝑇 = 2𝜋
2|𝑀𝜇𝜈|
2
𝜌𝑆(𝜀𝐹)𝜌𝑇(𝜀𝐹). (36) 
All of the above explanation takes into account only one pair of states. To extend the treatment to a real 
problem, involving multiple states, we rewrite the equations for 𝑁 channels as  
 𝐺 = 𝐺0 ∑ Ξ𝑁
𝑁
. (37) 
So far, we talked about a rectangular potential barrier, which is assuming a small bias voltage compared 
to the work function of the sample. More generally, we describe the tunneling current with the Simmons 
formula [108]  
 
𝐼 =
𝛼
𝑧2
[Φexp (−
2𝛽√2𝑚
ℏ
𝑧√Φ) − (Φ + eV)exp (−
2𝛽√2𝑚
ℏ
𝑧√Φ + eV)]. (38) 
where 𝛽 ≈
23
24
, 𝑧 and Φ are the effective barrier width and height respectively and 𝛼 is a scaling parameter 
accounting for the density of states. With such model, we describe the tunnelling well in two very different 
regimes. When the voltage is smaller than the work function, we model it as tunneling through a 
rectangular barrier. This is usually the case when doing STM measurements. At much higher voltages, the 
barrier is considered triangular and we talk about field emission of electrons.  
4.2.2 Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) 
With scanning tunneling spectroscopy, we probe the density of states in a single point, over a certain 
range of energies. For this type of measurement, we turn off the feedback loop, to keep the distance 
between the tip and the sample constant and we measure the tunneling current, while applying a voltage 
ramp. This way we measure the I-V curve. By taking the derivative of the current over voltage, we get  
 𝑑𝐼
𝑑𝑉
∝ 𝜌𝑆(𝜀𝐹 − 𝑒𝑉). (39) 
The derivative of the 𝐼 − 𝑉 curve is proportional to the density of states in the sample, if we assume the 
density of states in the tip to be constant. We normally do this if the tip is metallic. In many cases when 
cleaning in situ, you can pick up a piece of the sample on the tip, making the density of states non uniform 
and thus the tip is useless for spectroscopy. 
Due to the exponential current dependence on the distance between the sample and the tip, the 𝑑𝐼/𝑑𝑉 
curve must be renormalized. Usually, arbitrary units are used when showing the data, but another 
approach has been proposed by Feenstra et al [109,110], where normalized dynamic conductance is 
written as 
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𝑔𝑁(𝑉) =
𝑑𝐼/𝑑𝑉
𝐼/𝑉
. (40) 
It is a dimensionless quantity, and very well highlights the band edges, which are normally not sharp and 
difficult to determine from 𝑑𝐼/𝑑𝑉 curves. 
4.2.3 Preparation of the tips 
It Is said that preparation of the tips is a half of the STM experiment [2]. Not only it takes a fairly large 
amount of time to prepare good tips, it is also a very important process if we want to achieve good 
resolution in either microscopic or spectroscopic measurements. In my experiments we used two types 
of tips. First are tungsten(W) tips, which were either bought directly from the producer, or 
electrochemically etched [111] at our institute by Andrej Kranjec and Michele Diego. The other type is 
platinum tips, which we make by mechanically cutting a piece of a platinum wire. The tungsten tips are 
usually thicker (0.2 mm) than the platinum tips (0.125 mm), but have a very nicely sharpened end when 
electrochemically etched. Hand cut Pt tips usually do not look as good under SEM, but that does not mean 
they cannot achieve very nice atomic resolution [2]. One great advantage of the Pt tips is that they are 
much softer than W tips, and are thus much easier to physically bend, making them easily seen under SEM 
for positioning on the sample. After inserting into the STM vacuum chamber, most of the tips do not 
achieve good resolution immediately and they need to be further modified by cleaning process. The 
inserted tips could have bad initial performance for several different reasons. First, they could be dirty 
from any impurities that were acquired during creating, mounting or inserting them. Tips could also be 
blunt, or have several small protrusions on the apex, which compete for the current and in such case the 
scanning could be very much dependent on the tilt of the sample or large obstacles. Usually, we first clean 
and sharpen the tips on gold or copper, but in most cases they also need additional in situ treatment while 
scanning the sample. 
 
Figure 32: Images of various tips. a) Two tungsten tips, etched at the institute by Michele Diego. b) A tungsten tip in a tube 
holder on TaS2 sample inside STM, taken with a CCD camera. c) Image of the same tip, taken with SEM. 
We need different kinds of tips for different kinds of measurements. For example, when performing 
scanning tunneling microscopy, the most important part is the resolution. That is why we want to have 
the tip as sharp as possible, no matter what atom is at the end. In case the tip apex is metallic, we can use 
it also for spectroscopy. In the case when we have a nonmetallic apex, for example a protruding orbital of 
a randomly picked up atom [102], the tip could still give astounding resolution, but at the same time can 
be completely useless for spectroscopy (due to unknown density of states). Because of that, we carefully 
choose the materials to clean the tip to be metallic (usually Au or Cu), to reduce the chances of picking up 
nonmetallic atoms on the tip. While cleaning a tip, we care about the resolution and stability. A great 
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resolution does not help us a lot if the tip is not stable for long enough time and vice versa a very stable 
tip with no resolution is also useless. After achieving both stability and resolution on the cleaning material, 
we try measuring spectroscopy (𝐼 − 𝑉) curves, which on metal should give a straight line. If all those tests 
give satisfactory results, the tip is good to be tested on the sample for measurements. Even if the tip gives 
astounding results on the testing material, it can happen that it just doesn’t work on the sample. This 
mostly happens when the tip is blunt and has various small protrusions at the apex. This way by only 
slightly changing the tilt of the sample, we scan with a completely different part of the tip and achieve a 
completely different result than expected. 
Tips produced in such a way could be useful for periods of only a few days, up to months if the tip is well 
prepared and we are a little lucky. Anyhow, most of the tips usually need additional treatment between 
the measurements on the sample, due to tip degradation with restructuring, picking up atoms of the 
sample or dropping off atoms. In situ cleaning of the tip (by picking up some atoms of the sample) [112] 
decreases the chances of good STS performance, but can in some very easy and fast steps reproduce the 
atomic resolution. Tips which stop working (do not show resolution, stability or good I-V performance 
anymore) can be again cleaned on gold or discarded and changed with new tips. That mostly depends on 
the degree of damage the tip has suffered while performing experiments. Sometimes the tips can be 
mistakenly crashed into the surface of the sample and completely destroyed. 
The first thing to do when putting a new tip into the STM is to check its performance. This is usually done 
by scanning over a metal surface and checking the resolution and stability. Usually this is done at low 
voltage (|V| < 1 V) and relatively low current (I < 1 nA). When the tip is sharp we resolve particles smaller 
than 1 nm. Here we need to mention a big difference between platinum and tungsten tips. While platinum 
tips are usually relatively clean when we put them in the STM chamber, and in some cases immediately 
give us atomic resolution, the tungsten tips are oxidized and a layer of oxides first needs to be removed 
before proceeding with the tip cleaning procedure. We remove the oxides by flash annealing, which is 
passing a high current through for a small period of time (usually using a Z-ramp). While this procedure 
removes the oxide material quite effectively, it can easily make the tip blunt due to diffusion, when the 
tip is heated up too much. If the tip is not stable after this procedure (and it usually isn’t), the first and 
fastest procedure is to apply some short voltage pulses of voltages up to 10 V (usually starting with 
voltages around 2-3 V in order not do immediately destroy the tip). The idea is to move the atoms on the 
tip towards higher voltage gradient at the apex [2]. In this case we aim to create a sharp protrusion of the 
tip, which would give us good resolution. This method is usually not very efficient in the first stage of 
cleaning, because the tip is not necessarily sharp and it could have some dirt attached to the apex, 
although in some cases, we get rid of small pieces of dirt. A much more efficient method of getting rid of 
dirt on the tip is by choosing much higher current (starting with I = 10 nA and going as high as I = 200 
nA) and scanning with a large speed across the sample. We leave the tip scanning for a few minutes or 
until line by line scans are quite reproducible, although without any useful resolution due to high scanning 
speed. By decreasing the speed of scanning and the current we see real resolution of the tip. If the 
resolution and stability are not improved this way, we repeat the method with a higher current until we 
get a more satisfactory result. The resolution and stability are usually checked on a 20 × 20 nm area. The 
stability is checked by moving the area for about 10 nm in any direction. A good tip would not change and 
still show good resolution, while an unstable tip usually changes a lot when performing such small moves. 
Another method of achieving good resolution on the tip is by gently touching the sample with the tip 
(mechanically dipping the tip into the sample). This way we usually pick up a small part of the sample or 
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drop off a part of the tip, creating a new protrusion, which is then further sharpened and stabilized using 
the above mentioned methods. Using this method, we should be able to see a small crater or a deposit 
on the sample surface. Usually these methods yield quite stable tips, but the final performance is 
dependent on the sharpness of the tip on a larger scale. If the tip is very blunt, we could be just creating 
various protrusions on different parts of and scanning with those (Figure 33b). While on a short term, this 
is not bad, such tips could easily pick up dirt from the sample with another part of the tip and start 
scanning with it, which would make the whole scanning process unreliable. 
 
Figure 33: a) sharp tip with only one atom on the apex, b) blunt tip with two atomically sharp protrusions. This tip could work 
very well at a convenient angle, but would easily fail if the sample is not very flat. c) sharpening a tip by applying high voltage, 
causing the atoms to move towards higher electric field. 
To sharpen a blunt tip on a larger scale, we use high voltage to completely reshape the tip. For this we 
need to connect external voltage source, since the built in voltage sources only allow us to work up to 10 
V. For this process, voltages up to 300 volts are used, but we typically use voltages up to 60 or 80 volts. 
With such high voltages, we enter the emission range [113,114], where the voltage between the tip and 
sample is much larger than the work function and we effectively observe a triangular barrier. We first 
retract the tip for a few hundred nanometers and turn the feedback off. Then we apply high voltage, 
slowly approach the tip and closely monitor the current. There are two major things happening at the tip 
apex in this case. First is movement of the atoms on the tip to the apex (Figure 33c), which is the 
consequence of the applied voltage, creating a gradient of the electric field on the tip. This process is 
unrelated to the sign of the voltage, but nevertheless we usually keep the tip positively biased. The other 
process is heating of the tip because of the high current through the thin apex. We control the current at 
constant voltage by moving the tip towards and away from the sample and thus effectively control the 
temperature of the tip apex. When the tip is hot, the atoms move more easily and the tip is completely 
reshaped. In some cases, we observe the current to drop rapidly, which happens when a part of the tip 
melts off and falls down onto the sample. This method has proven itself very useful for reshaping hand 
cut platinum tips, which are normally very thick until the very end, and are sharpened very well this way. 
On the other hand, tungsten tips have a very long and thin part in the end. When using this method, the 
part easily melts and falls off, keeping the apex blunt, and is thus usually not very effective. In case of 
tungsten tips, a better approach is to use Z-ramp to only create a short current spike in order to not 
overheat and melt the tip. 
4.2.4 Scienta omicron 4 probe with optical access 
Most of the STM measurements presented in this work were made in a Scienta Omicron 4-probe STM 
with optical access. The machine is in its way unique, as it allows us not only to perform standard STM 
measurements, but also multi tip measurements, transport measurements, as well as gives us opportunity 
to excite the sample with a laser beam through the windows, while also giving us an option to use one of 
the tips as an AFM tip. 
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Figure 34: Inside the main chamber of the STM. 1) Tip holder, 2) sample holder, 3) noise-damping springs, 4) window for optical 
access and 5) carousel. The stage gets covered by additional temperature shields before it is put in STM. 
The machine consists of two chambers. The larger one is the main chamber, where the measurements 
are done, while the other one is the preparation chamber, and is used to manipulate the tips and samples 
with methods such as annealing, before putting them into the main chamber for measurements. Both 
chambers are held under ultrahigh vacuum and are disconnected from the outside world and from each 
other for most of the time. In this work, we used the preparation chamber only to anneal copper and gold 
samples, which were used for tip conditioning. The main chamber is used mainly to perform STM 
measurements on the sample. It is equipped with four piezo scanners, which can be used independently 
and simultaneously, giving us an option to measure different parts of the sample at the same time. The 
tips can be also disconnected from their corresponding preamp stages and connected to the outside 
current or voltage sources and sensing devices to perform nonstandard measurements, for example using 
two tips as a current or voltage source, while scanning with another tip or simply performing standard 
four-point resistivity measurements, using tips as contacts. In addition to that, the sample holder is 
equipped with four electrical connections, as well as the connection to the ground, adding additional 
options for measurements. Mostly the connections are used to heat the sample and measure the 
temperature of the sample holder, but they can be used for various other applications, such as switching 
of the sample or four-point resistivity measurements via deposited electrodes. Since the four tip 
measurements require extremely precise tip positioning, the machine is equipped also with a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM). The SEM has the specified resolution of 25 nm, but we only used it at smaller 
magnifications with lower resolution, resolving objects of about 100 nm in size. The largest problem, when 
achieving SEM resolution are the oscillations. In order for STM to function properly with minimal noise, 
the scanning stage must be decoupled from the rest of the machine by being suspended on springs to 
dampen the oscillations from outside. The SEM on the other hand is mounted directly on the frame of the 
main chamber, thus decoupled from the STM sample stage and oscillating differently. This makes SEM 
imaging increasingly difficult at high magnifications, when the oscillations of the stage with respect to the 
SEM head are larger than the features that we want to resolve. The main chamber allows us to store up 
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to 28 tips or samples on a rotating wheel inside the vacuum, making it very easy to change between 
different samples and tips, which are already prepared in the vacuum. The biggest advantage of the 
storing wheel is that we do not have to break the vacuum every time we want to change the sample or 
tips. However, once in a while we have to put new samples and tips into the main chamber from outside. 
To do this there is a load lock installed at the side of the main chamber. It is separated from the measuring 
space by a valve and the vacuum in the load lock can be broken independently to insert new samples. 
After inserting, the load lock is evacuated separately and only then the valve to the main chamber is 
opened to put the samples on the rotating wheel for later use. 
The scanning stage is thermally decoupled from the surroundings and only coupled to the heat bath, which 
can be filled with either liquid nitrogen or helium. Thus the machine allows us to perform measurements 
at either room temperature (297 K), liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) or liquid helium temperature (4.2 
K), however the system is the most stable when cooled down to the liquid helium temperature. To achieve 
other sample temperatures, we heat the sample directly with a platinum resistor on a temperature 
variable plate. Due to stability reasons, we usually cool down the STM all the way to 4.2 K and use the 
sample heater, rather than keeping the whole device at higher temperatures. We must note that the 
sample is at a bit higher temperature than the bath due to a weak thermal link to the surroundings (mostly 
due to radiation). Thus, when we use a bulky holder with a temperature sensor and heater, the minimum 
(measured) sample temperature is between 5 and 6 K. When we use the simplest sample holders, the 
contact with the bath is better and the sample temperature is lower, but unfortunately cannot be 
measured. 
The vacuum level plays a very important role in the measurements. Since the scanning stage is the coldest 
part of the STM chamber, any gas particles will most likely be deposited directly on the sample. That could 
make the sample surface dirty and the measurements much more difficult. In order to achieve the low 
pressure (typically below 10-10 mBar), we must perform a bake-out operation every time the vacuum is 
broken and before turning on the machine. During the bake-out process we turn on the rotary turbo 
pumps and heat up the whole machine to approximately 150 °C in order to evaporate any particles on the 
surfaces of the chamber. After the bake-out process, which usually takes a few days, the pressure is 
already as low as 10-8 mBar and chambers are closed from the outside world. At this point we use 
ionization pumps to maintain the low pressure and the rotary pumps are turned off. To help the ionization 
pumps, titanium sublimation pumps are turned on every few hours or so. By having the machine closed, 
the pressure drops by additional few orders of magnitude within another week to below 10-10 mBar, where 
the machine is performing at its peak. 
4.2.4.1 Optical setup on the STM 
The sample stage of our STM apparatus can be optically accessed from three different sides through 
optically transparent windows. We take advantage of this by using one window to send ultrashort laser 
pulses to the samples in order to excite them to various exotic states. For that purpose, we built a pump-
probe setup on a plate, to fit it directly on the STM table. The laser beam comes from the laser source on 
another table and since the tables are both on air damping legs, the beam position needs to be 
automatically horizontally and vertically adjusted, so that it is always aligned with the setup on the STM 
table. To achieve that, we use the μ-Alligna automatic beam positioning system, which uses coarse motor 
and piezo driven mirrors and two photosensitive detectors to keep the beam position and angle constant. 
After the beam is stabilized, the optical system divides the beam in two, and leads one through a delay 
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line in order to use them in a pump-probe configuration. Then the beams are directed to an optical cage, 
where they are directed towards the sample and focused. An optical camera is positioned at the back of 
the cage to image the sample through the same lens that the beams are focused, which allows us to see 
the sample and position the beams more accurately (the focal plane of the camera is the same as the focal 
plane of the laser, making it easier to put the sample in focus). Just before the beams enter the cage, there 
is a flip mirror, used to deflect both of the beams on a screen for outside characterization. This allows us 
to easily overlap the waist of the beams with the focal plane of the camera, as well as move the beams to 
achieve spatial overlap of both beams and put them at the center of the camera image. The general Idea 
is to have both beams at the center of the image on the camera, so that when the deflecting mirror is 
removed, we put the sample in focus of the camera at the center of the image and expect the beams to 
be focused on the sample. This may not be completely accurate, due to the beams passing through the 
windows, which have a different refraction index for different wavelengths, but it has turned out to work 
pretty well. One important thing to notice is that the beam inside the chamber hits the sample at an angle 
of 60 degrees to the normal direction of the sample, which makes the beam size twice larger in one 
direction. We tested this by inserting a small camera on the position of the sample inside the STM chamber 
to measure the shape and size of the beam. It turned out the size measured inside does not vary much 
from the size measured outside, except for the expected elongation in one direction, which is taken into 
account when calculating the beam fluences. A very important observation was that the beam shape 
almost does not change when the sample is moved slightly out of focus, and only changes a lot, when the 
image of the sample on the camera is obviously out of focus. 
 
Figure 35: Scheme of the optical setup on top of the STM table. 1) Incoming laser beam, 2) beam splitter, 3) delay line (movable 
stage is not shown), 4 THz generating crystal, 5) optical cage (for steering the optical (red) and THz (white) beam on the sample), 
6) window, transparent for 800 nm and THz wavelengths, 7) main chamber of STM and 8) SEM. Only the most important 
elements are shown on the scheme, for clarity. 
The stronger beam has an option of inserting an Auston switch into its path to generate THz radiation. In 
this case half of the focusing lens needs to be changed for a Teflon lens, which is used for focusing the THz 
beam on the sample. To determine the shape of the THz beam and achieve the best overlap with the 
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optical beam we use the deflecting mirror to deflect both beams to an electro-optical characterization 
setup  
To summarize, the main advantage of such a table-top system is that we can very easily control the beams, 
without any major changes to the setup, and especially without the need to open the STM. 
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5 POLYTYPE TRANSFORMATION IN 1T-TAS2 
1T-TaS2 is found in many different stable and metastable phases, which can be induced by various 
mechanisms. All these phases have different electronic orders, leading to distinct material properties, 
even though the underlying lattice remains in the same 1T polytype formation. Furthermore, the material 
can go through harsher transformations, where not only the electronic order is switched, but also the 
lattice unit cell is modulated. The most natural of such transformations is a transformation to 1H polytype. 
It is the least invasive, as only one layer of the sulfur atoms gets translated with respect to the Ta layer, 
effectively acting as a rotation of sulfur atoms around a tantalum atom and thus transforming the unit cell 
from octahedral to trigonal prismatic (Figure 36). Such kind of polytype transformation of a single layer 
was previously observed only by applying a voltage pulse from the STM tip [13,72], where the lattice is 
transformed locally in regions up to tens of nanometers wide. A similar transformation was also observed 
in TaSe2, and in NbSe2 [115,116], where they switched the opposite way from 2H to 1T polytype with the 
STM tip. Since only one layer is transformed, we name it 1H layer, not to be confused with the H (hidden) 
state or with the 2H polytype structure, which necessarily includes at least two layers. 
 
Figure 36: The change of a single layer from 1T to 1H polytype could be understood as a simple rotation of sulfur atoms in the 
unit cell. In reality a shift of sulfur atoms in plane is much more likely than a macroscopic rotation, and effectively gives the 
same result. 
During my research on this phenomenon, a paper was published by Wang et al. [20], showing very similar 
data to what I will present in the first part of this chapter. Nevertheless, their work differs from ours in a 
sense that they homogeneously heated the sample with an external heater, while we used laser 
excitations. Some of their recently published observations are thus very similar to what I am describing as 
the triangle phase. On the other hand, they did not observe the topological stripe and trigonal phases, 
that I saw in case of fully transformed layers. 
5.1 TRIANGLE PHASE 
Here I show a laser induced single layer polytype transformation from 1T to 1H state in TaS2. The 
transformation was made on freshly cleaved surface of 1T-TaS2 single crystal by a 500 ms or longer 
exposure to a train of 50 fs laser pulses with peak fluences of > 10 mJ/cm2 at both 4 K and at 77 K inside 
an ultrahigh vacuum chamber of an STM. The 1H phase appears on the surface in form of single layer 
triangles with their edges aligned with the lattice direction (Figure 37a) and by an angle of 13 degrees with 
respect to the charge density wave in the 1T phase, consistently with previous reports of a similar 
transformation by means of an STM tip [72]. The triangles of 1H phase are easily distinguished from the 
1T phase due to the lack of the CDW at 77 K, and they are seen as flat triangular regions within the CDW 
modulated 1T regions. Bulk 2H-TaS2 has a charge density wave transition at 76 K, where 3 × 3 CDW 
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appears. In single layer 1H phase the transition temperature to the CDW state is not completely clear. As 
it was observed in previous STM tip switching reports, the CDW in single transformed 1H layer was not 
seen at temperatures as low as 6.5 K [13], which could be either due to the tip resolution, scanning 
conditions, or nonexistent CDW, but it is not discussed in the paper, as the transformed part was only 
found as a byproduct of electronic switching to the hidden state. In the case of transformation at 4 K, we 
were able to observe the 3 × 3  CDW modulation, but it was not observed everywhere. At both 
temperatures, we find various ratios of transformed versus non transformed regions on different parts of 
the sample, with certain areas where the 1T phase is dominating in the top layer with only small 1H 
triangles (Figure 37a), as well as areas, where the 1H phase is dominating, and we see only small triangles 
of 1T polytype with charge modulation (Figure 37b). Because of different thickness of the sample, 
variation of thermal contact between the sample and holder at different positions, inhomogeneity of the 
laser beam, and uncertainty of the beam position, the desired ratio of the transformed area cannot be 
controllably reproduced using the same laser parameters. 
 
Figure 37: constant current STM scans of a) triangles of the 1H polytype within a large 1T area. The white lines show the angle 
between the CDW in the 1T polytype and the triangle borders, b) triangles of 1T polytype within a large switched 1H polytype 
area. Both a) and b) are taken at 77 K, where no CDW modulation is seen in the 1H phase. c) Partly transformed area at 4 K, 
where the 𝟑 × 𝟑 CDW is observed in the 1H area. In this case the 1H area is seen as bright and the 1T is seen as dark, as opposed 
to a) and b). 
Since the crystal is much more flat in the 1H polytype without a CDW in the top layer, it is much easier to 
achieve atomic resolution (Figure 38a), than in the 1T polytype. At certain bias voltages we also observe 
modulations from the untransformed 1T polytype bottom layers, which have a CDW present (Figure 38). 
Due to the fact that we can “see through” one single 1H layer, we directly uncover the interlayer stacking 
of the CDW in the z-direction, by comparing the positions of the polarons in the bottom layer with the 
positions of polarons in the top layer where the 1T polytype s present. The stacking is found to be both 
indirect (with the polarons not directly above each other in the neighboring layers, shown in Figure 38a) 
and direct (with the polarons directly above each other, shown in Figure 38b). We only found one case, 
where the stacking was indirect, and in all other cases the polarons were directly above each other. We 
attributed the stacking to the parameters such as pinning impurities, which depend on the sample growth 
conditions and we cannot directly and controllably repeat. It is worth mentioning that when transforming 
one (or more) of the layers to the textured hidden state, the stacking necessarily varies if the domain walls 
are not directly above each other, which was found to be the case. We clearly see this from supplementary 
image in article by Ma et. al [13], where they induced a single triangle within a larger area of the metallic 
textured hidden state of the 1T polytype. In the image, we see the top two layers of the hidden state with 
variable vertical stacking of polarons. 
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Figure 38: At certain bias voltages, we observed the polaronic modulation of the bottom 1T C phase where a) the polarons are 
not vertically above each other and b) the polarons are vertically stacked above each other. White lines are aligned with the 
centers of the polarons in the bottom layers and serve as a guide to the eye. 
 
Figure 39: Plot of the number of polarons that are aligned with the CDW direction (black) and distorted polarons (red) with 
respect to the total number of polarons in the triangle. Ordered CDW starts appearing in triangles larger than 10 triangles in 
area. The number of polarons was counted only in small 1T triangles embedded within the 1H polytype. 
The CDW in large 1T areas is interestingly completely unperturbed even in the vicinity of the borders, as 
if the borders had no effect on it, but rather just cut right through the unperturbed polarons (Figure 37a). 
On the other hand, the triangles smaller than the size of about 7 polarons in each direction, have an 
amorphous structure of polarons, very similar to that of the photoinduced amorphous state [8], but too 
small to be reliably characterized as the same state which is described in [8]. In some cases of small 
triangles, we observe the polarons lining up parallel to the border between the polytypes, rather than 
along the usual CDW direction. I examined a number of such 1T triangles and counted the number of 
polarons in each of them. I plotted the number of polarons in triangles, which are ordered along the usual 
CDW direction, against the number of total polarons in the observed triangles (Figure 39). We see that in 
the triangles of the 1T state, that have the area larger than about 11 polarons, an ordered CDW starts 
appearing in the middle of the triangles, with disordered polarons on the edges. This is true only for areas 
where small triangles of 1T polytype are embedded within the 1H polytype. When observing large areas 
of 1T polytype with small triangles of 1H, the disordered polarons in the 1T polytype completely disappear 
in favor of the ordered CDW. 
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Figure 40: Constant current STM scans of the border between the 1T and 1H polytypes. We see that the polarons in the bottom 
layer are much better seen at 0.1 V than at other measured voltages. 
By performing STM measurements at different bias voltages, we see that the CDW in the C state from the 
bottom layers is in general better visible at positive voltages than negative. In Figure 40 and Figure 46 we 
see that the CDW from the bottom layers is best seen at +0.1 V. On the other hand, the abrupt change in 
scan at +0.1 V in Figure 46 suggests that it also very much depends on the tip conditions. 
 
Figure 41: SEM image of the TaS2 sample, with a visible hole and marked area, where polytype transformation was found.  
The mechanism of the transformation is, as described in [20], most probably the accumulated heating of 
the top layer to a temperature above 523 K and not the transient ultrafast photoexcitation of the sample. 
We observed the polytype switching in various different experiments, but most commonly it was observed 
either when exposing the sample to the laser beam for > 10 s, at the power of > 200 mW, or while 
moving the beam across the sample to “uniformly” heat it using the laser power of > 200 mW. In the first 
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case a hole was usually created in the sample, which indicates the center of the beam and gives us an 
estimate of the fluence, where the polytype transformation was observed. As shown in Figure 42, the 
fluence of the laser, where we observed the triangles is below 1 mJ/cm2, which is not even enough for 
switching to the hidden state, while the fluence in the middle of the spot exceeds 20 mJ/cm2. I conclude 
that heating is indeed responsible for the polytype transformation. 
We estimated the upper bound for the lattice temperature after such a burst of pulses using the two-
temperature model of surface temperature that has been calibrated for this compound [6]. Taking into 
account a 500 ms burst of pulses with the fluence of 10 mJ/cm2, the model gives us 𝑇 = ~1000 K, which 
significantly exceeds 𝑇1𝑇→1𝐻, reported by Wang et al. [20]. We must note that the model does not take 
into account the coupling to the heat bath and thus overestimates the temperature and becomes 
increasingly unrealistic for bursts of longer duration (Figure 42). 
 
Figure 42: Estimate of the lattice temperature after a 500 ms burst of pulses with the fluence of 10 mJ/cm2, using the model 
described in [6]. We see that a few 100 μs exposure is needed to heat the sample enough to transform it to 1H polytype.  
5.2 STRIPE PHASE 
In case of the full layer transformation to the 1H polytype, the sample does not appear to be uniformly 
flat as it is inside a single triangle, but rather a remarkable new double-stripe phase is observed at 77 K 
with the period of stripes about ~18 nm (Figure 42a, b and c), which we attribute to the lattice mismatch 
between the two top layers. The stripes are found to be perfectly uniform on areas larger than 1 μm2, 
where not a single defect is observed on an 1 × 1 μm image and no defects are observed in vicinity within 
the 4 × 4 μm movement range of the tip. A few areas of such size were checked for consistency, where 
no defects were observed on stripes, except around large sample defects. Apart from the stripes, we 
simultaneously observe a weak CDW modulation from the 1T layer below, which is seen both in real 
images and in FFT spectra. The stripes are found at an angle of 𝜙 = 2.3° with respect to the CDW direction 
from the 1T layer below(Figure 42b), which implies a 𝜙 + 𝜃 = 16.2° angle between the stripes and the 
atomic lattice direction. 
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Figure 43: a) Fully 1T to 1H polytype transformed top layer of bulk 1T-TaS2, where a remarkably uniform new double-stripe 
phase is observed. b) Higher resolution image of the new stripe phase, where we see CDW modulation from the bottom 1T 
phase. The angle between the stripes and the CDW is marked with 𝝓. c) Atomically resolved image of the new stripe phase, 
where we see both polaronic modulation from the bottom 1T phase and atomic resolution from the top layer. The angle 
between the CDW in the bottom layer and the atomic lattice of the top layer is marked with 𝜽. d) and e) 2D-FFT images of a) 
and b) respectively. The inset in d) shows the directions of stripes, CDW and lattice with respect to each other. Angles are not 
to scale and are not aligned with the FFT image. 
To investigate the cross-sectional structure of the layer and the effect of strain on the stripe modulation, 
we create a hole in the composite sample with a 10 V pulse from the STM tip. The most obvious effect is 
a local transformation around the rim of the hole back to the 1T state with the CDW modulation (Figure 
44). The reverse transformed material is not uniform. We observe domain walls, such as in the 
photoinduced hidden state [9], or the STM tip-induced mosaics observed previously [13,14] with both 
chiralities present (Figure 44, yellow box), as well as areas with amorphous distribution of polarons [8]. A 
cross-section across the border between the polytypes (Figure 45) shows that there is no step-edge, 
confirming that a ring of the 1H layer was transformed back to 1T (and not that the top layer was peeled 
off). 
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Figure 44: A constant current STM image of a hole (black), created by the STM tip. Around the hole we observe the reverse 
transformation from 1H to the 1T polytype. The insets show various interesting phenomena: bending of the stripes (purple), 
6-valent vertex (red), spontaneous ending of the stripes(green) and different chiralities of CDW in the 1T polytype (yellow). 
The yellow dotted line shows the position of the cross-section shown in Figure 45. 
 
Figure 45: The cross-section of the constant current STM scan, shown with yellow dotted line in Figure 44. Triangles mark the 
important points on the curve: double-stripe (red and pink), the boundary between the 1T and 1H polytype (yellow) and a 
hidden state domain wall in the 1T polytype (green). The height modulation of the stripes and the difference in the height 
between the 1T and 1H polytypes are comparable to the polaronic modulation (<100 pm), which is much smaller than the layer 
thickness. 
Around the transformed 1T ring surrounding the hole, we see remarkable deformations of the stripes. 
They are no longer straight, but become curved, presumably to compensate for the created strain around 
the ring (Figure 44, purple box). Around the edge of the transformed area they converge into six-pronged 
vertices (Figure 44, red box), or end abruptly by merging of two stripes together (Figure 44, green box). 
By scanning at different tip voltages, stripes always appear as bright lines. This means the tip needs to 
move higher to keep constant current for every voltage, suggesting an increase in the density of states 
(Figure 46). 
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Figure 46: Stripes around a defect, measured at different bias voltages. The stripes appear brighter than the surroundings at 
any voltage. The CDW from the bottom layer is best seen at 0.1 V. 
The stripes lose their uniformity when heating the sample. At temperatures of about 120 K, we observe 
the appearance of six-fold vertices, formed by intersection of neighboring stripes. The vertices first start 
appearing in random places on the sample, usually next to defects. With increasing the temperature, more 
and more vertices start to appear next to each other, forming straight lines and connecting the 
neighboring stripes together (Figure 47a, b). The vertices become more frequent, when rising the 
temperature to about 220 K, where we already observe regions, with vertices covering the whole surface. 
In this case we clearly see that they form a twisted trigonal lattice (Figure 47c). At these temperatures the 
top layer becomes unstable due to interlayer strain and starts to irreversibly relax, which is observed in 
form of wide cracks or large dirt deposits on the sample. This makes the STM tip unstable and 
measurements become very difficult with increasing the temperature even further. 
 
Figure 47: STM images of various densities of vertices. a) At 120 K vertices appear rarely, forming straight line formation. b) 
High resolution scan of a). c) At higher temperatures (180 K) the vertices are becoming more and more frequent. The red circle 
shows a topological defect. d) At 220 K the vertices completely cover some parts of the sample.  
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Figure 48: When rising the temperature the sample surface becomes highly non uniform. We observe the appearance of cracks 
(1), which are usually accompanied with large material deposits (2). In some places, where the sample surface is still flat, we 
can see the usual double-stripe pattern (3). We also see a pattern of stripes which are not uniform and have a much larger 
period (4) or we observe areas, which are covered by a trigonal network (5). 
By comparing the unit cells of 1H and 1T polytypes we see that the 1H unit cell is smaller than the one of 
1T polytype by ~1.5 % (with the lattice unit cell sizes of 0.331 nm and 0.336 nm for the 1H and 1T 
polytype, respectively). By putting the 1H lattice on top of the 1T lattice, we get a lattice vector mismatch 
and to cover the whole surface we need to have one extra 1H unit cell in the top layer with period of 66 
unit cells of 1T (Figure 49). The lattice mismatch in lattices consequently leads to strain between the top 
layer and bulk. Having a higher area density of atoms necessarily leads to depleted regions, due to the 
conservation of the number of atoms. We see these as large cracks appearing in the sample. In some 
cases, these cracks appear right after switching and no stripe pattern is observed. In this case we assume 
the that the sample immediately goes through a strain relaxation process, while in other cases no cracks 
are observed until heating up the sample. Apart from cracks, we also see large material deposits appearing 
on the sample surface, which are usually shaped as large blobs or aligned with the direction of the cracks. 
This is another, harsher step of strain relaxation between the top two layers.  
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5.2.1 Stripe modelling 
 
Figure 49: a) the size of the 1H unit cell is a bit smaller than the size of the 1T unit cell. b) The cells are misaligned due to 
different sizes. c) We characterize misalignment of the cells with vector ?⃑⃑⃑?. d) Interference of sine functions following equation 
(41), e) envelope of d) and f) 2D representation of e). 
The observed double-stripe pattern bears a vague resemblance to the well-studied case of reconstructed 
gold surfaces [117,118]. Density functional studies of the observed double-stripe features on gold show 
that the reconstructed surface is energetically favorable compared to the unreconstructed surface [117]. 
However, the double stripes on gold form a herringbone pattern which reduces the strain in both in-plane 
directions, while here the structure is different, as the stripes are clearly one-directional.  
In principle, the adaptation of the 1H layer to the underlying 1T structure happens either continuously or 
discontinuously, in which case commensurate regions are separated by discommensurations that 
resemble topological defects - domain walls (2D) or solitons (1D). 
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We start with a simple 1D model to describe the moiré interference pattern between the 1H and T layers 
in the direction perpendicular to the stripes (Figure 49). We describe the atomic lattice mismatch between 
the layers (Figure 49a, b, c) by the vector ?⃑⃑? , which is an in-plane vector field that describes the 
displacement of the atoms in the 1H lattice with respect to the underlying 1T-TaS2 lattice. The buckling is 
neglected for simplicity. The moiré pattern may be written as 
 
𝐼 = 𝐴 [sin (
2𝜋𝑥
𝑎1𝑇
) + sin (
2𝜋𝑥
𝑎1𝐻
)]
2
+ 𝐵 [sin (
2𝜋𝑥
𝑎1𝑇
+ 𝑠) + sin (
2𝜋𝑥
𝑎1𝐻
)]
2
. (41) 
where the 𝑥  and 𝑝 ∗ 𝑥  terms describe the top and bottom layer respectively. Here 𝑥  is the spatial 
coordinate perpendicular to the stripe direction, 𝑝 = 𝑎1𝑇/𝑎𝐻 , is the parameter which describes the 
mismatch of lattice sizes, 𝑎1𝑇 = 0.336  nm and 𝑎𝐻 = 0.331  nm are lattice constants for 1T and 1H 
polytypes respectively, and 𝑠 is the phase of the displacement. 𝐴 and 𝐵 are arbitrary amplitudes. The 
distance between the stripes following the above equation 𝑑 =
𝑎1𝑇𝑎1𝐻
𝑎1𝑇−𝑎1𝐻
= 19 nm is slightly larger, but 
very close to the measured separation of 18 ± 0.2  nm, implying a simple interference pattern may 
describe the observed stripes and that the interaction between stripes is relatively small. The envelope of 
such an interference function (Figure 49d) describes the shape of the observed stripes (Figure 49e, f) quite 
well. However, simple interference only describes the shape of the stripes but does not account for the 
appearance of the more complex features of the data.  
5.2.2 Incommensurate-hexagonal transition 
Gränz et al. discussed the ordering of particles interacting via a long-range dipolar potential, subject to a 
square-lattice potential [119]. Minimization of the energy results in various configurations of atoms in the 
top layer at different amplitudes of the potential 𝑉0. Peculiarly, under certain conditions the monolayer 
perfectly adapts to the lattice in one direction, while a mismatch is observed in the other direction 
resulting in stripe-like ordering. Further increasing 𝑉0  leads to the monolayer taking the symmetry 
properties of the bulk. 
The complex domain structures that may appear in 2D systems, for example phase transitions of 
adsorbates on bulk substrates [120], have been addressed by a variety of models. Frank-van der Merwe 
(FvdM) theory [121], which describes a system of rigid walls with repulsive interaction, and the Pokrovsky-
Talapov (PT) [122] model both predict a continuous transition between commensurate and 
incommensurate phase. On the other hand, the Bak-Mukamel-Villain-Wentowska (BMVW) [123] model 
predicts either a continuous or a first order transition, depending on the sign of the wall crossing energy 
𝛬 [120]. 
To describe the phase transition between a structured triangular graph of vertices and the striped phase, 
we resort to a minimization of FvDM rigid wall model [120] by Villain and choose the free energy of the 
form:  
 𝐹 = 2𝛬𝜈 + 𝜇𝐿 − 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑔(𝜈, 𝐿)), (42) 
where 𝐿 describes the total length of the stripes, 𝜈 is the number of vertices and 𝑔(𝜈, 𝐿) is the number of 
possible configurations, for given 𝜈 and 𝐿. The entropy term favors vertices at higher 𝑇, to make the 
model consistent with the observations. We assume the stripe crossing energy 𝛬 > 0, for which the model 
describes the commensurate to incommensurate transition for positive energy of stripes 𝜇 , and the 
commensurate to distorted (stripe) phase transition for negative 𝜇, where 𝜇 is proportional to the lattice 
mismatch 𝑝 [124]. We shift 𝜇 for the equilibrium value at 𝑝 = 1, obtaining the final 𝜇 = 𝛼(𝑝 − 1), where 
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𝛼 includes entropy of stripe meandering and other possible contributions [124]. With the shift we achieve 
consistency of the sign of 𝜇 with the discussion by Villain [120], and we are solving equations for a system 
around equilibrium value, where the lattices are equal. Following [120] and using 𝑙𝑖 =
𝐿𝑖
𝜈
, we rewrite the 
free energy as 
 
𝐹 = 𝜈 {2𝛬 + 𝜇(𝑙𝑥 + 𝑙𝑦 + 𝑙𝑧) + 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑔 [
2
3
(
1
𝑙𝑥
+
1
𝑙𝑦
+
1
𝑙𝑧
)]}. (43) 
Minimization of the free energy gives us the equilibrium values for 𝑙𝑖, where a symmetrical solution for 
𝑙𝑥 = 𝑙𝑦 = 𝑙𝑧 gives a hexagonal lattice for high 𝑇. For low 𝑇 the solution depends on 𝜇, which we keep at 
a negative value, where the model describes a distorted structure at low temperatures. In this case the 
minimum of the free energy 𝐹 = −∞ is predicted for 𝑙𝑖 = ∞, that describes an uniform infinite one-
dimensional stripe structure with no intersections. This case was theoretically deemed to be nonsense 
[120], but appears to be borne out experimentally, since the stripes are an embodiment of an infinite 
elongation of the triangular graph of vertices along one direction. 
 
Figure 50: Speculative phase diagram, which describes the transition between the stripes and the twisted trigonal network, 
adopted from [120]. The trigonal phase was predicted in the paper, while the stripe phase was dismissed as being nonsense. 
A phase diagram adopted after [120] is shown in Figure 50. Unlike the hexagonal ordering on a graphite 
substrate, for which theoretical prediction was made, we observe a triangular network, as our materials 
have a triangular basic lattice structure. The observed transition corresponds to varying the temperature 
at negative 𝜇. The sides of the experimentally observed 3-gons are not straight, as described in the model, 
but are curved. This could be approached by using a more complex fluctuating wall model [120], which 
takes into account also the energy of the stripe meandering and yields very similar results. 
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5.2.3 Topology 
 
Figure 51: Tiling of a 6-valent graph of 3-gons with 2, 3 and 6 colors. We understand the 2 color tiling as phase-antiphase tiling 
(represented with dark and bright colors). The three color tiling represents three directions with three colors. The six color 
tiling is a combination of both, represented with three colors in dark and bright. 
Constant current STM scans reveal the stripes, but cannot detect any difference in structure of individual 
(3-gonal) domains. In the simple 1D case the stripes can be described as the walls between the domains, 
with a different value of the vector ?⃑⃑?. In the more complicated 2D case, the topology of the observed 
patterns can be described in terms of cyclic groups [125] which describe the constraints and rules for self-
assembly of the network of domain walls. A single trilayer of the 1H polytype belongs to the 𝑃6̅𝑚2 
(𝐷3ℎ
1  ,#187) hexagonal symmorphic space group [126]. Such a single-layer 1H structure can display m = 3 
directional variants corresponding to the cyclic group Zm=3 and n = 2 antiphase variants of the 𝑍𝑛=2 
group. This leads to to 6-valent vertices 𝑍6 = 𝑍2 × 𝑍3 vertices with 𝑙 = 𝑚 × 𝑛. Such a 6-valent graph of 
3-gons can be colored by 6, 3, 2 or 1 color(s), corresponding to different ?⃑⃑? , but these cannot be 
distinguished by STM imaging, as mentioned above.  
 
Figure 52: a) The vector ?⃑⃑⃑? represents dislocations of the atoms in the top layer with respect to the bottom layer. b) 6-valent 
3-gonal graph colored by 6 colors is applied to the network of vertices and d) the same graph is applied to stripes. 
A topologically related system to the present 1H/1T interface is iron-intercalated 2H-Fe1/3TaS2, which has 
three possible antiphase boundaries, corresponding to the Z3 cyclic group, and two directional variants 
(Z2) associated with two types of structural chirality in the corresponding chiral P6322 space group, 
resulting in 𝑍3 × 𝑍2 = 𝑍6 domains. The system thus displays a graph with 6-valent vertices, but with even 
N-gons [125]. 
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Non-trivial topological defects within the 1H layer network are observed in areas of non-uniform strain 
(Figure 53). In the twisted triangular domain structure (Figure 53a-d), which is predominantly composed 
of 3-gons, the presence of a vertex dislocation defect can be identified by emphasizing the vertices (Figure 
53d). The defect consists of a 2-gon and a 4-gon pair surrounded by 3-gons Figure 53b). Remarkably, there 
is no change in valence of the vertices: both the 2-gon and the 4-gon have 6-valent vertices in the corners. 
In the stripe phase (Figure 53e-h), the presence of a vertex dislocation is similarly identified, but is 
topologically different (Figure 53h). The thermally-induced transformation from stripes to a twisted 3-
gonal network can now be understood as a vertex dislocation climb process, which requires the addition 
of a single 4-valent vertex and the formation of a 4-gon, as indicated in Figure 53f, g.  
 
Figure 53: Nontrivial topological defects in a) – d) trigonal network of vertices and e) – h) the stripe phase. The defect in the 
trigonal network is represented as a combination of a 2-gon (yellow) and a 4-gon (green) (b) or as a dislocation (c and d). The 
defect in the stripe phase is represented as a combination of a 4-fold vertex (red) and a 4-gon (green) (f and g) or as a dislocation 
(h). 
5.3 SUMMARY 
We have demonstrated laser-induced single-layer T→H polytype transformations in 1T-TaS2. In contrast 
with previously observed laser induced transformations in this material, where only the electronic 
structure is modulated [6,8], here the polytype transformation of the top layer introduces new topological 
properties arising from interlayer strains. Such transformations at different base temperatures and 
underlying substrate strains in various materials can be expected to result in different metastable phases. 
Since the interface is never exposed to air or vacuum, the T/H interfaces created are chemically ‘clean’, 
which leads to the appearance of intricate topological strain patterns arising from the lattice mismatch. 
The strain causes a local change of the electronic band structure [127,128], making its presence 
observable by methods that detect the local electronic density of states, such as the STM reported here. 
The periodicity of the stripe structure can be understood as a moiré interference between the H and T 
layers, where the H layer is deformed along one direction. The topology of the complex strain patterns 
and the thermal transition from stripes to twisted trigonal graph can be understood to arise from the 2-
dimensional accommodation of discommensuration strain and consideration of the symmetry properties 
of 6-fold vertices and domain walls. Although the model does not describe the curvature of the polygonal 
edges, it suggests a phase diagram for the different possible ordered phases. On the practical side, domain 
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wall crossings can be created by localized electromagnetic perturbation with an STM tip, indicating a 
possible path to the manipulation of network topology and eventually nanoscale topological strain 
network engineering of electronic structure. The laser-induced polytype transformation may be useful for 
applications that require large area heterostructures. Such nanostructures offer the possibility of 
constructing electronic devices such as nanoscale strain sensors and neural networks manipulable by 
strain. Non-trivial defects, such as dislocations in the network structure offer an opportunity to study 
topologically protected localized electronic states that may be used in quantum devices based on local 
strain. 
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6 PHASE DIAGRAM OF PHOTOINDUCED STATES IN 1T-TAS2 
I performed a series of laser switching experiments on 1T-TaS2, to directly measure the outcome at various 
different switching parameters. The goal of the experiments was to create a phase diagram of different 
states that we can obtain by photo excitations with 800 nm laser. The measurements were done with the 
STM and transient optical spectroscopy in order to detect both microscopic image and ultrafast behavior. 
The measurements were done at different temperatures, varying from 4 K to 220 K to obtain a holistic 
view of the photoinduced transitions. 
6.1 STM MEASUREMENTS OF THE BEAM PROFILE 
The STM experiment was designed to determine the position dependence of switching with respect to 
the center of the laser beam, by moving the STM tip with respect to the beam center. We used an 800 nm 
pulsed laser at 100 kHz repetition rate, with the beam width of about 60 fs. The laser beam was modulated 
with an acousto-optic modulator (AOM), which was used to control the number of pulses in a train. Before 
each experiment, we moved the STM tip to the center of the SEM scanning area and measured a series of 
areas to check that the sample is clean and that it is indeed in the C state. After that, the size of the beam 
was precisely measured by means of an external camera outside of the STM and the total laser power just 
before entering the STM was measured. The laser power inside the STM was measured to be about 20 % 
less than the power measured outside, due to reflection and absorption on the windows. To align the 
beam to the center of the SEM scanning area, we first put the tip apex directly in the middle of the SEM 
area (with accuracy of a few μm). We moved the optical cage to the point that we see the apex of the tip 
directly in the middle of the CCD camera, which is mounted on the cage. After that, we deflected the beam 
(just before it entered the STM chamber) to the outside screen and align it to the center of the same CCD 
camera. This way the waist of the beam is on the axis of the cage and coincides with the tip position when 
we remove the deflecting mirror. At this point we proceed with exposing the sample to the laser beam, 
by either deflecting the beam with AOM or manually unblocking the beam. 
Two sets of experiments were done with STM, one at 4 K (seven experiments labeled #1 to #7) and the 
other at 77 K (ten experiments labeled #8 to #17). In each case a variety of exposure times was used, 
ranging from a single shot to 10 seconds exposure (equal to 106 pulses at 100 kHz repetition rate). The 
total beam power was mostly kept constant at the maximum power achievable with given setup. This was 
usually around 100 mW inside the STM chamber, but the setup was later rebuilt, to achieve more power 
in order to observe some new states. The measurements were done with help of Yaroslav Gerasimenko, 
Michele Diego and Yevhenii Vaskivskyi. After the sample was exposed to the laser beam, a set of STM 
scans was done on the sample and the position of the tip was noted by SEM. This way, we were able to 
observe the sample at the different points and assume their position with respect to the beam center. For 
clarity, we agreed on a color code to mark the measured states at different positions in the SEM image. 
The coloring goes as follows: blue = C state, yellow = H state, green = A state, black = damage, white = 
polytype transformation, red = not classified. We marked the observed states with colored triangles, 
where a triangle of multiple colors represents that more than one state was found in the scanning area. 
A selection of colors is summarized in Figure 54. 
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Figure 54: Different colors of triangles and their corresponding states, as observed with STM. Blue = C state, yellow = H state, 
yellow and black = H state and damage, green = A state, black = damage. 
6.1.1 Experiments at 4 K 
We made a set of 7 experiments at liquid helium temperature (4 K). The first two experiments were done 
with a quasi-single shot, which means we used a single shot 10 times in 1 second intervals (to make sure 
at least one of them hits the sample, but to prevent heating due to multiple pulses). This was done because 
the pulses out of the laser were unreliable. For all other experiments we were selecting pulses using the 
AOM. 
 
Figure 55: SEM images of the sample with marked positions of different observed states after single shot exposure to a laser 
at 4 K (experiments #1 - #3).  
All of the single shot measurements show a nice profile of switching with the H state taking an oval shape 
on the sample (an expected result from an oval switching beam). In the proper single shot experiment #3, 
the switched area is completely uniform, showing only hidden state without any signs of damage, even 
though the peak fluence in the center of the beam reached as high as 10.9 mJ/cm2. This suggests that the 
behavior of switching is not dependent on the fluence at least in the region between the switching 
threshold (around 1 mJ/cm2) and 10 mJ/cm2. The same behavior is observed in the experiment #1, where 
multiple shots were triggered, but the fluence was not measured (it was within 20 % of the fluence 
measured in experiments #2 to #10). An interesting outlier is experiment #2, where we observe a small 
damaged area in the middle of the switched area and more interestingly an area of the amorphous phase. 
The fluence in the region where the A phase was observed is around 4 mJ/cm2, which is consistent with 
previous results from switching with 400 nm (blue) laser pulse. Since the measured amorphous area is 
small (< 100 μm2) and only on one side of the beam, we do not exclude that there are more areas of such 
kind that we have missed. On one hand this implies that the A state could be found only in a narrow range 
of fluences, while it could on the other hand be only a lucky coincidence that the A state was found at this 
fluence. In any case, an interesting point is, that the amorphous state appears very rarely and 
inconsistently in the single shot experiments with 800 nm laser, as it appeared only in one of the three 
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single shot switching experiments that we performed and furthermore it appeared only in one scanning 
spot. 
We did the same experiment using more than one pulse, where we apart from local carrier excitation 
introduce some local heating of the sample as well. We used trains of pulses of different lengths, ranging 
from 1 ms (100 shots) to 10 s (106 shots). We noticed that in such cases a damaged area appears in the 
middle of the sample and it appears to grow slowly with an increasing number of shots. Apart from the 
damaged area, nothing of special interest is observed, except for a partly amorphous area on the border 
between the damaged and hidden state in experiment #7 (10 s exposure). The amorphous state here is 
mixed with regions of the H state and large dirt deposits on the sample and has most likely appeared as a 
consequence of impurity pinning. 
 
Figure 56: SEM images of the sample with marked positions of different observed states after multiple shot exposure to a laser 
at 4 K (experiments #4 - #7). 
6.1.2 Experiments at 77 K 
The same experiment was repeated at 77 K. We first did a series of measurements (#8 to #10) with the 
same optical setup, using first order beam from AOM. The beam powers were kept at maximum, around 
100 mW. We exposed the sample for different times ranging from 100 ms (104 shots) to 10 s (106 shots). 
Interestingly, the amorphous state is observed in combination or surrounded with damaged surface. In all 
cases, we observe hidden state on the outer part. To further increase the beam fluence, we used zero 
order beam from AOM instead of the first order and mechanically opened the beam for 1 s (105 shots). 
The peak fluence was thus increased by additional 25 % (to about 14 mJ/cm2). In this case nothing new 
was observed (experiment #11).  
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Figure 57 SEM images of the sample with marked positions of different observed states after multiple shot exposure to a laser 
at 4 K (experiments #8 - #13). The first three experiments are done with the same power, while experiment #11 is done at a 
slightly higher power The setup was then rebuilt for an increased (> 𝟓𝟎 %). laser power (experiments #12 and #13). 
To further increase the laser power, the laser path was rebuilt and the power was increased by more than 
50 %, but the beam spot on the sample was larger and the peak fluence decreased to around 10 mJ/cm2. 
With this setup we did two additional experiments with 1 s (105 shots) and 10 s (106 shots) exposures 
(measurements #12 and #13 respectively). With 10 second exposure the usual profile was observed, with 
damaged part in the middle and hidden around. The measurement with 1 s exposure (measurement 12) 
revealed a new interesting phenomenon. This are non-periodic straight lines, that extend outwards from 
the center of the beam and are most likely a consequence of a heat wave, which was created during the 
exposure. The lines are remarkably long (measured up to 1 μm) and perfectly straight. We found only a 
few places, where they appeared (two in experiment #12, one in experiment #14, and on one occasion at 
a similar separate experiment, which is not presented here). The lines have a remarkably large height 
modulation (usually up to several tens of nanometers), which implies that the top layer (or a few layers) 
is exfoliated and is bending and folding due to temperature gradient induced strain. For comparison, one 
layer of 1T-TaS2 is 586 pm thick [17], which is an order of magnitude less. This could potentially be used 
for creation of 1T-TaS2 based nanotubes in a similar way as it was done on titanate [129], but 
unfortunately we have not found a way to control the growth of the structures. 
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Figure 58: a) 𝟏𝟎𝟎 × 𝟏𝟎𝟎 nm2 constant current image of the lines. The tip movement in z direction is 6.5 nm. b) Zoom-in of a). 
We see some domain wall modulation of CDW. c) Atomic resolution of the line and d) Measured current in image a). Small 
features such as polarons are much better resolved in such image, due to small current modulation. 
 
Figure 59: Orientation of the lines as seen in two different switching experiments. We see that they approximately point out 
from the center of the damaged area. 
 
Figure 60: Measurement along the lines is revealing the scale. The lines are at least close to a micrometer long. 
When measuring the lines on a larger scale (Figure 60), we noticed that the lines jump (move) during 
scanning. The measurement in Figure 60 took approximately three hours, and during this time only one 
occasion of a line jump was recorded. The jump happened when a line suddenly disappeared and a thinner 
line appeared at its place. Everything else around remained unchanged, including the defects on the lines. 
The details of the jump are shown in Figure 61. 
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Figure 61: three consecutive images of the same area, which record a line jump. Red circles mark defects that that serve as a 
guide to show that we are on the same spot on the sample. The blue ellipse marks the point, where the thick line disappeared 
and a thinner one appeared. The arrows mark the direction of scans. 
An additional increase in the beam power was achieved by rebuilding the setup again. The powers in the 
following experiments are all above 250 mW, which is more than 250 % of what we used in the initial 
experiments (#1 - #11). The first two experiments in this setup (#14 and #15) were done with 
approximately 0.3 s exposure (3 × 104 pulses) and 10 s exposure (106 pulses), respectively. Experiment 
#14 did not yield any new interesting results, except an unusually large damaged area and another 
observation of shockwave lines. On the other hand, experiment #15 was quite different from all of the 
previous measurements, as a large damaged area was created, which was visible by SEM. Using STM, large 
(> 10 nm) deposits of material were found as far as 200 μm from the center of the beam. The percentage 
of area covered with damaged material is decreasing with distance from the center of the beam. The first 
50-100 μm around the center are completely damaged and not suitable for STM measurements. We 
attribute that to complete melting of the material in the center of the beam. Further away, we observe 
various different phenomena mixed between damaged parts including triangles of T → H polytype 
transformed material. At some points the material is predominantly transformed to the H polytype, while 
at other points, we only see small triangles of H polytype. The transformed areas do not seem to be pinned 
by the damage of the sample, as they appear both around the damaged parts and on clean parts of the 
sample (Figure 63). 
 
Figure 62: Multiple shot experiments at 77 K (#14 and #15). The experiments were done with the beam power of 260 mW. In 
experiment #13, a hole appeared in the middle of the image, where STM measurements were impossible, due to high vertical 
modulation of the surface. 
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Figure 63: Polytype transformed areas. We observe areas, where the 1T polytype dominates and also areas where the H 
polytype dominates. There is a lot of material deposits on surface in many of the measured parts. 
Since the high laser power and long exposure heated the sample too much in the middle, but created 
some interesting states further away from the center of the beam, we tried to defocus the beam, to see 
what happens if we deliver the same amount of power to a larger area. We did two measurements, with 
little if no success. In experiment #16, the average beam radius was increased to 265 μm (more than twice 
than measurements #12-#15 and more than 3 times than in measurements #2-#14). In this case we only 
observed some damaged area in the center and damaged area mixed with the C state around. The 
exposure in this case is much less invasive than with the fully focused beam. On the other hand, the 
heating still appears to be very large, since all of the expected photoinduced states disappear, but still the 
temperature does not seem to rise enough to achieve polytype transformation. To locally increase the 
heating, we finally decreased the beam to 170 μm (experiment #17), but unfortunately in this case no 
change at all was observed. This was perhaps due to bad positioning the beam, since there was more 
damage expected than in experiment #16, but nothing was observed. 
 
Figure 64: Multiple shot measurements of switching at 77 K with slightly defocused beam (measurements #16 and #17). In 
experiment #16 only some damaged parts were observed, while in experiment #17 we didn’t observe any changes. 
6.1.3 Statistics 
To summarize and compare the measurements at different conditions, we estimated the sizes of the H 
and damaged areas from SEM images and summarized them in Table 1. The sizes were compared to the 
measured size of the beam. We calculated the percentage of the H state and the percentage of the 
damaged area with respect to the radius of the beam at fluence of 1 mJ/cm2 (𝐻1 and 𝐷1 respectively). 
We excluded experiments #1 (due to an unknown beam size), #4 (due to insufficient data), and both 
defocused experiments #16 and #17 (due to the unreliable outcome). We then plotted 𝐻1 and 𝐷1 with 
respect to the number of pulses. 
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# Beam T [K] # of shots P [mW] FWHM Diameter at 1 
mJ/cm2 [μm] 
Peak fluence 
[mJ/cm2] 
Deposited 
energy [mJ] 
H1 
[%] 
D1 
[%] 
1 unknown 4 Quasi 1 129 / / / 0.0013 / 0 
2 1st order AOM 4 Quasi 1 101.5 77.0 143.0 11 0.001 84 20 
3 1st order AOM 4 1 101.5 77.0 143.0 11 0.001 88 0 
4 1st order AOM 4 100 101.5 77.0 143.0 11 0.1 150 33 
5 1st order AOM 4 10000 100.5 77.0 142.7 11 10 88 31 
6 1st order AOM 4 100000 100 77.0 142.5 11 100 93 38 
7 1st order AOM 4 1000000 101 77.0 142.8 11 1000 100 38 
8 1st order AOM 77 10000 102.5 77.0 143.3 11 10 56 20 
9 1st order AOM 77 100000 103 77.0 143.4 11 100 0 42 
10 1st order AOM 77 1000000 106 77.0 144.3 11 1000 62 41 
11 0th order AOM 77 100000 118 73.2 142.9 14 120 50 34 
12 New path 77 100000 187 112.7 202.5 9.4 190 32 32 
13 New path 77 1000000 205 112.7 206.6 10 2000 60 21 
14 Changed mirrors 77 30000 262 112.7 217.2 13 80 0 46 
15 Changed mirrors 77 1000000 260.5 112.7 216.9 13 2600 0 133 
16 Defocused 77 1000000 261 265.4 295.3 2.4 2600 0 51 
17 Defocused less 77 1000000 258.5 170.5 269.6 5.7 2600 0 0 
Table 1: Summary of the switching experiments done in the STM chamber. 
6.1.3.1 Hidden state 
The most important observation is that the observed radius of the H state is in all cases larger at low 
temperatures (4 K) than at higher temperatures (77 K). The H state at low temperatures is on all 
experiment average observed in a radius, which is 91 % of the radius where the beam fluence was larger 
than 1 mJ/cm2 (the minimum fluence in this area is on average 1.5 mJ/cm2 and is understood as the 
threshold fluence for switching). On the other hand, at 77 K the average measured radius of H state drops 
to 52 % (minimum fluence at this radius is 5.7 mJ/cm2). This is most likely a consequence of the higher 
relaxation rate of the H state at higher temperatures, which most likely happens on the outskirts of the 
beam and prevents us from observing the true area of H state. This could as well imply a higher switching 
threshold at higher temperatures, but the transient reflectivity measurements do not support this claim. 
Another important observation is that the observed area of the H state does not change with increasing 
the exposure time, but stays fairly constant within the error of our measurements both at 77 K and at 4 
K. At 4 K the measurements were done at a very small range of powers and fluences, so nothing reliable 
can be concluded. No correlation was found between the measurement parameters and the appearance 
of the A state. 
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Figure 65: Relative amount of the hidden state area with respect to the number of shots. The blue symbols represent the 
measurements at 4 K, while the red symbols represent the measurements at 77 K. We see that the area of H state is larger at 
low temperatures in all cases. The area of the H state does not seem to change with increasing the number of shots. 
6.1.3.2 Damaged state 
The area of the damaged state on the other hand does not seem to be related to the temperature, but it 
seems to increase with the number of shots. The threshold for damaging the surface is in most of the 
measurements between 7 and 10 mJ/cm2, except for a few measurements at the highest powers. I 
conclude that it is the accumulated heat that is causing the damage and not the energy of a single pulse. 
 
Figure 66: Relative amount of the damaged area with respect to the number of shots. The blue symbols represent the 
measurements at 4 K, while the red symbols represent the measurements at 77 K. We see that the damaged area gets larger 
with the number of shots measurements at all temperatures. 
6.2 TRANSIENT REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS OF SWITCHING 
I performed three pulse write-pump-probe (W-P-Pr) measurements at various fluences of the W pulse, to 
investigate the threshold for switching to various states at different temperatures. The measurements 
were done in collaboration with Igor Vaskivskyi. The pump probe measurements of the H state at low 
temperatures are relatively simple, since the state is stable and we do not need to take into account the 
relaxation. On the other hand, at higher temperatures the H state relaxes fast, and we need to use a third 
(W) pulse to repetitively excite the sample to the H state. The experiments were done at various different 
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temperatures, from 72 K (where the temperature was still too low for the sample to relax back completely 
between the pulses), and up to 200 K, using a 1 kHz laser system (Legend Elite by Coherent), with the 
wavelength of 800 nm and pulse length of 50 fs. I varied the fluence of the write pulse from well below 
the threshold of switching to the H state (0.1 mJ/cm2) to very high (10 mJ/cm2), which allowed me to 
observe different behavior ranging from practically no change at low fluences to ultrafast switching at the 
intermediate fluences, and finally permanently damaging the sample at the highest fluences of the W 
pulse. The fluences of the pump and probe pulses were always kept lower than 0.1 mJ/cm2 to ensure 
minimal disturbance of the sample. We used a mechanical chopper to modulate the pump pulse, but the 
write and probe pulses were unmodulated. This makes the W pulse »invisible« in the measurement and 
we only observe its effect on the system itself. As it was previously shown, the switching to the H state 
takes less than 0.5 ps with some longer processes observed [7]. I performed measurements at different 
delays between the W and P pulse. I measured the excited state where the W pulse arrives before the P 
pulse. To make sure that the state is not changing on the timescale of the P-Pr measurement, I delayed 
the W pulse both 30 ps and 400 ps (in some cases also 50 ps) before the arrival of the P pulse. The data 
obtained in these cases turned out to be exactly the same and shows that the excited state is stable on 
this short timescale. Then I made another set of measurements, where the W pulse arrives just after the 
pump probe sequence (which is effectively the same as 1 ms before the arrival of the P pulse). This way, I 
was able to observe the sample 1 ms after the excitation, while keeping all other conditions the same (the 
sample was still heated with the laser in the same way as it was while performing measurements of the 
excited state, whereas by blocking the laser beam, we would change the experimental conditions). In the 
1 ms state, the sample was at high temperatures already relaxed back to the initial state, but at lower 
temperatures it did not have enough time. Considering the STM experiments from the previous section, 
we see that the area of the hidden state at low temperatures does not change much with changing the 
number of pulses. Thus we conclude that the heating effect is negligible when using low fluences. On the 
other hand, the high fluences in the center of the beam seem to damage the sample. In addition to that, 
I measured three pulse transient reflectivity, where the W pulse arrives 3 ps after the arrival of P pulse 
(that is in the middle of the pump-probe sequence), which gives another perspective on the switching 
process. 
6.2.1 Transient reflectivity at 100 K 
A set of W-P-Pr measurements was done at 100 K, with the P-W delays of -400 ps, -30 ps, 3 ps and 30 ps 
and with the fluences ranging from 0.4 mJ/cm2 to 10 mJ/cm2 (Figure 67). The three pulse transient 
reflectivity of excited state at tP-W = -30 ps and tP-W = -400 ps turned out to be exactly the same, so I use 
only the data obtained at tP-W = -400 ps for further analysis. 
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Figure 67: Raw three pulse transient reflectivity data at various W pulse fluences at T = 160 K. The measurements at tP-W = 30 
ps show the sample in a 1 ms state, the measurements at tP-W = 3 ps show the arrival of W pulse during the P-Pr sequence and 
measurements at tP-W = -30 ps and tP-W = -400 ps show excited sample. We see that the latter two sets show identical behavior. 
From the raw data one can notice the generally decreasing amplitude of the oscillations when increasing 
the fluence above ~2 mJ/cm2. This is most likely due to an increased radius of the damaged part of the 
sample in the middle of the laser beam (such as the one marked with black triangles on the previously 
shown STM images). At the fluence higher than 10 mJ/cm2 the sample was completely damaged (probably 
in the same way as when creating a hole by laser inside STM) and we were unable to perform any 
measurements. From the data, where the W pulse hits the sample during the P-Pr sequence (tP-D = 3 ps) 
we see that above certain threshold fluence the average reflectivity (neglecting the oscillatory part) 
changes to another value. This is associated with the switching to the H state and is described in details in 
[7]. 
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Figure 68: AM spectra of the data from Figure 67. The data of the 1 ms state shows complete relaxation to C state up to the 
fluence of about 3 mJ/cm2 and an obvious lowering of the peak at higher fluences. The data on the excited state shows 
switching to the H state at the fluence above 1 mJ/cm2 and a lowering of the peak at fluences above 3 mJ/cm2. 
To more accurately determine the behavior of the sample, I did fast Fourier transforms (FFT) of the data 
for the 1 ms and excited states (at tP-W = 30 ps and -400 ps, respectively), which are shown in Figure 68. 
The maximum of the AM peaks in the relaxed state stays more or less constant at 2.37 THz for the lower 
fluences of up to 3 mJ/cm2, and corresponds to the peak that we should observe in the C state. Above 
that fluence we see that the peaks become broader and lower, suggesting a change which does not relax 
back to the initial state within 1 ms. I attribute this to creation of small damaged parts on the sample. By 
looking at the data in the excited state, we observe a very similar change above 3 mJ/cm2 as we do for the 
1 ms state. We also see that at the peak fluences above 1 mJ/cm2 the frequency changes from 2.37 THz 
to 2.30 THz, suggesting switching to the H state, as described in [7].  
 
Figure 69: Peak value of AM for the relaxed (black) and excited (red) sample at 100 K. The background colors represent the 
type of the state after excitation, based on the measured frequency of oscillations (no switching = blue, hidden state = yellow 
and damaging the sample = grey). 
As a simple qualitative measure I use the amplitude of the peak of the coherent oscillations, shown in 
Figure 69. Black points show the amplitude of the peak obtained from the measurements of the 1 ms 
state (at 𝑡P−W  =  30 ps). A plateau is clearly seen at low fluences (up to 3 mJ/cm
2), suggesting that the 
sample is completely relaxed to the initial state and that nothing is changed in the sample at low fluences. 
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Then, the amplitude starts dropping, indicating the damage which is done to the sample. The points 
obtained from the measurement of the switched sample (shown in red) show that the amplitude of the 
peak starts dropping already at low fluences. 
6.2.2 Transient reflectivity at 160 K 
The same set of measurements was done also at 160 K with fluence of the W pulse ranging from 0.2 
mJ/cm2 to 11 mJ/cm2. By observation of the raw data, we draw very similar conclusions as we do for the 
previous set of measurements.  
 
Figure 70: AM spectra of the data obtained at 160 K. The data at tP-D = 30 ps shows the relaxed state, while the data at tP-D = -
400 ps shows the switched state. 
By careful examination of AM spectra (Figure 70), we see that the behavior is very similar to the behavior 
observed at 100 K. The frequency of the AM peak of the 1 ms state stays constant at about 2.30 THz up 
to the fluence of 2 mJ/cm2. After that the peaks get broader and lower due to the damage. In the excited 
state, the peak moves from 2.30 THz to 2.25 THz at the fluence above 1.1 mJ/cm2, indicating switching to 
the hidden state at the same fluence as observed at 100 K. At the fluences above 3.5 mJ/cm2, the peak 
almost vanishes. 
The amplitudes of the peaks are summarized in Figure 71, where measurements of the 1 ms state and 
excited state are shown in black and red respectively. We observe the same plateau and the drop of the 
amplitude due to the damage as at 100 K. 
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Figure 71: Peak value of the AM for the relaxed (black) and excited (red) sample at 160 K. The background colors represent the 
type of the state after excitation, based on the measured frequency of oscillations (no switching = blue, hidden state = yellow 
and damaging the sample = grey). 
6.2.3 Transient reflectivity at 200 K 
The switching observed at 100 K and 160 K could in principle be a consequence of heating the sample 
above the C-NC transition temperature with a single pulse and then supercooling it back to low 
temperatures. At 200 K, 1T-TaS2 can be found in two different thermodynamically stable states. Upon 
cooling it down from higher temperatures it undergoes a phase transition from NC to C state at 180 K, 
thus at 200 K it is still in the NC state. When heating it up it stays in the C state until 220 K and thus it is 
still in the C state at 200 K. By performing the experiment at 200 K, we wanted to check if switching to the 
H state can be distinguished from heating up the sample to the triclinic or NC state and then cooling it 
back down. The temperature of 200 K is especially convenient, since both states are stable at this 
temperature and if the sample is heated to NC state with a laser pulse, it should stay in this state also after 
cooling down and would not relax back to the C state the way that a supercooled state could. The highest 
measured fluences (up to 1.5 mJ/cm2) are comparable or higher than the switching fluences observed at 
lower temperatures, but no change in the three pulse transient reflectivity is observed when increasing 
the fluence of the W pulse (Figure 72). Thus, I conclude that heating is not responsible for the phase 
transition. 
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Figure 72: Three pulse transient reflectivity for various W pulse fluences at T = 200 K. Measurements at tP-W = 3 ps show the 
sample that was exciteded during the P-Pr sequence and measurements at tP-D = -400 ps show excited sample. The fluences 
were too low to show any interesting behavior. 
6.2.4 Transient reflectivity at 80 K 
We performed two-pulse and three-pulse measurements at 80 K, with two different W pulse fluences, in 
the range where we expected the switching to the H state to occur (2.86 mJ/cm2) and at a bit higher value 
(4.41 mJ/cm2). At this temperature, the relaxation time of the H state should already be comparable to 
the time between the laser pulses [74] and thus a two pulse measurement of the virgin (C) state was also 
made for the comparison. By closely observing the measurements done at the fluence of 2.86 mJ/cm2, we 
see that in the excited state, the AM peak moves to lower frequencies with respect to the AM peak of the 
two pulse measurements, consistently with observations at higher temperatures. When observing the 1 
ms state, the AM peak seems to be a combination of two peaks, suggesting that we observe oscillations 
both from the C and the H state, thus the material is partly in the C state and partly in the H state. This is 
consistent with the STM measurements at 77 K (since the temperatures are very close, we expect similar 
behavior of the sample), where the H state did not relax at least for a few hours, when the measurements 
were made, but the area of the switched state was much smaller than at 4 K, suggesting that a part of 
relaxation happens right after switching.  
 
Figure 73: Two and three pulse pump probe measurements at 80 K (left) and their respective FFTs (right). The fluence of the 
W pulse was 2.86 mJ/cm2. We see that in the three pulse experiment (blue) the sample does not relax completely back to the 
same state as it was observed with the two pulse measurement (black). 
By increasing the fluence to 4.41 mJ/cm2, we observe that the oscillations have smaller amplitude, and 
we speculate (based on STM data) that we started creating damage on the sample. We see that the state 
does not completely relax back, but in this case this is most likely the consequence of two different 
phenomena (slow relaxation and damage). 
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Figure 74: Two and three pulse pump probe measurements at 80 K (left) and their respective FFTs (right). The fluence of the 
W pulse was 4.41 mJ/cm2. In comparison to Figure 73, we see that the amplitude of oscillations in the relaxed and switched 
state (blue and red curve respectively) in three pulse measurements has significantly dropped. 
6.3 PHASE DIAGRAM 
I constructed a simple phase diagram, that combines the transient reflectivity data with the STM 
measurements described above. The fluences from the transient reflectivity are W pulse peak fluences, 
while the fluences from the STM measurements are fluences at the actual position with respect to the 
beam. The exotic states measured by means of STM (lines, polytype transformation) are not shown here, 
because they did not seem to appear reproducibly and were also a consequence of heating the sample. 
The data points at 30 K are taken from the two-pulse transient reflectivity measurements in [6]. All of the 
other transient reflectivity data points are from three-pulse experiments described in this work. The phase 
diagram is shown in Figure 75. The background coloring only serves as a guide to the eye. 
 
Figure 75: Phase diagram for optical switching of 1T-TaS2 at different temperatures and fluences. The data points were 
obtained from STM measurements (triangles) and transient reflectivity measurements (squares). The optical measurements 
at 30 K are taken from [6]. 
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7 MODELLING THE TRANSITION TO THE HIDDEN STATE 
To understand the observed behavior of the coherent AM oscillation through the C-H transition, I built a 
phenomenological model based on Ginzburg-Landau theory of phase transitions. The goal was to model 
the obtained three pulse transient reflectivity by following the observed lifetimes and the frequency 
change. 
 
Figure 76: Calculation of the sample temperature, after it is hit by a single 1.5 mJ/cm2 laser pulse at 160 K, using a two 
temperature model. 
We first need to consider the sequence of events leading to the eventual creation of the H state. On the 
timescale of ~400 fs that the transition takes place, the estimated effective electronic temperature from 
the two-temperature model is > 1000 K [6,130] (the estimated temperatures are shown in Figure 76). 
While we should not take this temperature to be accurate, the implication is that the ordering of the 
electrons takes place outside of equilibrium. The resulting transient CDW state will have a modulation 
wave vector which is different from the equilibrium one. The next step is the mutual adjustment of the 
non-equilibrium electronic order and the lattice. The observed 𝜏2~4.7 ps (Figure 14) is consistent with 
the time for formation of a periodic lattice distortion in the NC state measured by ultrafast electron 
diffraction [131,132]. It is also consistent with the thermalization time 𝜏th of the electrons with the lattice 
given by the two-temperature model (𝜏th = 4~5 ps) shown in Figure 76. 𝜏2  is also consistent with the 
anharmonic lifetime 𝜏anh ∼  5.9 ps given by the Lorentzian linewidth of the AM in the H state (0.17 THz) 
which signifies the time needed for energy of the AM to be released to other coupled lattice modes. After 
this time, the accommodation of the remaining strain due the incommensurability between the transient 
electronic order and the lattice leads to the formation of commensurate domains and 
discommensurations in the new metastable H state. 
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Figure 77: Modelling the C-H transition, using the free energy surface. a) time dependent Ginzburg – Landau model, where an 
asymmetric term gives us another local minimum (H state) in addition to a global minimum (C state). b) Time dependent 
quadratic potential. 
To model the transition quantitatively, my first attempt was to use a model based on a time-dependent 
Ginzburg-Landau theory for a first order transition with a temperature dependent free energy to describe 
the metastable state shown schematically in Figure 77a. The goal is to model the transition to the hidden 
state, which is not the global minimum, but a local minimum separated by some energy barrier from the 
global minimum. After the write pulse, the system should be caught in the local minimum, before it can 
relax back to the global minimum, which represents the C state. The shape and evolution of the time 
dependent potential was written according to the following requirements, which satisfy the experimental 
observations: 
 At low temperatures the free energy has two distinct minima. A global minimum that represents 
the C state and a local minimum that represents the H state. 
 When transiently heating the system to very high temperatures, the free energy has only one 
minimum, which is neither the C state nor the H state minimum, but some intermediate state.  
 The intermediate state relaxes in a way that the system is caught in the H state and does not relax 
to the C state 
I chose a dimensionless order parameter assuming that it is proportional to the change of reflectivity of 
the crystal 𝛥𝑅 ∼  ∆(𝜓2) [133] and I wrote the free energy in terms of this order parameter. Then I wrote 
the time dependence of the temperature of the system, after it is hit by the write and the pump pulse and 
rewrote the free energy in terms of time. With that I calculated how the order parameter evolves in time 
due to the change in the free energy landscape The timescale for the formation of the metastable state 
indicated by experiments are the electronic 𝜏1, followed by lattice ordering on a timescale of 𝜏2. I assumed 
that the metastable state arises through a third-order term in the Landau free energy expansion 
 𝐹 = 𝑎(𝑡)𝜓2 − 𝑏(𝑡)𝜓3 + 𝑐𝜓4, (44) 
as allowed by the symmetry of the triple CDW in 1T-TaS2 [134]. The asymmetry is brought into the system 
by using the real part of three complex order parameters, one for each direction of the CDW, which gives 
rise to the third power term in the free energy [134]. The time-dependence of the potential [133] can 
then be introduced through experimental decay constants in the form: 𝑎(𝑡) = 𝑎0[1 − 𝐻(𝑡 −
𝑡1) exp(−(𝑡 − 𝑡1)/𝜏1)], 𝑏(𝑡) = 𝑏0[1 − 𝐻(𝑡 − 𝑡2)exp(− (𝑡 − 𝑡2) 𝜏2⁄ )]. 𝑐 is a positive constant to ensure 
the overall stability of the model. The effective contribution of the write and pump pulse to the behavior 
of the model is that both of them change the free energy landscape. The pump pulse changes it only 
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slightly, causing the order parameter to oscillate around the minimum. The write pulse on the other hand 
changes the energy landscape dramatically and initiates the transition. Following this, we write the 
equation of motion as 
 1
𝜔2
𝜓′′ +
𝛼
𝜔
𝜓′ + 2𝑎0 [1 − 𝐻(𝑡 − 𝑡1)𝑒
−
𝑡−𝑡1
𝜏1 ] 𝜓 + 3𝑏0 [1 − 𝐻(𝑡 − 𝑡2)𝑒
−
𝑡−𝑡2
𝜏2 ] 𝜓2 + 4𝑐𝜓3 = 0. (45) 
where the first term is the kinetic term and the second term represents damping of the oscillations with 
the damping coefficient 𝛼 . The remaining terms are the derivative of the free energy. Numerical 
simulations of the transient reflectivity based on equations of motion derived from this model are shown 
in Figure 78a. The frequency 𝜔 = 𝜔𝑐 = 2𝜋 ∗ 2.33 THz was set to the experimentally observed frequency 
of the AM in the C state, while the other parameters were adjusted to ensure the best fit. Even with 
significant adjustment of the parameters, agreement with the experimental data in Figure 79 is hardly 
satisfactory, showing that modelling in terms of an order parameter trajectory through an ordering 
transition that was used successfully to describe TbTe3 [133] does not work here. 
 
Figure 78: The graphs show the dependence of order parameter 𝝍 as a function of time after the pump pulse (horizontal axis) 
and the delay between pump and write pulse (vertical axis). a) Result of modelling the C to H transition using an asymmetric 
Ginzburg-Landau free energy potential. b) and c) results of using a quadratic potential at fluences above and below the 
transition threshold respectively. The obtained result in b) and c) matches very well with the experimental observations in 
Figure 79a and b respectively. 
Since the transition cannot be described using the Landau theory with a conventional order parameter, I 
considered a different phenomenological model to describe the frequency shift after the write pulse, 
associated with the change of the electronic structure of states near 𝐸𝐹. We can directly write down the 
time dependent frequency as 𝜔(𝑡) = 𝜔𝐶 − 𝛿(𝑡), where 𝛿(𝑡) describes the change of frequency. We then 
calculate the transient reflectivity dynamics of the AM through the transition using a simple quadratic 
potential 
 
𝐹 =
𝜔2(𝑡)
2
 𝜓2, (46) 
with an equation of motion 
 1
𝜔2
𝜓′′ +
𝛼
𝜔
𝜓′ + 𝜓 = 0, (47) 
where I expand 𝜔2(𝑡)  to the first order 𝜔2(𝑡) = 𝜔𝐶
2 − 2𝜔𝐶𝛿(𝑡), and write down the change of the 
frequency, in terms of the measured relaxation times 
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𝛿(𝑡) =
1
2
[𝜂1 + 𝜂2e
−𝑡/𝜏1 + 𝜂3e
−𝑡/𝜏2] [1 + erf (
𝑡
𝜏𝑟
)], (48) 
with 𝜏𝑟 , 𝜏1  and 𝜏2  the rise time and the two relaxation times of reflectivity, shown in Figure 14. The 
predicted transient reflectivity response within this model is very sensitive to the fast time-evolution of 
the overall frequency trajectory. For modeling the behavior above and below the transition, we use 𝜂1 >
0 and 𝜂1 = 0, respectively. I always use 𝜂3 = 0, as it gives a barely perceptible change in the predicted 
response, from which I conclude that the change of 𝜔 is predominantly the result of electronic ordering 
into the H state, while the lattice response which occurs on the timescale of 𝜏2 has little effect on the AM. 
In Figure 78b I show the predicted behavior with only the electronic timescale transition to the metastable 
state: 𝜏1 = 300 fs (𝜂3 = 0 ) with a finite long-delay frequency shift 𝜂1. For comparison, the reflectivity for 
𝜂1 = 0, where the frequency does not change, is shown in Figure 78c. We see that in both cases the model 
compares well with the observed transient reflectivity data in Figure 79, above and below the switching 
threshold.  
 
Figure 79: Three pulse transient reflectivity measurements with a varied arrival of the W pulse a) above and b) below the 
threshold fluence for the transition to the H state. 
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8 GENERALIZING THE DOMAIN AND GLASSY STATES BEHAVIOR 
Although TaS2 is very unique regarding its unusual combination of properties, some of them are more 
general and can be observed in a variety of related materials. One such property is the observed charge 
density wave in different transition metal chalcogenides, and various textured domain states and glassy 
states associated with it. Theoretically this was dealt with by Jaka Vodeb, who built a theoretical model 
to show how interacting polarons order on an underlying atomic lattice, given different number of 
polarons per lattice unit cell and different interaction radius [15]. The model very well generalizes the 
behavior and predicts the transitions in various materials. I will briefly explain the idea of the model and 
then I will show the STM images of various materials that we have measured to confirm the model. 
8.1 THE MODEL 
The basis of the model is a 2D triangular grid, which represents atomic lattice sites (unit cells) in a 2D 
material (for example Ta sites in TaS2). A number of polarons, which interact with each other via screened 
Coulomb interaction is put on the lattice. The number of polarons is much smaller than the number of 
sites (between one polaron per 2 sites and one polaron per 21 sites) and the polarons can take only 
discrete positions at the lattice sites. We rewrite the electron-electron interaction Hamiltonian (equation 
(8)):  
 𝐻 = ∑ 𝑉(𝑖, 𝑗)𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑗
𝑖<𝑗
, (49) 
where 𝑛𝑖 ∈ {0,1} is the occupation number at the site 𝑖 and 
 
𝑉(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑉0 exp (−
|𝑟𝑖⃑⃑ − 𝑟?⃑⃑?|
𝑟𝑠
) /|𝑟𝑖⃑⃑ − 𝑟?⃑⃑?| (50) 
is the Yukawa potential with screening radius 𝑟𝑠. The ratio between the number of polarons in the system 
and the total number of the lattice sites is defined as the filling of the system 𝑓. Using parallel tempering 
Monte Carlo simulations, the lowest energy configurations were found for different values of 𝑓 and a 
phase diagram was constructed from the data. Not surprisingly, for certain fillings the polarons form 
perfect crystals on top of the atomic lattice. These fillings are called the magic fillings. What is more 
surprising is that a small deviation from any magic filling leads to domain wall states, very similar to the 
ones observed in the H state of 1T-TaS2, or some doped materials, much like in the previously published 
model by Petr Karpov [18], where the domain states can be both more densely and more scarcely 
populated than the crystalline state. Further away from the magic fillings, the structure becomes 
amorphous and there seems to be an infinite number of almost equivalent states with the lowest energy, 
which look very similar to the amorphous state found in 1T-TaS2 [8]. 
The number of possible magic fillings is theoretically infinite. We define the unit cell of such polaron 
superlattice as a combination of in-plane vectors 𝑎∗and 𝑏∗ as 𝑛 𝑎∗ + 𝑚 𝑏∗, where the vectors  𝑎∗ and  𝑏∗ 
are the unit vectors of the atomic lattice, shown in Figure 80 and 𝑛 > 0 and 𝑚 ≥ 0 are integer numbers 
(find more details in [15]). To calculate the magic filling 𝑓𝑀 for given 𝑚 and 𝑛 we use the law of cosines 
 1
𝑓𝑀
= 𝑛2 + 𝑚2 + 𝑛𝑚, (51) 
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Inserting integers into the above equation we finally get to the magic fillings 𝑓𝑀 ∈
{1,
1
3
,
1
4
,
1
9
,
1
13
,
1
16
,
1
19
,
1
21
, … }, where 1 is the trivial filling, which will be left out. The filling that catches our 
attention is 𝑓𝑀 = 1/13, which is the polaron filling of 1T-TaS2, that has already been mentioned a few 
times in this work. The Figure 80 shows how the polaron lattice looks like for different magic fillings. We 
chose a color code for different fillings, to easily differentiate between them and to show the distance 
between the polarons. 
 
Figure 80: Superlattices at different magic fillings shown with different colors for different sizes of a unit cell. The semi-
transparent rhombus shows the unit cell, where the vertices correspond to the polaron sites. The full rhombus shows the 
corresponding tile, where the color corresponds to the distance between the two connected polarons.  
8.2 APPLYING THE MODEL TO THE REAL MATERIALS 
The beauty of this model was discovered when we compared it to the measurements. We used the 
previously obtained data from the C, H and A state in 1T-TaS2 [8] and counted the number of polarons in 
each of the states to calculate the experimentally observed fillings. The counting was done by a polaron 
detection program written by Yaroslav Gerasimenko and partly manually by me and Rok Venturini. The 
counting is not very precise as both the program and the person, who is counting the polarons have to 
decide on what is a polaron and what is not. However, by separately counting the polarons we got 
consistent results. The experimental fillings are determined by dividing the number of polarons by the size 
of the image to obtain the number of polarons per unit area. This is then compared to the number 
obtained for the pristine (undoped) material, where the filling is known. The fillings in three of the 
observed states in 1T-TaS2 are 1/13, 1/12.6 and 1/11 for the C, H and A states, respectively. 
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Figure 81: Counting polarons in the H state. a) the original STM image of the H state, and b) the same image with red dots on 
the polarons within the domains and green dots on the polarons out of the domains. The calculated polaron density on the 
image is 0.832 nm-2, which corresponds to the filling of 1/12.6 
We then use the measured fillings in the model and compare the obtained polaron ordering with the 
experimental images. One can see a remarkable resemblance between the experiment and the model, 
which is shown in Figure 82. For the representation of the model we use the tiling by different colors, 
defined in Figure 80, where each pair of polarons is connected with a colored deltoid where the color 
represents the distance between the polarons. 
 
Figure 82: Comparison of the measurements (above) and the model (below) of the C (left), H (middle), and A (right) state. The 
colors of the tiling represent the distance between the polarons and are defined in Figure 80. 
The model shows that a commensurate CDW forms at each magic filling. Here we understand each 
polaron as one unit cell of the charge density wave or conversely we understand a commensurate CDW 
as a superlattice of polarons. In this sense the magic filling can be understood as the size of the unit cell 
of CDW. A scan through literature shows us that the model predicts in a right way not only 1T-TaS2, but a 
wide variety of CDW materials with many different magic fillings, including 2H-Fe0.33TaS2 with 𝑓𝑀 = 1/3, 
1T-TiSe2, 2H-Fe0.33TaSe2 and 2H-Fe0.33NbSe2 with 𝑓𝑀 = 1/4, 2H-TaS2, and 2H-TaSe2 with 𝑓𝑀 = 1/9, 1T-
TaS2, 2Hb-TaS2, 1T-TaSe2 and 2Hb-TaSe2 with 𝑓𝑀 = 1/13  and 1T-VaSe2 with 𝑓𝑀 = 1/16  [47,135]. 
Interestingly, the list of materials covers all of the predicted fillings up to 𝑓𝑀 = 1/16, except for the 
missing 𝑓𝑀 = 1/7. We do not assume that the missing filling is for any reason forbidden, but rather just 
not yet found. 
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Figure 83: a) TaS2 b) TaSe2, c) TiSe2, d) Ta0.99Fe0.01S2, e) Nb0.04Ta0.96S2 [36], f) photodoped TaS2, g) Ti0.07Ta0.93Se2 [136], h) TaSeS, 
i) Cu0.08Ti0.92Se2 [137], j) Nb0.1Ta0.9S2 [36], k) photodoped TaS2. a), b) and c) show a commensurate CDW, d)-i) show domain wall 
states and j) and k) show amorphous state. 
What is even more remarkable is what happens with all these materials if we subject them to external 
forces, which modulate the number of polarons in the system. This includes not only photo doping , which 
the model describes well (Figure 82), but also the systems subjected to isovalent transition metal or 
chalcogen substitution, non-isovalent substitution (i.e. chemical doping) or interstitial doping. To confirm 
this, we performed STM measurements on various materials. First we used combinations of 1T-TaSe2-xSx, 
with 𝑥 = 0,1,2, as shown in Figure 83a-c. For the values of 𝑥 = 0 and 𝑥 = 2 , this is a pure material 
exhibiting a commensurate CDW with 𝑓𝑀 = 1/13 (Figure 83a and b respectively), but between those 
values for 𝑥 = 1, we observe a domain wall state (in Figure 83h), as the model predicts. This was recently 
suggested to be due to effective doping through broken-symmetry-induced hybridization upon local 
buckling [23]. The calculated filling in this case is 𝑓 = 1/12.6, for which the model also gives a domain 
wall state. Next, we tried iron doped 1T-Ta0.99Fe0.01S2 where we observed a domain wall state with the 
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same filling of 𝑓 = 1/12.6. For completeness, we checked through literature for more of such cases, and 
found out that the domain wall state appears in many different cases, such as 1T-Cu0.08TiSe2 (Figure 83i) 
[137], 1T-Ti0.07Ta0.93Se2 (Figure 83g), with 𝑓 = 1/12.6 [136], and NbxTa2-xS2-x (Figure 83e, j) [36], where we 
also see amorphous state. 
Finally, a phase diagram was constructed to show at which values of 𝑓 different states appear and at what 
temperature they stabilize. The black dots represent the threshold where the liquid state becomes either 
crystalline, glassy or a domain wall state. At the magic fillings, the system goes to crystalline state when 
cooling. Around these values, domes of domain wall state are observed, while everywhere else, the 
system stabilizes in a glassy state at low temperatures. 
 
Figure 84: Phase diagram of polaron ordering for different fillings. At high temperatures, the system is in a liquid state, while 
upon cooling it can form a crystalline, glassy or domain wall state. The calculations were entirely done by Jaka Vodeb. The 
yellow symbols at the horizontal axis mark the experimentally measured fillings in various materials, where squares, circles 
and triangles represent the commensurate, domain wall and glassy states, respectively. 
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9 CHIRAL DOMAINS 1T-TAS2 
If we look back at equation (51) in the previous chapter, and closely examine the symmetries of 
superlattices at various magic fillings, we see that some of the examples do not only break the 
translational symmetry, but also the mirror symmetry in the sample. This happens when the direction of 
the CDW does not match the direction of the lattice. The breaking of the rotational symmetry is observed 
in the superlattices where 𝑛 ≠ 𝑚 and 𝑛, 𝑚 > 0. This leads to the so called chiral superlattices, where we 
have two energetically equal options with different chirality. There is no clear reason, why one chirality is 
preferred to the other, but most usually only one of them is observed in a given sample. 
An example of a chiral superlattice is the √13 × √13 superlattice in 1T-TaS2, with 𝑚 = 3 and 𝑛 = 1. In 
2018, Zong et al. have published a research paper about switching between different chiralities in a thin 
flake of 1T-TaS2 with 800 nm ultrafast laser pulses at a room temperature (where the sample is in the NC 
state) [26]. They have shown that the probability of switching to the other chirality increases with 
increasing the laser fluence. Moreover, they have shown that the switching works both ways. Using a 1.1 
μm size transmission electron beam as a probe, they have found out that some of the regions are 
completely transformed, while others stay in the same chirality. They have also found regions, where the 
transmitted beam showed both chiralities, but due to the nature of measurements it is not clear, whether 
this is an interlayer effect or the chiralities are mixed in a single layer. They used fluences of 5 mJ/cm2 and 
higher (up to 10 mJ/cm2) and observed that the minimum fluence needed to reach a different chirality 
decreases with increasing temperature, while the probability of switching at a given fluence increases 
with increasing temperature. Given the data, they postulated that the crystal must transiently reach the 
IC state in order to break the symmetry and create or remove domains of different chirality. In this section, 
I will examine the microscopic picture of chiral domains and domain walls in 1T-TaS2 as seen by STM at 
low temperatures and I will compare it to some examples of the domain walls obtained with Monte Carlo 
simulation. 
When dealing with a crystal in the C state at low temperatures, we observe a single CDW domain with 
one chirality. To Induce domains of different chiralities, we use a single 50 fs near infrared (800 nm) laser 
pulse, with which we illuminate the sample inside the STM chamber. The sample is held at liquid helium 
temperature (4 K), where the photoinduced hidden state is stable [6,74]. The difference between inducing 
the hidden state and domains of different chiralities is in the fluence of the laser pulse. While the fluence 
of 1 mJ/cm2 is enough to induce the hidden state, we need higher fluences to induce domains of different 
chiralities. And while switching to the hidden state is always achieved, the chirality switching seems like a 
random and a very rare event. In agreement with the previously published work [26], we observed that 
the probability of finding domains with switched chirality increases, while increasing the fluence of the 
laser beam. However, according to the previously reported size of transformed regions [26], scanning with 
the STM tip is not a useful method to measure the percentage of switched area given a certain laser 
fluence. What we aimed for, was a fluence high enough to have a large part of the area under the STM tip 
transformed and find a number of domains with switched chirality in a reasonable amount of time, while 
at the same time the fluence should not be too large in order not to damage the sample. Apart from the 
optical switching, we found different chirality domains induced also by high current/voltage pulses from 
the STM tip. We observe the different chirality domains also as a byproduct of the amorphous state 
relaxation and the transformation of single layer 1H polytype on bulk 1T-TaS2 back to the 1T polytype with 
the STM tip, as described in section 5.2. From that, we conclude that reaching the IC state temperature 
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[26] is not the only way of finding CDW with different chiralities, but it can be reached through various 
different processes by exciting the sample to any state where the mirror symmetry is restored. Thus when 
relaxing back to the √13 × √13  CDW state, the charge density wave needs to choose a preferred 
direction, which turns out not to be necessarily the same as the direction of the majority of the 
surrounding CDW. 
 
Figure 85: STM images of different chirality domains. a) large scale image with multiple domains of different chiralities. The 
inset shows the FFT of the image, where twelve CDW peaks are seen. b) atomically resolved image of a domain wall, and c) 
domain wall image with the computer detected lattice positions and superimposed schematics of CDW in both domains (The 
lattice detection algorithm was done by Andrej Kranjec and Petr Karpov). 
While the domain walls between domains of the same chirality usually tend to be straight, as seen by 
means of an STM [9,13,14] and calculated by Monte Carlo simulations [15,18], it is impossible to have a 
perfectly straight domain wall between domains of different chiralities due to symmetry breaking. 
However, the same forces could be responsible for the formation of the domain walls between domains 
of different chiralities, as they are in formation of the walls between two domains of the same chirality. 
The free energy of the domain walls usually has a linear term including the length of the domain wall, 
which forces the domain walls to form straight lines, in order to minimize the energy (also similar to the 
free energy of the stripes described in earlier chapter) From this, we conclude that it is energetically the 
most favorable for such domains to be as straight as the geometry allows. In Figure 86 I show a few 
drawings of the domain walls between domains of different chirality, where I attempt to find the domain 
walls with high symmetry for one or both domains, while keeping the domain wall straight. We see that 
in order to keep the boundary of one domain (and with lowest energy), the other domain must 
asymmetrically adapt to keep a domain wall of a certain average width (Figure 86a). Such pattern repeats 
itself every 13 superlattice sites and is independent on the thickness of the domain wall. Between the two 
extreme points, where one domain boundary is perfectly straight and the other one adapts and vice versa, 
we can create an infinite number of different domain walls, which are distorted on both sides. Right in 
the middle there is a number of domain walls, where the domains have symmetrically distorted edges, 
which means that the border of the domain looks the same for both domains. This could in principle be 
more energetically favorable due to the symmetry. An important thing to notice is the period at which 
two domains with different chiralities overlap, which can be described by a linear combination of 13𝑎∗ 
and 13𝑏∗ (Figure 87). With this in mind, we construct a few of such periodic and symmetric domain walls, 
which are shown in Figure 86b, c and d. 
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Figure 86: A few of constructed domain walls between the domains with different chiralities. a) the blue domain edge is 
completely straight, while the orange adapts. b, c and d) the domains are symmetric, and adapt to each other. The black lines 
show lines of polarons which continue with one more polaron in the neighboring domain and are a good indicator of 
periodicity. Such boundary polarons could be expected to stabilize the domain wall, but were not observed in the experiment, 
as the domain walls between domains of different chiralities seem to be much wider. However, they appear in the model. 
 
Figure 87: Overlap period of two domains with different chiralities. The overlap period of the domains with different chiralities 
(blue and orange) is a linear combination of 1𝟑𝒂∗ and 1𝟑𝒃∗. 
As it seems intriguing to find the lowest energy of a domain wall we performed Monte Carlo simulations 
where we used the same model (programmed by Jaka Vodeb) as was used in the previous section, but 
with a simple adaptation. As different chiralities were not present in the domain wall states that were 
described in his paper [15], we had to artificially introduce them. We achieved this by pinning some of the 
polarons at the boundaries to different chirality lattices and put additional unpinned polarons in the 
empty region between them. Then, we observed the ordering of the polarons through the same process 
as in the original model [15]. As the observed experimental samples are too small to calculate the 
appropriate filling for this state, we use the filling of the H state as a basis for the calculation and simulated 
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the behavior for small deviations from this filling. The small deviation of filling does not affect the results 
qualitatively. What we see is that the domain wall in all cases aligns very close to the lattice direction, thus 
making the domains very close to symmetrical. One big drawback of the model in this case is that it has 
periodic boundary conditions for two of the unpinned borders (top and bottom borders in Figure 88). This 
condition is enough to define the direction of the shortest possible domain wall in such a system, which 
is in our case along the lattice direction. Thus it is not completely clear, whether the domain wall aligns 
with the lattice direction due to domain wall symmetry or due to the boundary conditions. 
 
Figure 88: Simulated domain walls between two different chiralities. In both simulations, the left side of the area is fixed to 
one chirality and the right one to the other. 
Another extraordinary discovery is that a single domain can have both chiralities at the same time. This 
can be seen as an interference pattern between CDWs of both chiralities (Figure 89a), and can be easily 
simulated by multiplication of two wave functions, describing the left and right chirality (Figure 89b, c and 
d). The interference pattern has a peak at the points, where the two lattices overlap. This phenomenon 
was very rarely observed, and we did not find a way to controllably reproduce it. The interference could 
in principle be a simple multilayer effect, but the data suggests it is a single layer effect. The modulation 
that is observed in the double chirality domain is comparable to the CDW modulation in a single chirality 
domain, while the modulation from the CDW in bottom layers are expected to be much lower. As it was 
presented in Section 5, the interlayer stacking is not always the same (the polarons in the top layer are 
not necessarily directly above the polarons in the bottom layer), but the polarons in the top layer 
nevertheless look identical in all different cases, as if they did not feel the modulation from the bottom 
layers. Thus, if the interference was an interlayer effect, the difference should be seen between different 
samples. Moreover, there should be some differences seen between the neighboring domains in the H 
state, where the domain walls in different layers are not directly above each other. And also, this effect 
should be seen every time we see a chiral domain, if it is not directly above a domain with the same size 
and chirality, which is highly unlikely. For example, in Figure 44 in the bottom left corner of the reverse 
transformed area we see that the chirality of CDW in the top layer is not the same as in the layer below, 
while no interference pattern is seen. The observation is very interesting due to the fact that it questions 
the definition of a polaron in such a system. The polarons, defined as charged particles, in principle could 
not create such interference pattern, while on the other hand the pattern can clearly be described as an 
interference of charge density waves of different chiralities. 
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Figure 89: a) Constant current STM scan of the area with double chirality. b) and c) simulation of two different chiralities and 
d) simulation of a mixed chirality. 
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10 DEVELOPMENT OF AN ULTRAFAST STM 
While a scanning tunneling microscope easily achieves atomic resolution, it is unfortunately relatively 
slow. Typically, it takes the time of the order of microseconds to milliseconds to acquire a single image 
point. To acquire an image of 100 by 100 points it takes at least 10 thousand times longer. For a single 
20 × 20 nm image with high resolution, it usually takes about half an hour, which is extremely long 
compared to the timescales associated with phase transitions of correlated materials. Scanning tunneling 
spectroscopy, on the other hand, is usually even slower, taking seconds to minutes for a single point in 
high spectral resolution. Thus STM is usually used to measure equilibrium states or long lasting relaxations 
in materials. One such example is the relaxation of the hidden state in 1T-TaS2, and reshaping of the 
domain structure in the H state in 1T-TaS2, which happens on a long timescale. This can be easily measured 
in many consecutive images in a few hour period. 
There have been various ideas, how to make STM faster, but the characteristics of the STM electronics 
simply do not allow times much shorter than nanoseconds [138–140] for acquisition of a single point as 
the speed is limited by the capacitive coupling and the time constant of the electrical circuit. Nevertheless, 
2 ps time resolution with 20 nm spatial resolution using GaAs photoconductive switch gating [141], or 
alternatively 1 nm resolution with micro strip bandwidth-limited 10 ps resolution were achieved using 
electrical methods [142,143]. To obtain better time resolution one needs to resort to optical techniques. 
At present, there are a number of ways to obtain time-resolved STM data with optical techniques. One 
established method uses the tip proximity to the sample to enhance the nonlinear optical response of the 
probe resulting from the pump pulse [144]. However, this suffers from the problem that one can only 
obtain a time-correlation trace of the probe response. Moreover, the technique is quite difficult to use 
reproducibly. Autocorrelations of optically induced STM signals with sub picosecond widths have been 
shown, but the data in the form of an autocorrelation function severely limit the information which can 
be obtained from such experiments. All optical methods also have a great disadvantage of heating effects 
on the sample, which cause thermal expansion, that is not at all negligible at the atomic scale [145–147]. 
Another recently demonstrated approach is to use a THz pulse to excite a plasmonic mode in a suitably 
shaped metal wire tip which enhances the tunneling current during the presence of the THz field [5]. The 
device achieves temporal resolution on a sub picosecond time scale [5], while keeping atomic resolution 
and is thus capable of measuring various ultrafast processes in materials [4,5,31]. 
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Figure 90: Time resolved STM. A tip bias voltage 𝑽𝟎 is applied to the tip. The sample is excited by an ultrafast laser pulse (red) 
and the tip is excited by a THz pulse (black). The THz pulse induces a change in the voltage, which produces a measurable 
change in the tunneling current. 
The basic idea of the ultrafast time resolved STM is to couple terahertz pulses to the STM tip, and use 
them to modulate the tip bias voltage 𝑉(𝑡) = 𝑉0 + 𝑉THz(𝑡) avoiding the limitations of the capacitive 
coupling and thermal expansion [5]. Due to the modulation of the voltage the current through the contact 
changes as: 
 𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐼0 + 𝐼THz(𝑡). (52) 
By using the nonlinear 𝐼– 𝑉 characteristics of the tip–sample tunnel junction, we find out that the integral 
of current burst, 𝐼THz(𝑡) is nonzero, 
 
∫ 𝐼THz(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 ≠ 0. (53) 
Thus the current can be detected with a lock-in amplifier, despite the electronics of the STM are too slow 
to measure it in the real time [5]. This method does not require any modification of the STM, but optical 
access to the tip is needed. In addition to the THz pulse, we add another optical pulse, which can be used 
to excite the sample. We can then measure images at different delay between the optical and THz pulses, 
directly uncovering the behavior of the excited system on a subpicosecond timescale. 
10.1 COUPLING THZ PULSES TO THE STM TIP 
The coupling of the THz beam to the tip is based on an idea to use the STM tip as a waveguide for the THz 
waves [148], acting as a broadband antenna, that couples the incoming THz pulse with the tunneling 
junction [5]. While the literature agrees that the polarization of the incident beam needs to be parallel to 
the tip, the authors propose different ways of coupling for the maximum efficiency [5,148,149]. For 
example, in the paper by Cocker et al. [5], reporting the picosecond resolved STM, they proposed a very 
simple coupling mechanism, where the THz beam was focused to the apex of the tip [5], while on the 
other hand, for better coupling to a waveguide an additional perpendicular wire is put in the focus of the 
THz beam [148]. The wire acts as a scattering element helping to excite a propagating radial mode in the 
waveguide. Another coupling parameter, which is mentioned in the literature, is the angle between the 
tip and the direction of the THz beam propagation. It has been measured and theoretically shown that a 
wire waveguide emits the most THz radiation at relatively small angles ( 10° − 30°  for different 
frequencies of THz radiation), which could in principle coincide with the angles at which the radiation and 
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a waveguide are best coupled. All of the above mentioned parameters were tested in this work in order 
to find the most efficient way of coupling the THz beam to the tip, thus increasing the signal to noise ratio. 
In the recent work by K. Yoshioka et al., the authors checked how the tip shape affects the rectified current 
[150]. They tried a few different STM tips differentiating between two kinds: mechanically cut tips and 
electrochemically etched tips. It was shown that by using the sharper electrochemically etched tips the 
number of rectified electrons is much larger, especially at smaller THz fields, which suggests usage of 
sharper etched tungsten tips instead of hand-cut platinum ones. At larger THz fields, a saturation point is 
reached, which has a very similar value for both kinds of tips. In another paper, authors showed the 
coupling dependence on the shape of the THz beam, by controlling its phase [151].  
10.2 AMBIENT CONDITIONS WORKING THZ-STM 
As a prototype experiment, I made a working ambient conditions THz-STM, to show that the idea works 
and to test the relevant parameters. I chose a small NT-MDT AFM/STM. The choice was based purely on 
simplifying the experiment as much as possible, as the head can be used in ambient conditions with easy 
optical and physical access, as opposed to the omicron 4-probe STM, which is deep inside the vacuum 
chamber, and thus any modifications and adjustments are very difficult to perform.  
In this experiment, I used a THz beam, generated using a photoconductive switch to excite the STM tip. 
The STM head was put on the optical table, resting on some foam to minimize vibrations. The proximity 
of the tip to the THz source minimized the absorption of the THz beam in the air. To further dampen the 
noise, I made a foam cap dressed in aluminum foil to cover the head. Since the STM was working in 
ambient conditions a new tip had to be cut daily and the sample needed also to be cleaved on a regular 
basis due to oxidation and impurity deposition. In the experiment I used Pt wire tips because they are 
relatively easy to make. I performed measurements both on gold and on 1T-TaS2. The STM was highly 
susceptible to noise and was unable to measure images with any resolution. This is partly due to the 
acoustic vibrations, and partly due to dirt deposition on the sample, which is much larger in the air than 
in the vacuum. To dampen the tip oscillations, I tried to scan in a droplet of non-conductive liquid. I tried 
both with decane and paraffin oil, since they are insulating and have low absorption in the THz range 
[152]. The addition of liquids was unfortunately not successful. While the imaging did not work well at 
any conditions, it was possible to extract quite reproducible I-V curves with relatively little tip conditioning 
both in air and in liquids. 
The most important part that I wanted to check, before moving to the high precision, low- noise system, 
was the effectiveness of coupling of the THz beam to the tip. The parameters that I tried were: the position 
of the focused THz spot relative to the tip apex, the polarization of the THz beam (parallel or perpendicular 
to the tip), the angle of the incident beam with respect to the tip and the excitation by scattered THz beam 
[148], since the literature does not completely agree in which case the coupling works the best. Previous 
experiments show that the tip needs to be excited by a beam which travels in the direction parallel to the 
tip [5,148]. 
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Figure 91: Different ways of couplings the THz field to the STM tip. a) we change the position of the THz beam with respect to 
the tip apex, b) we change the polarization of the THz beam, c) we add an additional scattering element for possibly better 
coupling. 
With these experiments I first of all confirmed the method, as I indeed observed rectified current by 
means of the lock-in amplifier. The coupling is the best when the beam polarization was parallel to the tip 
and the beam is focused slightly above the gap between the tip and the sample. 
The initial measurements that exhibited rectified current were made on a gold sample with a freshly cut 
Pt tip. I used the tip bias voltage of 0.1 V and current set point of 1 nA, to stabilize the tip, making a 100 
MΩ contact. I used the Tera-Sed photoconductive switch as a THz source to excite the tip. The source was 
biased with 10 V with a duty cycle of 50 % at frequency of 873 Hz, and excited with 120 mW NIR laser 
beam with the diameter of about 2 mm and the repetition frequency of 100 kHz. The frequency with 
which the THz source bias was modulated was chosen not to be a multiple of any other present 
frequencies (50 Hz from line, 100 kHz from laser). The THz beam was polarized parallel to the tip. In this 
configuration, I performed I-V measurements, ranging the tip bias voltage from -0.16 V to 0.16 V and I 
observed rectified current of the order of -100 pA/V with the tip bias between -0.16 and 0.16 V as shown 
in Figure 92. Its relative magnitude was about 5 % of the base current. As we see from the raw data, the 
individual curves are quite noisy and averaging needs to be done. The observed rectified current had a 
negative sign with respect to the base current and a slight hysteretic behavior, which could be related to 
the feedback reacting to the change. To make sure this is the effect of the THz excitation and not some 
other kind of disturbance, I separately tried the same measurement with all but one of the devices turned 
on and also with all of the devices on, but NIR or THz beams deflected. In each of the cases I got zero 
rectified signal, proving that the rectified current is only observed when the THz beam hits the STM tip 
and is a result of the THz beam. I also shielded the STM tip from all other sides with a metal box and tried 
different possible shielding configurations, but this only contributed to noise dampening and not to signal 
change if the THz beam path was unperturbed. 
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Figure 92: a) 𝑰 − 𝑽 measurements with STM on 1T-TaS2. The THz beam was switched on (red) and off (black) in order to observe 
changes. Since the change is small, it is not seen in simple I-V measurements. b) Measurements of rectified current with lock-
in amplifier. We see that there is small rectified current present when THz beam is switched on. 
After showing that the rectification works, I changed the sample to the 1T-TaS2, since the measurements 
were planned to be done on this crystal and I wanted to optimize the setup for the specific problem. I also 
optimized the THz source: I enlarged the beam diameter from 2 mm to 5 mm, which allowed a higher 
laser power without saturating the Tera sed switch and thus it produced stronger THz pulses. In this case 
I was able to use 320 mW of laser power before observing saturation of the THz generator. With this new 
configuration, I tried how different setup geometries affect the coupling. First, I varied the beam position 
with respect to the contact between the tip and the sample. For easier aiming, I aligned another red beam 
with the THz beam to easily observe where the THz beam is focused when aligning the setup, while being 
able to block the red beam while performing the measurements. The red and THz beam overlap was 
achieved by performing electro-optical sampling with ZnTe. The best overlap was achieved when the 
observed signal was the highest. This allowed not only easier beam positioning, but also characterizing 
the THz beam before performing measurements. To move the beam spot with respect to the tip, I changed 
the height of the STM with a micrometer screw rather than move the beams, in order not to alter the 
beam and change the THz beam path. Since the size of THz beam in focus is of the order of mm, the 
vertical position of the beam did not affect the induced current much when moving the beam for distances 
smaller than that value. It turned out it was easier to find the signal, when the beam was focused just 
above the gap between the tip and the sample rather than directly on the gap, but the amplitude of the 
induced signal was generally very similar (Figure 93). On the other hand, introducing a scattering element 
in front of the tip for possible better coupling, as shown in [148], had significantly decreased the induced 
signal (Figure 93), and thus we dropped the idea.  
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Figure 93: Average THz induced rectified current at two different positions of the beam with respect to the tip-sample tunneling 
gap, as well as an additional measurement with a scattering element in front of the tip. It is obvious that the scattering element 
reduces the signal, while the position of the beam does not affect the signal a lot, as long as the beam is hitting the tip in the 
vicinity of the gap. 
It is also important to know how the rectified current depends on the current set point (Figure 94). I 
performed the measurements by stabilizing the tip at 0.2 V and at a chosen set point current (between 
0.125 nA to 2 nA) and then performed I-V measurements, starting at 0.2 V. The result shows that the 
rectified current increases when increasing the set point current. This could be easily understood, since 
the higher set point at the same voltage makes the contact resistance lower (simply following Ohm's law 
𝑈 = 𝑅𝐼). With lower resistance, any THz voltage produces higher current, and thus the observed effect is 
logical. I made fits within the linear parts of the IV curves in Figure 94a and extracted the slope coefficients. 
Then I normalized the rectified current curves by dividing them with those coefficients and plot them in 
Figure 94c. It is seen that after the normalization, the slope of the rectified current curves is more or less 
constant for all of the set point current values (Figure 94c), which means that the rectified current scales 
linearly in this regime. I divided the rectified current with the measured current at all voltages (omitting 
the current at zero voltage due to large error, when dividing by almost zero) and averaged over the values. 
The obtained ratio ((Figure 94d) does not depend on set point current. 
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Figure 94: a) current and b) rectified current for different set point currents at 0.2 V. By increasing the set point current, also 
the rectified current increases. c) Rectified current divided by the slope of the current. It is seen that all of the measurements 
have a fairly similar slope. d) rectified current divided by the measured current and averaged over all of the voltages. We see 
no dependence on the set point current. 
Another measurement was performed, where I varied the lock-in frequency. This, in principle, shouldn’t 
affect the rectified current, but could exhibit a different electronics measurement response. I measured 
in the frequency range from 3 Hz to 3 kHz, and there is in fact no difference seen in the signal. The 
measurements were performed by looking at the value of the rectified current measured by the Lock-in 
amplifier at a fixed voltage, and not by doing IV measurements as in the other cases. The tip bias voltage 
was set to 0.1 V and the rectified current was measured every second for 500 seconds, with the lock-in 
time constant set to 500 ms. The measurements were then averaged and are plotted in Figure 95. It is 
clearly seen that there is no dependence on the frequency observed for large frequencies. At very small 
frequencies, we see that the rectified current drops. This is due to the tip feedback reacting to the slow 
change in the current and retracting the tip when the current increases. The conclusion is to measure at 
higher frequencies, at about 1 kHz.  
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Figure 95: Frequency dependence of the rectified current. We see that there is no frequency dependence, except at low 
frequencies, where the tip feedback is fast enough to react to the rectified current. We see that when tilting the STM, the 
rectified current increased. 
Since the experiment was planned to be moved to the Omicron 4- probe STM where the beam is incident 
at an angle of about 60 degrees to the sample normal rather than parallel to the sample, we tried as well 
to tilt the STM with respect to the beam to better emulate the experimental conditions of the further 
experiments. It turned out that the rectified current was much larger when the STM was tilted. However, 
it is not completely clear if this is due to the angle or due to the better positioning of the STM in this 
particular case. The measurement was repeated twice with a very similar result. 
As a final check, I tried to perform a time-resolved THz experiment by adding an infrared pump pulse to 
excite the sample. I experienced a problem: the signal had changed a lot by adding the pump pulse of high 
fluence at any delay, but didn’t change when changing the delay between the two pulses. The large change 
was most likely due to thermal effects. When lowering the pump fluence, the noise was too large to see 
any small changes in the signal. 
The work described in this chapter shows that a THz gated time resolved STM is feasible and that a starting 
point for performing time resolved STM experiments in our laboratories is established. The work is 
continued by my colleague Yevhenii Vaskivskyi, who is currently working on a better THz beam setup, 
which will ultimately be positioned on top of the Scienta Omicron STM table to perform time resolved 
measurements. 
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11 CONCLUSIONS 
In the past few years, great progress has been made in making atomically resolved scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM) useful for investigating ultrafast phenomena, with the most important discovery of a 
THz gated STM [4,5]. In this work, I used the advantages of the STM and ultrafast lasers in order to 
characterize the behavior of 1T-TaS2 after photoexcitation. With a scanning tunneling microscope (STM), 
which allows atomically resolved images, we gained deep insight into the microscopic ordering and 
topological nature of different laser induced states in 1T-TaS2, while the data from the pump-probe 
measurements allowed me to observe these transitions on an ultrafast timescale.  
The peculiar properties of 1T-TaS2 attracted a lot of attention especially after the discovery of the ultrafast 
switching to a hidden charge density wave state [6]. The high change in the resistivity and ultrafast 
transition time make the material a very promising candidate for future cryogenic memory elements. It 
was shown that the switching can be also done by an electrical pulse [11] and thus integration in the well-
developed random-access memory architecture is feasible. 
One of the goals of my work was to build a THz gated STM following previous reports by Cocker et. al. 
[4,5], with which I would directly combine the ultrafast measurements with atomically resolved STM 
scans. I excited a simple ambient conditions STM with a THz beam produced by means of an Auston switch 
and observed up to 20 pA of rectified current. While this was enough to measure the rectified current, it 
was not enough to observe any time resolved signal when adding an additional IR beam to excite the 
sample. Unfortunately, I was not able to make the experiment work with our four probe STM during the 
time of my doctoral research. For further improvements, we introduced a fast high voltage source to bias 
the Auston switch and achieve higher THz fields which make the time resolved measurements more 
feasible.  
In order to construct a phase diagram of photoinduced states in 1T-TaS2 I performed multiple fluence and 
power dependent switching experiments at different temperatures both inside the STM and in a separate 
pump-probe setup. By combining the spatial and time resolved data I concluded that optical switching to 
the hidden state with 800 nm laser pulses is very reliable and reproducible and that the threshold 
switching fluence is very similar across many samples and at all temperatures below 200 K. This implies 
that only the number of photoinduced carriers is important for creating the nonequilibrium conditions, 
which are necessary for the transition to happen. On the other hand, the rest of the observed states, such 
as the amorphous state, the state with different chiralities or polytype transformed state are not always 
reached using the same laser parameters and are highly dependent on the sample. 
Using high laser powers (> 200 mW) and high fluences (> 10 mJ/cm2), I achieved a local single layer 
polytype transformation from 1T to 1H polytype, where the local heating and fast quench play a crucial 
role in the formation of the new state. The 1H polytype structure appears in the form of triangles at the 
surface, where we achieve different ratios of transformation, ranging from small (< 10 nm) triangles of 
the H state, to fully transformed top layer. In the fully transformed layer, we observe the appearance of 
topological strain patterns in the form of a stripe structure or a trigonal mesh of connected 6-pronged 
vertices, which arise as a consequence of the lattice mismatch between the top two layers. The periodicity 
of the stripe structure can be understood as a moiré interference between the H and T layers, where the 
H layer is deformed along one direction. On the practical side, domain wall crossings can be created by 
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localized electromagnetic perturbation with an STM tip, indicating a path to the manipulation of network 
topology and eventually nanoscale topological strain network engineering of electronic structure. 
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RAZŠIRJENI POVZETEK V SLOVENSKEM JEZIKU 
A-1 UVOD 
Idealna »mikroskopska filmska kamera« bi imela femtosekundno časovno ločljivost, ki bi bila zadostna, da 
z njo razločimo dinamiko elementarnih vzbuditev, kot so elektronska, spinska in vibracijska relaksacija, 
poleg tega pa bi nam omogočila prostorsko ločljivost na atomski skali. Z razvojem primernih teraherčnih 
izvorov in nizkotemperaturnih tunelskih mikroskopov z optičnim dostopom je izdelava takšnega 
površinskega mikroskopa postala tehnološko izvedljiva. 
Pri razvoju časovno ločljive mikroskopije trenutno prevladujeta dve glavni veji: časovno ločljiva 
mikroskopija recipročnega prostora in časovno ločljiva tunelska vrstična mikroskopija. Razvoj časovno 
ločljive mikroskopije recipročnega prostora poteka hitro, komercialni dodatki za standardne elektronske 
mikroskope pa že dosegajo časovne ločljivosti v pikosekundnem območju. Ultrahitra elektronska difrakcija 
ali difrakcija x-žarkov lahko z uporabo pospeševalnikov doseže tudi femtosekundno časovno ločljivost [3]. 
Z recipročno spektroskopijo zlahka dobimo podatke o urejenih strukturah, praktično pa je neuporabna za 
raziskave površin in neurejenih struktur, kot so na atomski skali lokalizirani pojavi, ki so trenutno zanimivi 
v manipulabilnih kvantnih sistemih s posameznimi atomi. Po drugi strani pa časovno ločljiv vrstični tunelski 
mikroskop nudi visokoločljivo prostorsko informacijo o površinskih stanjih, ki so trenutno v gorišču 
zanimanja [4,5]. Tu gre predvsem za topološke snovi in elektronsko urejene korelirane sisteme. 
Disertacija predstavlja atomsko ločljive in časovno ločljive meritve v tantalovem disulfidu (1T-TaS2), s 
posebnim poudarkom na novo odkritih fotovzbujenih stanjih. V delu so združene prostorsko in časovno 
ločljive meritve, ki dajo globji vpogled v procese, ki potekajo po fotovzbuditvi. Karakterizirane so različne 
vrste urejanja v materialu, izmerjeni so tudi karakteristični časi, v katerih se stabilizirajo. Ultrahitri 
izmerjeni prehodi in velika razlika v upornosti med različnimi stanji kažejo na velik potencial 1T-TaS2, kot 
ultrahitrega spominskega elementa prihodnosti. 
A-2 1T-TAS2 
Tantalov disulfid je anorganski material, ki ga uvrščamo v skupino dihalkogenidov prehodnih kovin. 
Osnovna celica v kristalu je sestavljena iz enega tantalovega atoma, ki ga obkroža 6 žveplovih atomov, ki 
lahko tvorijo oktaedrično ali trigonalno prizmatsko osnovno celico. Osnovne celice so povezane v plasti, ki 
jih povezujejo Van der Waalsove sile in tako tvorijo tridimenzionalen kristal. Material je zaradi svoje 
plastovite strukture močno anizotropen. Glede na obliko posameznih plasti ločimo pet različnih politipov: 
oktaedrični 1T, trigonalni prizmatski 2H in 3R ter mešana 6R in 4Hb [56,57]. V svojem delu sem raziskoval 
lastnosti 1T politipa.  
 
Slika 1: Fazni diagram 1T-TaS2 pri hlajenju (zgoraj) in gretju (spodaj). 
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Najbolj zanimiva lastnost 1T politipa je obstoj mnogih različnih faznih stanj pri različnih temperaturah. Nad 
temperaturo 𝑇 = 550 K, je kristal v kovinskem stanju, elektroni v njem se obnašajo kot prosti in snov je 
prevodna. Pri ohlajanju pod omenjeno temperaturo preide material v stanje nekomenzurabilnega vala 
gostote naboja (IC). Fazni prehod med stanjema je drugega reda. Ko snov še naprej ohlajamo, opazimo 
fazni prehod prvega reda pri 𝑇 = 350 K, pri katerem material preide iz nekomenzurabilnega stanja v 
stanje skoraj komenzurabilnega vala gostote naboja (NC). To stanje je stabilno do temperature 𝑇 = 180 
K, kjer material preko faznega prehoda prvega reda preide v stanje komenzurabilnega vala gostote naboja 
(C). Pri zadnjem faznem prehodu se upornost materiala poveča za tri rede velikosti, zaradi česar je kristal 
pri nizkih temperaturah izolator. Pri segrevanju nad temperaturo 𝑇 = 220 K opazimo še eno stanje, ki ga 
pri ohlajanju ne opazimo. To stanje imenujemo triklinsko stanje (T) in je zelo podobno NC stanju. Pri 𝑇 =
280 K triklinsko stanje preide nazaj v NC stanje. 1T-TaS2 je posebej zanimiv, ker je edini dihalkogenid 
prehodnih kovin, ki je izolator v stanju s komenzurabilnim valom gostote naboja [34]. 
 
Slika 2: Dvanajst atomov se premakne skupaj proti trinajstemu atomu, tako da tvorijo skupek v obliki zvezde.  
Najpreprostejše izmed stanj z valom gostote naboja je C stanje, v katerem je perioda enaka večkratniku 
periode mreže. V tem stanju se po dvanajst tantalovih atomov, ki obdajajo trinajstega, pomakne proti 
središču (slika 10) in tako tvorijo skupke v obliki šestkrake Davidove zvezde. Zvezde tvorijo novo trikotno 
supermrežo, s 13 atomi v vsaki osnovni celici (slika 10). Material je v tem stanju zelo občutljiv na 
kakršnekoli nepravilnosti ali zunanje spremembe. To vključuje dopiranje [22,36], fotoekscitacije 
[6,8,9,11,13], tlak [34] in substitucijo z izovalentnimi atomi [23].  
Po odkritju svetlobno induciranega faznega prehoda v prej neopaženo stabilno skrito (H) stanje [6], je 1T-
TaSs v skupnosti vzbudil val zanimanja. Skrito stanje je posebej zanimivo, saj mu upornost pade za približno 
tri rede velikosti, poleg tega pa ima pri nizkih temperaturah izredno dolge razpadne čase, primerljive s 
starostjo vesolja. To je prvi odkrit primer stabilnega skritega stanja. Skrito stanje v kristalu 1T-TaS2 lahko 
vzbudimo, če se sistem nahaja v C stanju, to je pri nizkih temperaturah. Za vzbuditev prehoda v skrito 
stanje potrebujemo en sam 35 fs sunek z dovolj veliko fluenco. Kasnejše raziskave so pokazale, da stanje 
lahko vzbudimo tudi z ultrahitrim električnim sunkom preko električnh kontaktov, ali pa s sunkom 
napetosti s konico tunelskega mikroskopa. Zaradi izjemne dolgoživosti stanja in velike spremembe 
upornosti je kristal postal dober kandidat za spominske elemente prihodnosti [11]. Z uporabo optične 
spektroskopije lahko vidimo spremembo v frekvenci fononov. Ko kristal preide v skrito stanje je opažena 
fononska frekvenca nižja, in sicer se pri 4 K vrh fononskega spektra premakne z 2,42 THz na 2,39 THz. 
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Slika 3: a) Temperaturna odvisnost upornosti vzorca pred in po preklopu v skrito stanje. Vijolična krivulja prikazuje hlajenje 
kristala, kjer je jasno viden fazni prehod pri 140 K. Oranžna krivulja prikazuje gretje skritega stanja. Jasno je, da je v skritem 
stanju pri nizkih temperaturah upornost veliko nižja. Zeleni krivulji prikazujeta podhlajeno C fazo pri hitrem hlajenju (svetlo 
zelena) in segrevanju (temno zelena) b) Relaksacija upornosti pri različnih temperaturah  [74]. Vidimo lahko, da se pri višjih 
temperaturah relaksacijski čas krajša. Eksperientalnt podatke je izmeril Igor Vaskivskyi. 
Življenjski čas skritega stanja se spreminja s temperaturo. Pri nizkih temperaturah je stanje stabilno, z 
višanjem temperature pa se življenjski čas krajša. Pri temperaturi višji od 150 K so življenjski časi na časovni 
skali mikro- do nanosekund, kar nam omogoča stroboskopske meritve prehoda v skrito stanje Ugotovili 
smo, da se pri prehodu fononska frekvenca spremeni v ~450 ps. Spremembo v frekvenci oscilacij spremlja 
tudi ∼ 5 % sprememba v reflektivnosti vzorca, ki se vzpostavi z dvema karaktrističnima časoma, in sicer 
(𝜏1 ≃ 300 ± 20 fs in 𝜏2 ≃ 4,7 ± 0,5 ps) [7].  
Mikroskopska slika skritega stanja prikazuje domensko strukturo, kjer lahko znotraj posamezne domene 
opazimo enako ureditev, kot v C stanju. Ko material fotovzbudimo, v njem ustvarimo elektrone in vrzeli, 
ki se nato sipljejo in termalizirajo. Zaradi asimetrije pasovne strukture v kristalu, se elektroni in vrzeli 
sipljejo različno hitro. V kristalu tako nastane razlika v koncentraciji elektronov in vrzeli. Fotovzbujena vrzel 
se lahko v kristalu anihilira z elektronom v središču zvezde, kar nam da novo vrsto struktur v obliki zvezde 
z odvečnim pozitivnim nabojem. Ostalih dvanajst elektronov še vedno ostane v obliki zvezde in zasenči 
odvečni naboj v središču. Nastalo strukturo poimenujemo praznina. Če je koncentracija praznin dovolj 
velika, se te prerazporedijo v domenske stene. Vrzeli so v tem primeru vezane in lokalizirane, fotovzbujeni 
elektroni pa ostanejo prosti in prispevajo k prevodnosti celotnega sistema [6]. 
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Slika 4: Časovni razvoj preklopa v skrito stanje, izmerjen s trisunkovno zapisovalno vzbuditveno testno tehniko. Črna krivulja 
prikazuje meritev, rdeča krivulja pa prikazuje samo filtriran oscilatorni del. Filtriranim podatkom lahko pred in po preklopu 
prilagodimo sinusno krivuljo in opazimo, da se frekvenca oscilacij spremeni v času 450 ps [7]. 
Poleg fotovzbujenega skritega stanja, je bilo nedavno odkrito tudi stanje z amorfno strukturo [8]. Amorfno 
stanje prav tako lahko dosežemo s fotoekscitacijo ali s sunkom napetosti s konico tunelskega mikroskopa, 
vendar pod drugačnimi pogoji. 
Zelo zanimiv je tudi 2H politip kristala, kjer ravno tako opazimo komenzurabilen val gostote naboja, vendar 
pa je v tem primeru stanje kovinsko [30,61,66]. 
A-3 POLITIPNA TRANSFORMACIJA V 1T-TAS2 
Z izpostavljenostjo vzorca laserskim sunkom s fluenco > 10 mJ/cm2 za desetinko sekunde ali več pri 
repeticijski frekvenci 100 kHz lahko v kristalu moduliramo kristalno rešetko. Najbolj preprosta 
transformacija rešetke 1T politipa je transformacija v 1H politip. Pri tej transformaciji je potreben le 
premik ene plasti žveplovih atomov, kar je efektivno enako rotaciji žveplovih atomov okoli tantalovega 
atoma. S tem osnovno celico spremenimo iz oktaedrične v trigonalno prizmatsko. To lahko lokalno 
dosežemo tudi s konico tunelskega mikroskopa [13,72] ali pa globalno s segrevanjem celotnega vzorca 
[20]. V vseh primerih se pretvori samo zgornja plast. Posebnost pri laserskem vzbujanju pa so veliki 
gradienti, ki privedjo do zanimivih struktur, kot posledica deformacij zaradi različnih velikosti rešetk. 
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Slika 5: a) trikotniki 1H politipa znotraj večjega območja 1T politip. Bele črte prikazujejo kot med fazno mejo in smerjo vala 
gostote naboja v 1T politipu. b) trikotniki 1T politipa znotraj večinsko pretransformiranega 1H politipa. Sliki a) in b) sta 
izmerjeni pri 77 K, kjer v 1H fazi ni vala gostote naboja. Merili sta dolgi 10 nm. c) Delno transformirana površina pri 4,2 K, kjer 
lahko vidimo val gostote naboja v 1H politipu. 
V primeru nepopolne transformacije površine se 1H faza pojavi v obliki trikotnikov, katerih robovi so 
poravnani s smerjo rešetke. Rešetki lahko med seboj razlikujemo po različni obliki vala gostote naboja. Pri 
77 K je to še posebej preprosto, saj se val gostote naboja v 1H politipu pojavi šele pri nižjih temperaturah 
in je zato transformirana površina atomsko ravna. V meritvah pri 4 K pa opazimo val gostote naboja v obeh 
politipih, in sicer superrešetko v velikosti √13 × √13 pri 1T politipu in 3 × 3 pri 1H politipu. Glede na 
lokalno lasersko fluenco lahko opazimo različna razmerja transformiranih površin, in sicer majhen delež 
transformirane površine, kjer so tikotniki 1H politipa obkroženi z večinskim 1T politipom in obratno, kjer 
so trikotniki 1T politipa obkroženi z večinsko transformirano površino. S previdno izbiro napetosti med 
konico in vzorcem lahko dosežemo vpogled tudi v spodnje plasti. Izkaže se, da je pri določenih napetostih 
(večinoma pozitivnih) skozi 1H plast dobro viden tudi val gostote naboja v spodnji 1T plasti. Tako lahko 
prvič neposredno preverimo urejanje vala gostote naboja v sosednjih plasteh. Ugotovitve kažejo, da je v 
nekaterih primerih val gostote naboja v sosednjih plasteh med seboj poravnan, medtem ko v drugih 
primerih ni. Študije kažejo na različno prekrivanje orbital in s tem povezane lastnosti snovi pri različnih 
prekrivanjih. 
 
Slika 6: Črtasta faza in trigonalna faza. 
V primeru transformacije celotne površine vzorec ni več enakomerno raven, kot je bilo opaženo znotraj 
posameznih trikotnikov, temveč se pojavi zanimiva dvojna črtasta faza s periodo 18 ± 0,2 nm. Črte so 
presenetljivo popolnoma enakomerne na površinah večjih od 1 μm2, kjer pri T= 77 K ni bilo opaženega 
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nobenega defekta. Poleg črt se pri določenih napetostih lahko vidi modulacijo vala gostote naboja v 
spodnjih plasteh in v primeru atomsko ločljive konice tudi atomsko rešetko v zgornji plasti. Izmeril sem 
kot med smerjo črt in smerjo vala gostote naboja, ki znaša 𝜙 = 2,3°, iz česar sledi, da je kot med črtami in 
rešetko enak 𝜙 + 𝜃 = 16,2°. Da bi podrobneje raziskal strukturo sem s konico tunelskega mikroskopa s 
sunkom napetosti naredil luknjo v vzorec. Okoli ustvarjene luknje se je del površine pretransforimiral nazaj 
v 1T politip, kjer opazimo neenakomerno strukturo z domenskimi stenami, domenami različnih kiralnosti 
in celo z amorfno strukturo. Okoli transformiranega obroča opazimo zanimive deformacije črt. Črte niso 
več ravne, ampak se ukrivijo, predvidoma zaradi kompenzacije nastale napetosti v vzorcu. Poleg tega 
opazimo 6 valentna vozlišča črt, in pojav, kjer se dvojna črta zaključi sama vase.  
S segrevanjem vzorca postanejo črte manj enakomerne. Pri temperaturah okoli 120 K začnemo opažati 
pojavljanje 6 valentnih verteksov, katerih število se poveča z nadaljnjim segrevanjem vzorca. Verteksi se 
najprej pojavijo naključno, večinoma okoli defektov na vzorcu. Pri višjih temperaturah se pojavljajo vedno 
pogosteje in sprva tvorijo ravne linije, pri temperaturah okoli 220 K pa že lahko opazimo področja, kjer 
verteksi prekrivajo celotno površino vzorca. Pri višjih temperaturah postane stanje nestabilno in pojavi se 
relaksacija v obliki razpok in kupov materiala na sicer ravni površini. To povzroča nestabilnost konice in 
otežene meritve pri višjih temperaturah. 
Če primerjamo velikosti osnovnih celic, vidimo, da je osnovna celica v 1H politipu (𝑎1𝐻 = 0,331 nm) 
približno 1,5 % manjša od osnovne celice v 1T politipu (𝑎1𝑇 = 0,336 nm). To pripelje do neujemanja med 
položaji tantalovih atomov v sosednjih plasteh in za prekrivanje celotne površine potrebujemo dodatno 
1H osnovno celico na vsakih 66 osnovnih celic. Neujemanje lahko opišemo z vektorjem ?⃑⃑?. S prekrivanjem 
dveh različno velikih mrež lahko dobimo moiréjeve vzorce s periodo 𝑑 =
𝑎1𝑇𝑎1𝐻
𝑎1𝑇−𝑎1𝐻
= 19 nm, kar je zelo 
blizu opaženi velikosti črt. Problem je, da se moiréjev vzorec med dvema enakomernima mrežama pojavi 
v obliki heksagonalnih skupkov, medtem ko so črte izrazito enodimenzionalne. To lahko razumemo kot 
prilagajanje velikosti 1H rešetke v eni smeri, kar je bilo že prej opaženo v teoretičnih modelih. 
 
Slika 7: Fazni diagram, povzet po [120], s katerim lahko dobro opišemo prehod med črtasto in trigonalno fazo. 
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Za opis prehoda med črtasto fazo in trigonalno fazo verteksov se poslužimo minimizcaije modela togih 
sten [120], kjer zapišemo prosto energijo oblike  
 𝐹 = 2𝛬𝜈 + 𝜇𝐿 − 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑔(𝜈, 𝐿)), (54) 
kjer 𝐿  opisuje dolžino črt, 𝜈  opisuje število verteksov, 𝑔(𝜈, 𝐿) pa je entropijski člen, ki opisuje število 
možnih konfiguracij pri določenem 𝜈  in 𝐿  in pri višjih temperaturah preferira večje število verteksov. 
Predpostavimo, da je za križanje črt potrebna določena energija 𝛬 > 0  in da je kemijski potencial 𝜇 
sorazmeren z neujemanjem med velikostmi mrež 𝑝 = 𝑎1𝑇/𝑎1𝐻 . Kemijski potencial premaknemo za 
ravnovesno vrednost 𝑝 = 1 , da dobimo končno vrednost 𝜇 = 𝛼(𝑝 − 1) , ki se ujema z literaturo. 
Minimizacija proste energije pripelje do simetrične rešitve v vseh treh smereh 𝑙𝑥 = 𝑙𝑦 = 𝑙𝑧, kar nam da 
heksagonalno mrežo pri visokih temperaturah. Pri nizkih temperaturah z modelom dobimo različne 
rezultate glede na vrednost 𝜇, in sicer pri negativnih vrednostih napove črtasto fazo, kjer 𝑙𝑖 = ∞. V tem 
opisu so črte enake neskončno raztegnjeni trigonalni fazi.  
A-4 FAZNI DIAGRAM FOTOINDUCIRANIH STANJ V 1T-TAS2 
Izvedel sem vrsto eksperimentov, da bi izmeril pri katerih pogojih lahko dosežemo različna fotovzbujena 
stanja v 1T-TaS2 in na podlagi tega narisal fazni diagram. Meritve sem izvajal na dva načina, in sicer z 
vrstičnim tunelskim mikroskopom in z vzbuditveno testno tehniko, s čimer sem poleg mikroskopske slike 
raziskal tudi obnašanje na femtosekundni časovni skali. Meritve so bile izvedene pri različnih 
temperaturah, od 4 K do 220 K. 
S tunelskim mikroskopom sem pri različnih pogojih meril profil fotovzbujenega območja, da bi ugotovil, 
kako različne fluence znotraj posameznega Gaussovega snopa vplivajo na izid vzbujanja. Meritve sem 
izvedel pri 4 K in 77 K, za vzbujanje sem uporabil laser valovne dolžine 800 nm z repericijsko frekvenco 
100 kHz. V eksperimentih sem variiral čas izpostavljenosti vzorca, torej število laserskih sunkov, ki 
zadanejo vzorec, in sicer med 1 in 106. Iz meritev sem ocenil velikost območja, ki sem ga v določenem 
eksperimentu transformiral in to primerjal z velikostjo žarka in vršno fluenco, ki se je v vseh primerih gibala 
okoli 10 mJ/cm2. Zanimivo je, da je skrito (H) stanje edino fotovzbujeno stanje, ki se pojavlja konsistentno, 
in sicer pri fluencah večjih od 1,5 mJ/cm2 pri 4 K. Pri 77 K je izračunana fluenca večja (5,7 mJ/cm2), vendar 
ta meritev ni zanesljiva, saj je meritev s tunelskim mikroskopom počasna, skrito stanje pa se pri tej 
temperaturi primerljivo hitro relaksira. Zanimivo je tudi, da se pri daljši izpostavljenosti, površina, na kateri 
opazimo skrito stanje, ne spremeni, kljub temu da se vzorec segreje za nekaj 100 K. Po drugi strani pa 
lahko opazimo, da se z daljšanjem izpostavljenosti v sredini vzbujenega območja pojavi poškodovano 
območje, ki raste s številom laserskih sunkov. Poleg skritega stanja in poškodb na vzorcu sem opazil še 
amorfno stanje, politipno transformacijo in orientirane poškodbe na vzorcu v obliki udarnega vala, vendar 
se nobena izmed teh ne pojavlja dovolj konsistentno, da bi lahko z gotovostjo trdil pod kakšnimi pogoji 
pride do transformacije. 
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Slika 8: Dva primera izmerjenih profilov vzbujenega stanja. 
S trisunkovno zapisovalno vzbuditveno testno tehniko sem izvajal stroboskopske meritve prehoda v skrito 
stanje pri visokih temperaturah. Pri nizkih temperaturah je določanje mejne fluence za prehod dokaj 
enostavno, saj je stanje stabilno in lahko po prehodu z vzbuditveno testno tehniko preprosto izmerimo, 
ali se je frekvenca oscilacij spremenila, ali ne. Pri visokih temperaturah pa skrito stanje hitro razpade, in 
so možne le stroboskopske meritve, kjer je za meritev vsake točke potrebna ponovna vzbuditev vzorca v 
skrito stanje z dodatnim zapisovalnim sunkom. Za meritve sem uporabil 800 nm laser z repeticijsko 
frekvenco 1 kHz. Popolno relaksacijo med posameznimi laserskimi sunki, sem zagotovil pri temperaturah 
višjih od 100 K, medtem ko se pri nižjih temperaturah (80 K) vzorec med posameznimi sunki ni relaksiral 
nazaj v komenzurabilno stanje. Meritve sem izvajal tako, da sem spreminjal zakasnitev zapisovalnega 
sunka glede na vzbuditveni sunek, tako da sem v določenem primeru opazoval fotovzbujeno stanje in v 
drugem primeru relaksirano stanje. Pri temperaturah 100 K in 160 K je jasno vidna sprememba v frekvenci, 
ko kristal preide v skrito stanje, in sicer pri fluencah okoli 1,1 mJ/cm2. Pri višjih temperaturah (200 K) tega 
prehoda ni moč opaziti. 
 
Slika 9: Višina vrhov fourierove transformacije v relaksiranem (črna) in vzbujenem (rdeča) stanju pri temperaturi 100 K. Barva 
ozadja prikazuje vzbujeno stanje po preklopu. 
Z združitvijo meritev s tunelskim mikroskopom in z vzbuditveno testno tehniko, sem sestavil fazni diagram 
prehoda v skrito stanje pri različnih temperaturah in različnih fluencah. Izkaže se, da je fluenca prehoda v 
skrito stanje neodvisna od temperature in se giblje okoli 1 mJ/cm2. 
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Slika 10: Fazni diagram optičnega preklopa v 1T-TaS2 pri različnih temperaturah in fluencah. 
A-5 POSPLOŠITEV OBNAŠANJA DOMENSKIH IN STEKLASTIH STANJ 
Čeprav je TaS2 s kombinacijo svojih nenavadnih lastnosti edinstven material, lahko nekatere izmed 
lastnosti posplošimo na široko paleto podobnih materialov. Kolega Jaka Vodeb je sestavil model, v 
katerem je na togo trikotno rešetko postavil določeno število interagirajočih delcev in opazoval njihovo 
urejanje [15]. Za opis interagirajočih delcev uporabimo hamiltonian 
 𝐻 = ∑ 𝑉(𝑖, 𝑗)𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑗
𝑖<𝐽
, (55) 
kjer je 𝑛𝑖 ∈ {0,1} zasedenost mesta 𝑖 in 
 
𝑉(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑉0 exp (−
|𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑗|
𝑟𝑠
) /|𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑗| (56) 
Yukawa potencial z radijem senčenja 𝑟𝑠. Število delcev v sistemu opišemo s polnjenjem 𝑓, ki nam pove 
razmerje med številom mest in številom delcev. Kot je pričakovano, se izkaže, da pri določenih polnjenjih 
dobimo popolno trikotno superrešetko. Bolj zanimivo je, da pri majhnem odstopanju od teh polnjenj 
dobimo stanja z domenskimi stenami, pri večjih odstopanjih pa dobimo steklasta stanja. Za potrditev 
modela smo izvedli meritve s tunelskim mikroskopom na različnih materialih, ki kažejo takšno obnašanje. 
Izkaže se, da iz popolne komenzurabilne rešetke lahko pridemo do domenskih stanj na več različnih 
načinov, in sicer s fotoekscitacijo, dopingom, interkalacijo ali substitucijo z različnimi atomi. 
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Slika 11: Meritve na različnih vzorcih. a) TaS2 b) TaSe2, c) TiSe2, d) Ta0.99Fe0.01S2, e) Nb0.04Ta0.96S2 [36], f) Fotovzbujen TaS2, g) 
Ti0.07Ta0.93Se2 [136], h) TaSeS, i) Cu0.08Ti0.92Se2 [137], j) Nb0.1Ta0.9S2 [36], k) Fotovzbujen TaS2. a), b) in c) prikazujejo 
komenzurabilen val gostote naboja d)-i) prikazujejo stanja z domenskimi stenami, j) in k) prikazujeta steklasto stanje. 
A-6 DOMENE RAZLIČNIH KIRALNOSTI V 1T-TAS2 
Superrešetke na kristalni mreži reducirajo translacijsko simetrijo kristalne mreže, obstajajo pa tudi 
primeri, ko superrešetka zlomi zrcalno simetrijo. Takšnim rešetkam pravimo kiralne rešetke. Superrešetke 
lahko opišemo kot linearno vsoto vektorjev osnovne celice 𝑛 𝑎∗ + 𝑚 𝑏∗, kjer za kiralno rešetko velja 𝑛 ≠
𝑚 in 𝑛, 𝑚 > 0. Primer takšne superrešetke je rešetka velikosti √13 × √13, ki jo najdemo v 1T-TaS2. V tem 
kristalu lahko z močnimi laserskimi sunki z določeno verjetnostjo dosežemo prehod med različnimi 
kiralnostmi [26]. V eksperimentih smo opazili, da lahko domene različnih kiralnosti opazimo tudi pri 
relaksaciji amorfnega stanja ali pri transformaciji plasti iz 1H v 1T politip. Domenske stene med domenami 
različnih kiralnosti zaradi zloma simetrije ne morejo biti ravne in niso tako preproste, kot v primeru domen 
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z isto kiralnostjo. Simulacija domenskih sten z različnimi kiralnostmi kaže na to, da je taka domenska stena 
energijsko najbolj ugodna, če se poravna s smerjo atomske rešetke. 
Najbolj zanimivo odkritje ki zadeva kiralnost pa je, da ima lahko val gostote naboja obe kiralnosti hkrati. V 
tem primeru pojava ne moremo opisati v smislu klasičnih interagirajočih delcev, saj je mikroskopska slika 
povsem drugačna, zadostuje pa opis dveh interferirajočih valov gostote naboja. 
 
Slika 12: a) domene različnih kiralnosti in b) domena z mešano kiralnostjo. 
A-7 MODELIRANJE FAZNEGA PREHODA V SKRITO STANJE 
Za opis oscilacij, ki jih opazujemo z vzbuditveno testno tehniko sem sestavil fenomenološki model osnovan 
na principu Ginzburg-Landauove teorije faznih prehodov, kjer je sprememba reflektivnosti sorazmerna z 
kvadratom parametra ureditve 𝛥𝑅 ∼  ∆(𝜓2) [133]. Asimetričen model, osnovan na Ginzbrg-Landauovi 
teoriji faznih prehdov se je izkazal za napačnega, zato sem razvil novega, ki dobro opiše meritve. Model 
opišemo s preprostim kvadratnim potencialom 
 
𝐹 =
𝜔2(𝑡)
2
 𝜓2, (57) 
kjer je 𝜔(𝑡) = 𝜔𝐶 − 𝛿(𝑡) časovno odvisna frekvenca, ki je prilagojena izmerjeni frekvenci. 𝜔𝐶  opisuje 
ravnovesno frekvenco v C stanju in 𝛿(𝑡) izmerjeno spremembo frekvence. Modelu pripišemo enačbo 
gibanja 
1
𝜔2
𝜓′′ +
𝛼
𝜔
𝜓′ + 𝜓 = 0. Izračunane oscilacije v modelu se zelo dobro skladajo z meritvami [7]. 
 
Slika 13: a) nedelujoč asimetričen model proste energije in b) delujoč model s časovno odvisnim kvadratnim potencialom. 
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A-8 RAZVOJ ULTRAHITREGA VRSTIČNEGA TUNELSKEGA MIKROSKOPA 
Vrstični tunelski mikroskop (STM) lahko zlahka doseže atomsko resolucijo, vendar pa je na žalost dokaj 
počasen in neprimeren za raziskovanje pojavov na časovnih skalah elektronskih prehodov. Pred kratkim 
je bila predstavljena metoda doseganja pikosekundne časovne ločljivosti. Metoda ki temelji na vzbuditvi 
ustrezno oblikovane kovinski konice, s teraherčnimi (THz) sunki, kar povzroči povečanje tunelskega toka v 
trenutku prisotnosti teraherčnega polja [4,5]. Metoda s teraherčnim proženjem je zelo obetavna, saj se 
lahko uporablja v običajnem vzbuditveno testnem sistemu v kombinaciji z optičnim vzbuditvenim sunkom, 
kar omogoča časovno ločljivo meritev tunelskega toka s fazno občutljivim ojačevalnikom. 
V ta namen sem preizkusil več virov THz valovanja. Izkazalo se je, da je najboljši vir za našo aplikacijo 
fotoprevodno stikalo, ki da dovolj visoka polja in je preprosto za uporabo. Dosežena polja so dovolj za 
opazovanje sprememb v tunelskem toku med konico in vzorcem. Sestavil sem preprost teraherčno prožen 
STM pri sobnih pogojih, kjer sem izmeril do 20 pA usmerjenega toka. Kljub temu, da je to dovolj za 
opazovanje usmerjenega toka, pa ni dovolj za opazovanje časovno odvisnih sprememb v kristalu, saj je 
signal premajhen in ima preveč šuma. Izkazalo se je, da mora biti THz sunek polariziran vzporedno s konico 
mikroskopa in da je učinek večji v primeru ko svetimo na konico pod rahlim kotom glede na ravnino vzorca 
in ne vzporedno z ravnino. Projekt ni popolnoma dokončan in ga uspešno nadaljuje kolega Yevhenii 
Vaskivskyi z optimizacijo THz vira in sistema za sklopitev s konico v nizkotemperaturnem vakuumskem 
STM. 
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